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SUMMARY
This thesis is  divided into four mein sections.
In the 9introduction* an attempt has been and* to give, by a 
h istorica l approach, a b rie f account o f sons o f the advances which 
have been made towards a solution o f the general problem o f evaluat­
ing the energy associated with chemical bonds in the undisturbed 
molecule and also that required to disrupt the molecule late two 
fragments.
A detailed review o f the many experimental methods available 
fo r  the determination of bond dissociation energies has not been 
given since there are now good accounts1 availabl# in the literature, 
but attention has been focussed on those techniques which are o f 
interest in oonnsotion with the present investigation.
The * Present Investigation9 deals with a ll the expert man tal 
work which has been carried out in the examination o f diphenyl- 
methane, fluorene, diphenylme thy 1 bromide, te trapheny le  thane and 
toluene • Discussion in  this section has been confined mainly to 
experimental points*
In the third section, the 9Discussion' ,  the results are dealt 
with, not in the chronological order in which they were obtained, 
but in a sequence which permits s more satLsfaqtoxy treatment* As 
the information obtained from the studies on fluorene is  required 
in the discussion o f the diphenylme thane results i t  is  considered 
first*  Then an examination is  made o f data from other investigations
in order to assess whet products might have been expected from the 
pyrolysis o f diphenylme thane , and this is  followed by a consideration 
o f the results o f the present work carried out on this compound.
Bond dissociation energies hams been derived fo r  the 
methylenio C-H bond in fluorene end in diphenylme thane, aleo fo r  
the central OC bond in  totraphenylethane• a mechanism ie  proposed 
fo r  the decomposition o f diphenylmethyl bromide but the limited 
experimental data does not pondt a definite conclusion to bo 
reached*
An account o f the smthod o f analysis o f the u ltra -v iolet 
absorption curves of the toluene pyrolyeia products precedes a 
b rie f reeume o f the lim itations o f the method of analysis by ultra­
v io let apeotrophotomstrie examination o f the mixtures resulting from 
hydrocarbon pyrolyses.
The section is  concluded with s short account concerning the 
existence o f unsaturated dimer analogues in the thermal decomposition 
products o f hydrocarbons.
In the * Appendix' details are given of thermo cheml cal end 
kinetic calculations, the results o f which arc used in 1be 
'Discussion9 section*
tiw mm w  tnagni.li.—mu iiii.iiiiiHi^Sft——— ii ii
Modem free Radical chemistry can Me regarded aa haring
originated fro® the classic trlphanylme thyl researches e f the
2Gomberg acheol early In the preaent century*
Thia and much e f the work which subsequently followed in the 
fie ld  waa o f an essentially empirical nature involring largely the 
techniques of organic raaotiona in solution*
About the a ana tine aa Qoaberg waa oarxying out hia experiments, 
Wegseheider** pxopoaed that ohenieal raaotiona go in atepa inrolring 
unstable intemediatea and that the reason waa because in thia way 
free energy changes were gradual* He further suggested that oospared 
to the concentrations o f the reactantsf the concentrations of these 
Into .mediates am negligibly sanll and that the rates o f the 
aucceasire steps are equal* Thia waa known aa the principle e f 
"Xquality o f Partial V elocities11*
However, i t  waa not until 1929 that faneth and Hofedits 
widened the fie ld  o f knowledge considerably by demonstrating the 
existence o f allgrl free radicals aa unstable intermediates in gaseous
raaotiona* Thia work haa in itiated  a great number o f reaearchea in
%
which methods of physical chemistry haws been applied to the 
investigation o f free radicals*
Through those reaearchea, i t  haa becoma recogniaed that many 
apparently complex chemical raaotiona take place in a aeriea of staple 
atepa in which the active agents axe fsee radicals* It  is  therefore 
inevitable since these intermediates are formed by the rupture of a 
ohemioal bond that attention should have become directed towards a
study o f the energetics o f the dissociation process and o f tha 
fragmants thereby formed. F.O. end K.K. Rice^ were early workers 
in this f ls ld  and used essentially the earns metal m iner techniques 
as Baneth and Bofedlts*
unfortunately some confusion has existed in the literature 
dealing with the nomenclature in this fls ld  of study sad i t  is  
therefore proposed to give s b rie f account o f
(1 ) The two main oonoepts concerning themergy associated 
with chemical bonds l.e *
C y
(a ) Average Band fttergy (previously bond energy, bond 
energy term®, mean bend energy^)
(b ) Bond Dissociation Energy10 (previously bend energy)
(2 ) Theoretical calculation of the energy and reactivity o f 
free radicals.
Consideration w ill then be glvm  to experimental methods used to 
determine bond dissociation energies.
The expression "Bond B&ergy” was introduced by Fajans 1in 1920 
and a method devised by him fa r calculating from thermoohsirloal data 
the bond energies in  organic molecules. This was based on the 
observation that heata of combustion and henoe heats of formation o f 
isemerie compounds are almost the same and that in a homologous series 
the increase in  heat o f formation la almost constant fo r  each -CHg- 
group added* Ha therefore as am in it ia l sim plification assumed that
the energy contribution o f each bond woe a defin ite and fixed 
amount, completely independent o f the nature of the molecular 
environment*
This method wae developed by oilier workers, ch iefly  Winberg12 
Huckel1^, Thiel1 ** end more recently by muling1 ^.
* c
The last named has from the fie ld  of quantum meohanice 
derived evidence which he olaime ie  in support o f pajaas in it ia l 
aseuu^tion and proceeds to his postulate of the additive nature of 
normal covalent bonds • Using this in can Junction with spectrosoopie 
data on diatonic molecules and themochemiaal data or molecules 
containing only one type o f  bend he has drawn up tables o f bond 
energies*
The general procedure adopted has been, in the case o f 
molecules containing only one t y v  o f bend to divide the molecular 
heat o f formation from atone equally between eaah o f the bonds e«g*
. *  •
Qf  m  heat o f  formation o f the molecule 
from atoms.
q • Average bond energy
n • number of bonds in the noleaule.
Such s process is  unequivocal in molecules containing only 
one type o f bond as there is  no doubt about partitioning the heat 
of formation amoung the #n* identical bends* The value o f q obtained 
by this method is  obviously an average value.
<£a
For molecules containing more than one kind o f bend, I t  wan 
necessary to know the energies e f a ll types except one from etfeer 
data and to obtain the remaining bend energy as a residuum. Take for 
example CH^ Cl*
1(0 -  ca) -  q?(cHj -  01) -  3q(c -  h)
th« value o f q(0-H) haying b r a  preyiouely deriyed from Q? (CH, ) .
This method o f course involves the assumption that q(0 • H) in 
ohloromethane is  the same as in methane.
By making such assumptions i t  is  possible in principle to 
determine the awe rage bond energies o f bonds involving carbon | a 
practical d ifficu lty  arises, however, over the latent heat o f 
sublimation of carbon which is  not yet known with certainty* This 
figure is  necessary to calculate the heat o f formation o f a molecule 
from its  atoms as shown below.
n Csolid
HftL
♦ (n ♦ 1 ) Hg
-  (n+1 )x102
n 0 gM ♦ (2b  «2)H
Of * o j ♦ 102n ♦ 102 a nl»«
and ^  are the heats e f  formation from atoms and from tha elements 
in their standard states. L ia tha latent heat o f vaporisation o f 
carbon.
Regarding the magnitude o f L the position has been reviewed 
in 1950 by Sprlngall1 ^  who as unable to reaoh a defin ite oonoluslon 
fro* a ll  the available data* Since then Marshall and Norton1®, from 
■ass speotronetrio measurements o f the appearance potentials o f 
GH* GHj Ch£ CH^  and C* have derived a value fo r  the heat o f 
sublimation of oarbon which checks sa tisfactorily  with the
4 Qexperimental results o f  Brewer, G illies and Jenkins 9 and o f Simpson
20Thom and Winslow * However, using thla value to calculate average
Aj
bond energies in hydrooarbons, Olocfcler has sheen that the
d ifficu ltie s  associated with L have not yet bean resolved*
Reoently 8aware and Bvans  ^ have given a new defin ition  o f
average bond energy as being "the work done in separating two atoms
in a molecule in a process during which a ll the other bonds are
independently and simultaneously stretched in such a way that the
molecule as a whole swells in fin ite ly  whilst preserving its  original
geometric form*"
In a molecule of type this definition  leads to the sane
expression q • 4  but by a rigorous nsthematiosl tre*taint they n
produce a method by means of which i t  is  possible in principle 
to partition the energy o f atmmlsatian between the d ifferent bonds 
o f a molecule fo r  each and every molecule without referenoe to any 
other molecule* Their method depends on the knowledge o f the 
potential energy of the molecule as s function o f a ll the inter*- 
a toad o distances and angles but unfortunately such expert non ta l 
data are not yet available*
Although average bond energies osnnot be determined by 
direct experisnntal measurement, attempts ha Ye been made to 
conceive relationships between this quantity and certain other
bend properties which can be measured, fo r  example, force
oo 2 5 2Jlconstants and bond lengths 9 • Sswarc however states that
in view of the uncertainty o f the numerical values of stretching
force cons tan ts f any average bond energies derived from them
should be discarded* He points out that bond lengths provide a
more satisfactory basis but that i t  is  f ir s t  of a ll necessary to
prove that the average bond energy is  independent o f molecular
environment and is  determined solely  by the length of the bond*
The average bond energy can therefore be regarded as that 
portion o f the tota l energy o f atomisation o f the molecule 
ascribed to the bond as i t  exists in the molecule. A knowledge o f 
the magnitude o f this energy is  necessary to calculate the 
'resonance energy' o f molecules, l.e *  the difference between the 
actual energy o f the molecule and that o f some standard reference 
system.
Fortunately, the problems connected with the evaluation o f 
average bond energies do not arise in the determination of bond 
dissociation energies as the la tter oan in many oases be measured 
directly  as the andothendLoity o f the reaotion in which AS is  
dissociated into two fragments
AB — > A- ♦ B- -D(A -  B)
-  8 -
9
X . £/vef?&y To C e r  Hy To £xc.»rep S m re ..  
T>. /'OeflSoaeP 3)tssoc»«rtOfv €/vgw*y.
'D. + 'L. ’T*?o€. T>i4Socie-f«o»v Er>/£f?c.y.
Some o f the experimental methods available fo r  the 
determination o f this quantity w ill be described later*
Only la  the case o f diatonic molecules can D(A -  B) equal 
the average bond energy end then only when the atoms formed are 
not in an excited state* large differences must occur between the 
two bond energies when the radicals or atoms formed In the 
dissociation have large resonance energy or undergo changes o f 
state^ln the case o f the radicals, or large electronic re­
organisations such as excitation in the case o f atoms*
This difference between average bond energy and bond
dissociation energy oan be seen from the example quoted by
25M.Cr. Evans from work reported by Skinner on mercury alkyls •
Heat o f formation of Hg(CH^ )2 from mercury atoms in the 
ground state 1-  .
8g O s) ♦ 2CHy — Hg(CH^ )2 ♦ 58 k*oals.
The activation energy fo r  the reaction 
CH3 . Hg . <»3 — > CH3 • Hg . ♦ CH3
is  equal to 51 k*oals* I f  this energy o f activation is  regarded as 
the bond dissociation energy o f the Hg -  GH^  bond In mercury dimethyl 
then the difference between the heat o f formation, 58 k .ca ls , and 
this figure o f 51 k .cals oust be the dissociation energy o f the
Hg -  CH3 bond In the radical, l.e *  7 k*cals.
Skinner states that mercury cannot form bonds when In it s  
(*S) ground state, but must be In an eleotronieally excited state*
-  9 -
. . J
D (C -  Br)
At8 67
HwBr 69
» .  CHg *r 50.5
OKg • OB -  CH, Br 46
or3 -  Br 6k
C Cl}  -  Br 48
i--------------------- --i
Then when the Hg * CH^  bond la  ruptured the mercury atom reverts 
to ita  ground state and the dissociation energy of the bond is  
reduced by the energy o f ohaage o f the electronic state o f the 
atom*
This can be represented graphically as in fig*1 .
The dissociation energy o f a number o f bonds has now been 
determined and an examination o f the tables o f values given by 
Sswaro  ^ and Boberts and Skinner2  ^ shows that fo r  any
particular type of bond the dissociation energy is  not constant*
The values determined fo r  a nunber o f 0 * Hr bonds ere given in 
table X*
It  is  not surprising that such variations should occur when
the differences o f reactivity exhibited by compounds containing a
characteristic link are considered* in example o f this ie  the
gradation in reactivity e f the compound! in the homologous series2^*
Another example is  provided by the values (Table XX) o f the energy
o f activation derived by Belanyi 0^ and his co-workers fo r  the reaction
Ha ♦ R*C1 — ^ Had ♦
In this reaction the bond formed is  independent o f S, and any
variations in ths energy o f activation are attributed to  the bond
broken and hence to the e ffe c t o f H on the bond in the molecule or
to the stab ility  o f X* as a free radical* It is  not generally
possible to disentangle the faotors affecting the radicals and
2Lmolecules so the procedure adopted by Sswaro , baaed on theory o f
9 LaBaughan, gvans and Bolanyi , haa been to take ea standard the
-  /© -
*»*>!« XI
ChlorLA* Activation m w gf 
- k . o»la .
Methyl 10.0
Etlyl 9 .4
n . Propyl 9*2 .
i*o-Propyl 8.4
n-Bu^rl 8.6
•ec.Butyl -A•co
t « r l. Butyl 7 #8
Vinyl 10*4
A ltyl 6.0
Bentyl 2*8
itagrl 10.4
loilgrl 5*0
Btnsagrl 0%
Aoetooyl 2.0
OH bond in aft than* (102 k .oa ls) and the OC bond in ethane 
(85 k .ca ls) and then to assume that the difference between the 
OH bond dissociation energy in a molecule and in ms thane is  due 
to the resonance energy o f the radical* Similarly fo r  the 0-0 
bond* This treatment however la by no means complete ss i t  has 
become necessary to introduos further qualifying assumptions •
Consider, fo r  the sake of exampls, the bensyl radical.
From the pyrolysis o f toluene, Sswaro^ derived the value 
o f 77*5 k*oals fo r  the dissooiation energy o f the OH bond* The 
reaonanoe energy o f the bensyl radical by the above definition is  
therefore 24*5 k .cals from which i t  immediately follows that the 
OC bond dissociation energy in dibensyl is  85 -  49 k.oala • 56 k .ca ls .
However, from e calculation involving the heats o f formation 
o f toluene end dibensyl and the figure o f 77*5 k .ca ls . fo r  Hie 
toluene OH bond energy9 the value of 47 k*eala wee obtained fa r 
the earns quantity. The difference o f 11 k.cals has been attributed 
to a strengthening of the OC bond through shortening^2. It is  o f
interest to note that experimental determination o f the dissociation
* 33energy o f the OC bond in dibansl^  gave a value o f 1*8 k .ca ls . which 
agrees very closely with the second o f Hie calculated figures.
I t  is  new also becoming useful to refer to tbs heat o f 
formation o f a radical. This idea originate! from the amthod 
devised by Butler and Bolanyi^ fo r  assessing band dissociation 
energies from thermo chemical data in conjunction with other 
measured dissociation energies.
The dissociation energies are given by the equations s
D{8 -  X) -  qf (EX) -  Qf(H) -  <Jf(X)
and
D(H -  X) » Qf(HT) -  Qf(H) -  Q f(l)
a ll bsing in the gaseous stats*
Suppose 2>(&-X) is  known, then i f  data are available fo r  the 
heate o f formation o f KX, Kt, X and X i t  is  possible to calculate
iKm )*
Sufficient accurate thermo chemical information would therefore 
allow a whole series o f dissociation energies to be obtained from 
one measured value* The method also permits calculation o f the 
dissociation energy o f bonds whioh cannot be readily measured d irectly .
As an example o f th is, consider the work carried out on the pyrolysis 
o f n*propyl-beasene by Leigh and Smraro^* They estimated that 
D(CgH(.*0B2 -  GHg-CH^ ) waa equal to 57*5 k.oals/mol* The heat of 
formation o f bengyl radicals was already known from the investigation 
on toluene ^  to be 37*5 k.cala/m ol. and from thermoohesdoal
i»meesurementa the heat o f formation o f n• proyl-bensene is  1*9 k .oala./\
S|y substitution o f these values in the equations
DfC^.CHg -  CHg.CHj) • Qf(06H5.CH2 .0^ Cai3) -  Qf^H^.CHg-) -Qf(-GH2.CH3)
they calculate the heat o f formation o f ethyl radioals to be 
22 k*oala/mol -  U k*oala*
Having this heat o f formation they prooeed to derives 
iK-CHg.CHg -  H) -  41.5 * 4 k .oa la /fo l.
D ( -  H) ■ 9 4 - 4  k .on ls/nol.
mlh  -
-  /3 -
these being dissociation energies which osnnot be measured 
directly by ether than the electron Impact method* the energy 
o f activation o f — > CgH^  ♦ H has been calculated by
Baen^ who obtained fo r  this reaction the value of i|6 k.oals/mol*
. This combination of thermoohendcal and kinetic data also 
permits a cross check to be made between experimental determination 
o f different bonds* This was not possible to any great extent in 
the present work because of the dearth o f thermochendcal measurements 
on systems involving diphenylmethane and fluorene, but in an 
appendix calculations are made from the data available*
By the generally accepted definition o f a free radical as 
"any chemical entity which carries an unpaired valence electron", 
we must inolude not only organic free radicals but also free atoms 
of elements such as hydrogen, sodium, potassium, chlorine etc* and 
even relatively stable molecules such as oxygen and n itr ic  oxide*
As a result o f tills electronic idea of a free radical i t  has 
been possible fo r  a theoretical approach to be made to the under­
standing of suoh radical properties as energy, structure and reactiv ity?* 
Zt would not be possible to give a detailed description o f 
these various theoretical approaches within a reasonable space, 
hence this account w ill be o f a more general nature*
Where the free radical has a simple structure suoh as the 
hydrogen atom or even a methyl radioal, the locus of the odd electron
i t  fa ir ly  d ea rly  defined and i t  has to be regarded as being in 
nether oioae association with a particular atom o f the radical*
I t  is  not yet possible to apply ware-mechanical methods 
rig id ly  to the solution of these systems but progress has been 
made with the aid o f two separate treatments which insoles 
approximations*
1) The Vblanoe Bond Method*
2) The Molecular Orbital Method*
By both these treatments the same general results are obtained*
Out o f the valance bond method has arisen the Resonance Theory 
which is  an intu itive generalisation requiring fo r  its  practical 
application two assumptions in addition to those already implied in 
the valence bend method^*
a) The wave function o f a molecule oen be represented ae a linear 
combination o f the wave functions fo r  the unexdted canonical 
structures*
b) Zf there are two or mere oanonloal structures the molecule 
w ill have an intermediate reactiv ity , and the greater the 
number o f canonical e true tires possible 9 than the greater 
is  the stab ility  o f the molecule, i*e* i t  has a larger 
resonance energy*
ta
Dewar and longuet-Higgins^  hove pointed out that there is  no 
theoretical ju stifica tion  fo r  these two assumptions and that indeed 
there is  no sound reason fo r  neglecting excited canonical forms on the 
ground that the contribution made by a particular unexdted oanonloal 
form may be mueh greater then that of one exdted  oanonloal structure
since there may be a greater number o f the latter* Furthermore, 
that the stab ility  o f a moleeule does not depend only on the 
number o f  canonical forme but aleo on interactions between them*
In spite o f  these observations the resonance theory has been 
quite successful • a success which Dewar and Longuet-Higgina 
attribute to a certain "correspondence principle" between i t  and 
the method o f molecular orbitals*
The most interesting results obtained have been in 
connection with certain free aryl radicals* For example, the 
phenylnettyrl radical can be dealt with on the basis o f five  
canonical structures (neglecting exoited states)*
1 2  3 4 5
▲ relatively simple wave function^ can be set up fo r  this 
system by assuming equivalence o f structures 1 and 2 and fo r  3,4 and 5 .
t  * a (*1 ♦ *2 ) ♦ b(o3 ♦ *4 ♦ *5)
The energy difference between the system 1 or 2 alone, which 
are the Kekule structures, and that o f the whole system 1 — > 5 
is  regarded as being the resonance energy o f the free radical*
*he greater the complexity o f the radical, the more possible 
canonical forms and hence the greater the resultant resonance energy,
/& -
i . e .  the more stable la the radical* fo r  diphenylme thyl there are 
16 canonical structures, therefore i t  would be anticipated that 
thia radical la more stable than the benzyl radical. Thia is  in 
agreement with the experimental results o f this investigation.
Quantitatively however* there is  not a good f i t  between the 
calculated and the experimental resonance energies of the phenyl 
methyl and diphenylme thy 1 radicals. The treatment of Pauling and
LQ
Wheland leads to values o f O.SIw and respectively fo r  the
two rad ica ls. They maintain that there is  considerable evidence 
for taking m (the single exchange integrals involving adjacent atoms) 
as 32«2 k .cals so leading to resonance energies o f 16 k .cals fo r  
the bengyl radical and 27 k .cals fo r  the benshydxyl radical. The 
la tter value is  la  quite good agreement with the experimental
quantify o f 30 k .cals derived in the present study but the bemyl
uvalues d iffe r  widely. Swraro has proposed that Sklar9s «  value 
o f A4.2 k .cals is  more reliable and should therefore be used. This 
o f course brings the calculated resonance energy fo r  the phenyInethyl 
radical more into line with his experimental results.
Similarly the resonance energies o f pheny Ins thyl and 
di pheny las thyl calculated by the method of molecular orbitals is  
in resonable agreement with the experimental value fo r  the latter* 
but is  much too lew in the case of the former. B(y this treatment 
the results obtained are fo r  (a) ph en ylm eth yl15 k .ca ls .
(b)diphenylne thyl 28 k .oa ls.
nDetermination o f Bond P isEocifttion Biftrgies.
In a recent review dealing with the methods o f 
determining bond dissociation energies, Dr.M.SzwarcJ has pointed 
out that the experimental determination of these quantities 
requires the investigation o f one o f two processes*
(a) The process o f formation o f a bond by association of 
the respective radicals or atoms*
(b) The process o f breaking a bond resulting in the 
formation o f the respective radicals or atoms*
The f ir s t  o f these methods is  d iffic u lt  to oarxy out 
experimentally and thereforey in contrast to the second method 
has not been extensively used*
Depending on how the energy required fo r  the dissociation 
is  supplied, the bond breaking method can be divided into three 
groupsi
(1 ) The photohemioal method where the energy is  supplied 
by radiation*
(2) The electron impact method where the kinetic energy o f 
an electron beam is  used*
(3 ) The equilibrium method and the kinetic method where the 
bond sp littin g  energy is  thexmal energy*
It is  proposed to consider here only the kinetic and the 
electron impact methods* Hie former beoause i t  was employed in 
the present work, and the la tter as i t  involves an application o f 
a mass spectrometer quite different from that developed in this
investigation*
Kinetio Method*
In aheadoal reactions the original molecules, the reactants f 
disappear and in their place are forated new Molecules, the products• 
The fin a l state d iffers from the in it ia l state in that sons o f  the 
original bonds are broken and other ones have been fomed# 
Associated with these changes is  an energy factor, tensed the 
Bnergy o f Activation, which is  a function of the dissociation 
energy both of the bond broken and the bond foneed*
Since chemical kinetics is  concerned with the mechanism o f 
oheadoal reactions and the speed at which they occur, i t  follows 
that the relationship of energies of activation and bond 
dissociation energies is  an object of studies in this field#
From the point o f view o f bond dissociation energy 
determinations the simplest reaction to consider would be a 
simple bond ruptures
AB — ) A- ♦ -B
which i f  i t  took place as a unimolecular process would have a 
velocity constants
jc «  h,3£} log .  ■* ' '
t  a -  x
where t is  in seconds (o r  other units of time) a la the in it ia l 
concentration of AB and x the amount decomposed at time t* I f  the 
products of suoh a unimolecular decomposition were stable or under* 
went one exclusive and quite defin ite subsequent reaction i t  would 
be possible in principle to find the extent of Hie decomposition by
suitable methods o f analysis* Value® o f k derived fo r  various 
temperatures would permit the energy o f activation fo r  the 
deoospositlon to be determined by uae o f the Arrhenius expressions
mlog.k « log.A -  ..
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It  is  known in some oases and conjectured fo r  most that there 
is  no energy of activation fo r  the reverse association reactions
A- ♦ B- — )  AB
Since the heat absorbed equals Bforwmr^  "  ^reverse the 
assumption that the la tter term is  sero means that the energy o f 
activation fo r  the dissociation process would equal the required 
heat o f dissociation*
the problem however is  ncA so simple because in fa ct the free 
radicals and atoms formed in the dissociation are very reactive and 
undergo rapid reaction with other species present* the task therefore 
becomes one o f either "arresting** these radicals a s fast as thqy are 
produced or by arranging the experimental conditions so that reaction 
occurs exclusively between the radicals and the parent molecule* An 
alternative method would be the determination of the concentration o f 
the radicals as they are producedf A number of experiments in this
(p*\direction have been carried out by XL ten ton, but which w ill be 
considered later*
In the opening paragraphs o f this introduction, reference 
was made to the metal mirror experiments o f Stoeth and Hof edits 
to detect free radicals in the gas phase* This technique was
• l o .
2*2~2J»subsequently developed by P.O. Rice end hie colleague* in
investigations into the thermal decomposition of hydrooarbons and
also o f oxygen and nitrogen containing compounds. They employed
very low partial pressures of reactant in the presence o f an
exoess o f a condsnsible carrier gas and to keep the percentage
decomposition to a low value they maintained a very fast flow through
the reaction vessel* The radicals produced were 'oaptured* by the
m etallic mirror before chain reactions could develop*
UAlthough using this method Rloe and Dooley^ obtained a value 
o f D(GH3 -  H) » 100 -  6 k.cals/m ol. which is  in good agreement with 
the accepted value o f 101 k .ca ls/m ol., the technique can seldom be 
employed to determine bond dissociation energies with accuracy.
The extant to which free radical chain reactions may account 
fo r  a ll the products resulting from the thermal decomposition o f 
organic molecule* when using the gss flow method without metal 
mirrors was demonstrated by Bice and H ersfeld.^
They give three examples showing how the experimental facts 
observed in the pyrolysis o f ethane, acetone and acetaldehyde can 
be explained on the basis of such free radical chains. Their 
calculations showed that the f ir s t  order nature o f the overall 
reaction could be maintained under the correct conditions end 
estimated reaction rate* and activation energies which were in 
accord with the known fa cts .
The general scheme fo r  the decomposition proposed by them 
is  represented b jt
-*1 — > * , * “ 2 0 )
*1 ♦ —i B^ H ♦ *2 (2 )
** *1 * *3 (3 )
*1 ♦ *1 — > B1B ♦ *2 f t o * (2 )
*1 ♦ *. ----- >
where the H*« ere radicals end the M*s ere molecules.
the radical formed in the primary reaction ebetreote e 
hydrogen etom from another o f the orlginel molecules forming e 
hydrocarbon end another redieel* this second radical decomposes 
giving e new molecule end reforms another o f the f ir s t  type o f 
radical which is  then reedy to act as in (2)* The chain is  
stopped however when two radicals combine as in ( 4)»
from this scheme, assuming the rate o f ( 1 ) to be the slowest 
step and the concentrations o f  the free radicals involved reach a 
lim iting low value within a short time a fter the commonoesMnt o f 
reaction, also that the chains terminated by dimeri sat ions o f ^ , 
Rice and Hersfeld obtained a f ir s t  order constant for the reaction* 
I t  la important to note that their reaotion proceeded to a very 
limited extent ( 5- 10# deconposltion) and hence there was always an 
excess o f reactant present*
• 2 Z -
The exp res s i on found was t
• a [w ] /S iS glj
dt ^  ^  2k4
-  k exp [* ]
The rate at whioh molecules disappear la determined by two
o f the chain reaction # the chain cannot start until
the prinaxy reaction takes place, but fe r  each molecule whioh deoomp- 
osea by the prinaxy reaction there are many whioh di a appear by the 
chain medianian. The ratio o f the two gives the chain lengths
The energy o f activation o f the overall reaction can be 
determined from the alope o f  the line obtained by {lotting kexp 
against the reciprocal o f the absolute temperature.
The temperature variation o f k ^  gives ^  but aa k 
is  composite the ezperimantal energy o f activation m at be given 
byi
factors -  the rate o f the pxlmexy reaction k1 (jM^ j and the rate
bp [it 3 flML 3
ki DSl
* .* *  * i ♦ *2 ♦ *3 “  V
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In any reaction system where fu lly  developed chain 
sequences o f the type considered ere occurring, the experimental 
activation neergy is  d ea rly  a composite quantity end therefore the 
deduction o f a bond dissociation energy from the results is  very 
uncertain i f  not well nigh impossible.
The next advance in the kinetic flow method of detemining 
bond dissociation energies was nade by Butler and Folanyi in 
connection with their study o f the thermal decomposition of organic 
iodides* The oondenslble carrier gas used by Rice and company were 
replaced by nitrogen circulated in a closed system by means of a 
merouxy diffusion pomp* The reactant was introduced through * 
narrow oapillazy into the nitrogen stream which carried i t  through 
the reaction weasel, the products and unchanged material being 
fro  sen out at the reaction vessel ex it.
By maintaining wezy small partial pressures o f reaotant and 
keeping the percentage decomposition to a low level the chances of 
secondary radical reactions were assumed to be very lit t le *  These 
were considered to be further suppressed by the b rie f duration o f 
the reaction which lasted loss than a second, this being the time 
fo r  the gas to pass through the reaction oh amber. The rate o f flow 
was calculated from a determination of the pressure drop across a 
capillary inserted in the nitrogen stream*i
The iodine formed in experiments carried out at d ifferent 
temperatures was estimated by titration  and the result used to 
calculate a f ir s t  order velocity  constant and hence a value fo r  
the energy o f activation which was thsn equated to the energy
D(B -  X)9 I t  being assumed that the energy o f activation fo r  the 
re combination prooess o f the free radioale was aero*
Although there le  l i t t le  experismntal data from which to 
calculate the activation energy associated with the recombination 
o f free radioale9 the available evidence^ suggests that i t  le  
negligible* Furthensore9 the self~oanslsteat nature o f the 
p /roly  t ie  results and the good agree went with results obtained by 
other wethoda are in support o f the validity of the asauaptlon*
There is  o f course the notable exception of recombination o f 
trlpheny Inethyl which Zeigler 1^ has shown to have an activation energy 
o f 8 k.cala/m ol. but Butler and Folanyi^ state that the deviation 
o f ^  • D fo r  hexaphenylethane does not necessitate any serious 
reservation in the identification  o f these two magnitudes fo r  bands 
o f a more "normal character" • I f  the recombination process does have 
a fin ite  energy of activation, then the value of the dissociation 
energy obtained by the kinetic method w ill be too high and w ill 
represent the upper lim it o f the true value*
The kinetics of the thermal decomposition o f  organic iodides 
has since been shown to be more complex^2* ^  than assumed by Butler 
and solanyi and that their adjustmmt o f experimental conditions to 
reduce subsequent radical reactions had not been entirety successful* 
Toluene Carrier Qas Technique*
M* Beware^ in  a study of the pyrolysis o f toluene by the 
Butler-Felan/1 method found that the velocity constant o f the primary 
reaction
GsHy CH3 — )  06H5* 0&2 ♦ H
-  Z2T-
v y  fir s t  order end oould be represented by:
fc .  101J.  -ILl52°
n
The activation energy he associated with the 0-H bond 
dissociation energy in toluene*
54
A subsequent study of the pyrolysis o f ethylbensane^ was 
complicated by the formation of polystyrene at the furnace exit*
This result was explained on the basis of a chain reaction involving 
the methyl radicals formed by the in it ia l decomposition i
C6 H j .  CHj .CHj  — > OgHjCHj- ♦ C H y
I t  had earlier beau demonstrated by H.8. Taylor and J.o. 8sdth^^ 
that the methyl radical reacts very rapidly with toluene
°6H5* « 3 4 ♦ « 4
producing methane and bengyl radicals whioh are comparatively inert and 
only dime rise to dibengyl* S aware made use of this fact by carrying out 
the pyxolyeis in a stream of toluana vapour which acted aa a radical 
acceptor fo r  the very reactive fragments formed by the decomposition 
o f whichever organic compound waa being studied* In every case tha 
bengyl radicals formed were assumed to undergo no reaction other than 
that o f dimsrisation*
(Thia asauaptlon waa shown to be substantially correct in tha 
present investigation by subjecting the pyrolytic products o f toluene 
to Ultra V iolet apectxephotometric examination* )
The toluene carrier technique was f ir s t  triad out an a repeat 
of the decomposition o f ethy lben mens. The results obtained were
found to bo reproducible and independent o f the partial pressure 
of toluene* The experimental energy o f activation and 
probability factor were estimated at 63*2 -  1*5 k*oala/a»l. and'
1 x 101* see*1*
The method has siaoe been applied by Seware to a number of 
pyroiyeea including those o f benzyl bromide^f hydrazine^,
rO c£  m
propylene , a lly l bromide , substituted bromomethanea , 
substituted bsngyl bromide 0^ and ace t ic  anhydride^ •
In spite of the apparent very wide application o f this method 
i t  is  important to note that i t  does haws its  lim itations* I t  
cannot be used when determining the dissociation energy o f *-
(1 ) Bonds stronger than the 0-H bond in  toluene because at 
the high tei|>eratures neoeaaaxy, the toluene it s e lf  
decomposes*
(2) Weak Bonds* 2h these oases the energy of activation o f 
the reactions
£ ♦ o6h$. ch3 — > c 6H5*cm2-  ♦ as
may be su fficien tly  large to make i t  a very slow process at 
the required low reaction temperatures*
( 3) H-I bonds because of the unreaotivity o f the iodine atm*
For example, i t  would not ba auitabla to atudy benzyl iodide 
deoompoeitlon in the presence o f toluene ae iodine and toluene 
w ill certainly not react aa w ell as bromine and toluane*
(4 ) When the molecule being studied decomposes, not to free 
radicals but d irectly  into two molecules* The use o f toluene 
in these instances could however give valuable information
- * 7 -
as to the decomposition mechanism since i f  there was no reaction 
with toluene i t  could be presumed that no free radicals were formed.
m addition to these shortcomings of the toluene method there 
is  another Isolated investigation of interest in which toluene 
cannot be used as a radical acceptor and that is  the pyrolysis o f
dibensyl* The decomposition o f this compound has been studied by
3 3
C. Hbrrex and S«E« M iles^ who obtained a value fo r  the f ir s t  order 
velocity constant, baaed on the primary dissociation of the 
molecule into two bensyl radicals, which could be represented byx
k • 9.29 -  ^  - 1C)3 
2.3 HT
The energy o f activation is  in agreement with the figure 
predicted from consideration o f the heat of formation o f the 
bensyl radical (from toluene decomposition) and the heat o f 
formation o f oibensyl, but the pre-exponential factor o f 9*29 is  
much lower than the figure o f 13 usually associated with f ir s t  order 
reactions. The products, toluene, stllbene, benzene, and styrene 
were accounted fo r  by the attack o f the bensyl radicals an the parent 
molecule giving rise to toluene and another free radical which could 
then decompose by various routes to give the other three hydrocarbons • 
These complicating secondary steps could be avoided by the use 
o f a suitable acceptor fo r  bensyl radicals snd one of the reasons fo r  
the present study of the pyrolysis of diphenylmethane was to ascertain 
the possib ility  of using i t  in a re-investigation of dibensyl* The 
possib ility  of it s  use in the study o f organic iodides was also 
envisaged. Che drawback to this use of diphenylme thane is  that its
-  2.8 -
lew vapour pressure prevent* i t  being employed also aa the carrier 
gas and an inert gaa muat be uaed in conjunction to aerve the la tter 
purpoae. Another, but more serloua drawback ia the complicated 
mechaniam o f ita  own decomposition. Proa thia laet point o f view 
fluorene would be of more value ae a radical acceptor.
Treataant o f Bxperimmtal Data.
It ia relevant to oonalder b r i e f l y ,e x a c t l y  what information 
ia required from thia typ* experiment and the varloue met bo da 
of treating theae data.
the f ir s t  eaaentlal ia the identifioation  o f a ll the produota 
and a determination o f the aaounta o f oaoh formed. Prom thia i t  
should be possible to write down an equation representing the 
overall reaction* the next atep ia to draw up a mechanism whioh 
w ill account fo r  a ll the produota and whioh agrees with the 
stoichiometry o f the previous aquation. Very often more than one 
such mechanism ia possible and i t  ia  then necessary to d eaign further 
experimanta to enable the correct reaction mechanism to be deduced*
I f  theevidenoe suggests that the rate determining atep ia the rupture 
o f some bond i t  is  then permissible to calculate the rate o f 
diaappearanoe o f the reactant from meaauraments o f the rate o f formation 
o f on# o f the products with a view to identifying the energy o f 
activation with the dissociation energy of the bond which sp lit in 
the original molecule •
It .is  appreciated that thia procedure cannot always be 
observed but i t  is  obviously unsound to oantinuo to a study o f tha
• 2-V
energetics o f a reaction before a ll the complicating factors have 
been satisfactorily  unravelled, exoept in those oases where i t  is  
s t i l l  necessary to have such information in order to decide between 
two or more mechanisms* Even then an unequivocal conclusion is  
not always possible* .
Such a process is  tine consuming but i t  should be carried 
out as i t  may reveal the existence of complexity where sim plicity 
had been assumed*
When a seemingly satisfaotoxy conclusion regarding the 
mechanism has been reached, the velocity constant k is  calculated 
from the f ir s t  order equations
k  .  2*222 i o g .
« * -  *
where t  is  time o f oonhta^t and x is  the percentage decomposition o f 
the reactant over a range o f the experimental variables, partial 
pressure o f reactant, time of oontaot, partial pressure o f carrier 
gas and furnace temperature* i f  k ie  found to be independent o f 
these, exoept o f course temperature, i t  can be taken that the 
decomposition of the reactant la a unimoleoular process •
The variation o f k with temperature is  then considered.
Ssrly in the history of chemical k inetics, Arrhenius proposed 
an empirical formula fo r  describing the e ffe ct o f temperature on 
the ret# o f  a chemical reaction*
It may be expressed aet
k .  A* =S
RT
where T le  the absolute temperature, R is  the gas constant and 
A and g are constant fo r  the reaction*
Concerning these le s t two quantities a great deal has been 
written which i t  is  not possible to consider here* As s f ir s t  
approximation however, A has bee* related to a co llis ion  frequency 
and a sterio factor in the case o f bimoleoular reactions* In the esse 
of unimolecular decompositions the interpretation of A le  more 
d ifficu lt*  Collisions are required to maintain a supply of energised 
molecules and a proportion of the la tter ooncentrate su fficien t energy 
in the v ita l link to permit decomposition to oocur* These conceptions2 
lead to an A o f lO1  ^ sec*"1, a value o f the earns order as the vibration 
frequency o f single bonds*
Le Mar has pointed out that g probably changes with temperature 
but the experimental methods are not su fficiently  accurate to distinguish 
the difference* i f  1  does depend sa temperature an entrepy of  
act ivetien must cadet- whi ch may aides fr om certain sts r ie fa ctors*
The energy of activation, 1 , can be determined from the 
temperature coefficien t o f the reaction rate either by direct 
substitution into the Arrhenius equation of the value o f k at two 
different temperatures, or by plotting log k against the reciprocal 
of the absolute temperature and multiplying the slope by 2*503 B*
For this purpose the absolute values o f k need not be determined, 
but to obtain aoourate values o f S end A the data fo r  k must be o f 
high quality and extend over a considerable range o f testersture*
A range of at least 50°C is  vezy desirable and due to practical
-d ifficu lt ie s  few researches cover more than 100°G* In the case 
o f fluorene, reported in this thesis, the range studied was 
actually 160°C.
F inally, in a study of a series o f substituted compounds
to determine the e ffe ct o f the substituent on the dissociation
59energy of a particular bond, Ssswarc has assumed a constant
4 5probability factor o f 10 fo r  each of the uni molecular
decomposition processes* Then i f  denotes the bond dissociation
energy in the reference molecule and
k1 ■ v  S ’ ••o’ 1JfT i
°2 dmu>U'  the bond ««TU r o f the .ub.tituted molecule
and
k- -  jl« sec2 * A e^ —8 2 ___-1RT
Since is  assumed to equal i t  follows that
D, - f t j  -  H T l a k ^ .
As the assumption o f a constant value fo r  A throughout a series 
has not yet been shown to  be valid i t  would probably be more 
sa tisfactory  to make a complete detailed investigation and calculate 
D and A independently fo r  each compound*
Qenerel Theory-
As the technique o f determining dissociation energies by 
electron Impact, and also part of the present investigation involve
the use o f a mass spectrometer, the beeio principle of this 
inetrument w ill f ir s t  be considered.
It consists essentially o f a device fo r  separating atoms 
or molecules of a gaseous mixture according to their absolute mass* 
This is  effected by ionising them by means o f a beam o f high energy 
electrons and accelerating the ions through a high voltage fie ld  
where they w ill attain velocities related to their masses. They 
then pass into a magnetic fie ld  where they are analysed, the particles 
o f different velocities and masses being deflected to different 
extents, fijy the adjustment o f either the accelerating potential or 
the magnetic fie ld  strength, ions of any desired mass can be direoted 
through s s l i t ,  a fter passing through the magnetic fie ld , on to a 
co llector plate. The very small e lectrica l current produced is  then 
amplified and made to operate some recording device.
The mode of operation is  made quite d ea r from the followings
I f  an ion o f charge e , o f sero kinetic energy and mass m enters 
a voltage fie ld  V, then on passing across the potential gradient i t  
w ill have had imparted to i t  an energy t
v.  • i  wr2
Furthermore when a particle o f mass m and charge e moves with 
a velocity v in a magnetic fie ld  o f strength H, the particle w ill be 
deflected in  a circu lar path whose radius w ill be suoh that
r
From these two equations, the expression
-  * 3 -
oan be readily obtained, •r* has a defin ite value being a function
of the instrument and defined by the relative poaitione o f the
ionisation chamber, the magnetic fie ld  and the co llector s l i t .
Only those ions having a definite value of r oan pass through the
collector s lit*  Die ~ values fo r  the particular particles having
a path of this radius is  fixed by V and H* It is  normal in
operation to maintain either V or K at a constant value and to vary
the other while automatically recording the ion current of each ~
©
present. For a given electron bombarding voltage the relative 
magnitudes of these are constant for any given compound and are 
hence referred to as the mass spectrum o f that compound. This is  as 
characterlstic as the u ltraviolet or infra-red spectrum and is  about 
as d iffic u lt  to interpret as the latter*
The usual method of recording the mass spectra is  to cause the 
amplified ion current to deflect a movable pen over the surface o f a 
strip  o f paper moving at a constant speed at right angles to the 
direction o f motion o f the pen* In this way a series o f peaks are 
drawn out and as the deflection of the pen is  proportional to the 
ion current the heights o f the peaks are a measure of the relative 
amounts o f each ~ species* These are now referred to as mass peaks.
A gas such as 002 gives not only a mass 44 peak due to 002* ions 
but also smaller peaks at 28, 16 and 12. These are due to  the 
fragment ions 00*, 0* and C* which are produced simultaneously with 
the parent peak by rupture o f the various bonds in the molecule* In
.3* f -
addition tha re w ill possibly be peaks at 22, 14, 8 and 6 resulting 
from the doubly ionised particles 002**, 00**, 0**, C***
A further oosqplioatian arises through different fragments having 
the same mass, in example is  given by C12 02i6 and C^ 12 Hg1 whose 
respective masses are 44*004 emd 44*065* Unless the instrument has 
a resolving power o f 1 in 1000 at this mass range i t  is  not possible 
to distinguish between these two.
Owing to its  a b ility  to measure the abundance of various molecular 
masses present in a vapour, the mass spectrometer provides a useful 
method o f carrying out quantitative analysis o f unknovn mixtures.
This is  the particular application which waa made o f a mass spectrometer 
in this work to determine the partial pressure o f fluorene and the 
amount of hydrogen resulting from its  thermal decomposition. Although 
this investigation was carried out with a view to measuring the 
dissociation energy o f the msthylenic OH group in fluorene this 
particular use o f a mass spectrometer is  quite d istin ct from the 
electron impaot methods of determining bond dissociation energies, 
whioh w ill now be considered.
Ionisation and Dissociation by Heotron Impact.
The method o f electron impaot has been used fo r  some time to 
determine Ionisation potentials and electron a ffin it ie s ^ .
The instrumant used is  sim ilar to the ordinary ionisation 
gauge ahd only simple molecules can be studied as there is  no means 
o f separating the ions produced by different pxocessss, The mass 
spectrometer provides an answer to this d ifficu lty*  There is  no lim it
I
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to the complexity o f the molecules which can be studied as i t  is  
a simple matter to focus on to any given ion and observe its  rate 
o f production, without any interference from the other ionisation 
processes going on at the same time*
I f  the ion detector of a mass spec to me ter is  focussed on a given 
mass and the energy of the bombarding electrons is  increased, the 
type of curve o f ion current against electron voltage obtained is  
shown in figure 2*
After in it ia l onset, the ion current increases rapidly over 
about a volt and then is  linear over a considerable range*
There are two main schools of thought as to how thfcsedata 
should be interpreted* The first**** maintains that the ta il at the 
foot o f the curve is  due solely  to electron energy spread and takes 
an extrapolation of the straight line region tc zero ion current*
The fittin g  of an electron energy f i l t e r  would therefore apparently 
result in the disappearance o f the ta il , with an unambiguous sudden
appearanoe of ions as the electron voltage was increased.
65The other idea is  that the point where ion sad current is  
fir s t  observed corresponds to the least energetic transition between 
the ground and the ion ic states*
Provided there was no electron energy spread this method would 
give the correct ionisation potential, otherwise the possib ility  
sxists of a molecule being ionised by an electron o f higher than the 
minimum energy*
The voltages at which ions appear, termed the Appearanoe
Potentials, are used in computing the relevant bond dissociation 
energies*
The commonest method, in addition to the appearance potential 
requires a knowledge of the ionisation potential of the fragments 
studied* For example, i f  the bombardment o f a molecule AB causes 
the decomposition
AB ♦ e — A* ♦ B ♦ 2e
then the appearance potential of the ion A* ie  given by
V(A*) • D(A-B) ♦ 1(a) ♦ K(A+) -  K(AB) ♦ KK(A+) ♦ KX(B) -  KK(AB) + E(B)
1(a) is  the ionisation potential o f A» S 's are internal energies 
above the ground state and SB's axekftnetio energies o f the particles* 
The most reliable ionisation potentials are derived from 
speotroscopio data but unfortunately these are not always available 
and recourse must be made to the ouch less certain values derived 
by use o f the mass spectrometer* The uncertainty of the la tter 
measurements arises from the undeterminable "excess energies" o f 
the various fragments* Douglas and Hersberg^ found evidence 
which indicated the mass spectrometer ionisation potential fo r  the 
ion CH+ produced from BOB included 99.5 k .ca lt ^excess energy"*
In spite o f these d iffic u lt ie s , Stevenson^ obtained the 
following reaulta which are in good agreement with values obtained 
by other methods*
D(GH3 -  H) -  101 -  4*5 k.oale/mol*
D te^ -H ) « 96.7 -  4.5 " "
IKCH3-GH3) • 82.6 t  9 n e
DtOgHj-CgH )^ -  77.6 t  9 « •
A different technique takes into account thermo chemical heata 
o f reaction* Stevenson and Hippie^* by measuring the appearance 
potential o f the CH^  • Q* • CH^  ion from both propylene and 
isobutylene and assuming the heat o f hydrogenation o f the la tter9 
calculated the dissociation energy o f CH^  -  H to be 103 -  2k.cals/mol* 
Application to Kinetic Studies*
(1) Analysis fo r  radicals produced*
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68In this method, which mss introduced by £1 ten ton , the reaction
is  carried out in a chamber separated from the ionisation chamber o f
a mass spectrometer by a suitable 'lea k ' through which passes a stream
o f the reaction mixture under conditions which permit the radicals to
reach the electron bean* The effectiveness o f the method depends on
the fa ct that the appearanoe potential fo r  a sp ecific radical ion
produced d irectly  from a parent molecule is  always greater than the
ionisation potential o f the radical itse lf*
£1 ten ton has applied the techniques to a study o f a number
o f pyrolyses and oxidations involving hydrocarbons and has obtained
valuable data concerning their mechanisms* To take one example, the
thermal decomposition o f methane has been o f in terest, particularly
in its  relation to the general problem o f hydrocarbon synthesis and
decomposition* The products offemethane reaction is  a complex
mixture o f o le fin io  substances, carbon and hydrogen* From mirror-
69method studies o f the free radicals 7 evidence was obtained for 
both the primary processes s
<mk —^ CHg ♦
— > CH3 ♦ H
B1teuton was able to obtain ample indication o f the 
presence o f free methyl in the reaction mixture and waa alao 
able to determine the temperature coefficien t of their production 
with considerable accuracy* None o f hie efforts to detect CHg* 
succeeded, notwithstanding the favourable conditions fo r  mass 
spectrometer detection of this xadioal* Appearance potential 
fo r  CHg4 : from CH^  ia 15*7 volts while the ionisation potential 
o f free CHgj is  only 12 volte*
(2) Continuous Analysis o f Stable Produota.
In the flow method o f studying chemical decompositions a 
great deal of time haa to be spent preparing the apparatus fo r  
each experiment which it s e lf  may only be of from 10 to 50 minutes 
duration* The products have then to be removed and analysed by 
acam suitable method* Bven with the moat favourable conditions,
i .e .  freedom from leaks and other experimental ndahapa i t  ia only 
possible to coiqplete about one experiment per day when studying 
compounds such as diphenylme thane and fluorene*
Any means of analysing the products continuously aa they are 
formed would appreciably speed up the rate of obtaining experimental 
data as i t  would not then be necessary to open up the system between 
runs in order to remove the produota • A further advantage which 
would be gained from such procedures would be the maintenance of 
steady surface conditions during a series of runs* In the present 
work there was no surface reaction but in the pyrolysis o f iodide^" * ^  
i t  was noted when uelng a trip lica te  colleoting system that
differences existed between the f ir s t  and the remaining samples in 
a set o f three supposedly identical experiments done in a closed 
system* It  seems reasonable to suppose from the evidence presented 
in those researches that the surface attained a uniform state a fter 
pyrolysis had been proceeding fo r  a few minutes* Such a steady state 
could be maintained while a great number o f experiments was performed 
i f  a method o f continuous analysis was mtilised*
The mass spectrometer is  an instrument admirably suited to this
purpose and although i t  has been used to determine the composition
70bof isolated samples of the products o f kinetic reactions there has 
not been ouch application o f i t  to continuous direct analysis in 
academic researches* I t  has been used fo r  monitoring process units 
in the petroleum and atosdo energy fields^0, and Urey^°* made an 
application o f i t  to the kinetics o f decomposition o f dimethyl ether 
in a sta tic system some years ago* The application made in the 
present research did not make fu ll use o f the capabilities of the 
method fo r  follow ing the fate o f several components simultaneously 
since the deoompoaition of fluorene yielded only two products, but 
as far as i t  is  known this is  the f ir s t  time that a mass 
speotrometer has been employed to analyse the stable pyrolytic 
products when studying the kinetics o f thermal decomposition of 
organic compounds in a flow system*
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Although G-raebe^1 reported fluorene, hydrogen, benzene and 
toluene to be formed by passing diphenylme thane repeatedly through 
a red hot tube, i t  mas fe lt  that in view o f the different experimental 
conditions employed in this work the f ir s t  step should be the 
identification  o f the preduets • For this purpose a comparatively 
simple apparatus was used in it ia lly , then as the investigation 
progressed the apparatus was modified and extended to enable a 
quantitative assay o f the products to be made.
The following report o f the work carried out commences with a 
description o f the complete equipment as shown in figs* 3 end 3, and 
includes fo r  the sake o f cla rity  a very brief description o f the 
experimental results which led to the development o f  the original 
simpler apparatus* A fu ll account o f a ll the results is  given in s 
later section#
The experimental technique ch iefly  employed in the pyrolysis o f 
diphenylme thane was in principle the same as that used by Butler end
79Bolanyi in their investigations into the thermal decomposition o f 
organio iodides, end which has since been adopted in many other studies 
o f the pyrolysis o f organio compounds* Several experiments were carried 
out without s carrier gas, sim ilar to the method used by X* Ssmaro with 
toluene*
F > G-. Z*
L.A. liquid Air Trap
N.P. Nitrogen Purifying and Storage System
G*M« Measuring System fo r  Gaseous Products
YJ(• Msssuring System fo r  YolstiXe products
S Ssturstor \
R.V. Reaction Yossol 
U U-Tube
Plow System in double lin os.
Arrow denotes direction o f flow .
The diagram in figure 4, shows the general layout o f the 
apparatus and the relationship o f the different system to each other 
and their connection to the vacuum aanifold. The entre apparatus 
apart from the reaction veaeel and fumaoe was made o f pyrex glass*
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The apparatus was evacuated via the nanifold by naans o f a single 
stage mercury diffusion  punp backed by a Metro-Viokers two stage rotary 
o i l  punp. The pressure was read on a McLeod gauge*
With liquid a ir  on the trap between the McLeod gauge and the 
punping system, a pressure o f 10*^ a sm *  o f mercury could be readily 
achieved*
Plow System.r s s a s s s  .
Reaction Vessel.
The reaction vessel was constructed from a quarts tube, 72 one* 
in length and with aa internal diameter o f 2*9 cas* One end was tapered 
down and fitte d  with a B*19 standard cone* The other end was closed 
o ff  and fitted  with a sim ilar cone sealed in at right angles to the 
main tube*
Surrounding a portion o f the reaction vessel was a furnace 
consisting o f a 62 cas* length o f steel tube, 5 cuts* diameter, covered 
with asbestos paper, then with a layer o f alundum cement and fin a lly
U.z -
with a winding o f niohrome tape. Four tappings made on the winding 
divided i t  into fiv e  sections* The turns of tape in the two end 
sections were placed jr on* apart and in the three inside sections 9 
1 an* apart* Although care was taken in the construction to ensure 
even spacing o f the individual turns i t  was found necessary to place 
shunts in the form o f rheostats across eaoh o f the sections and adjust 
then to obtain a uniform temperature along the length o f the furnace*
The windings were oovered with a layer o f alundum cement and further 
insulated by enclosing in a thick asbestos lagging*
The voltage across the windings was controlled by means of a 
Yariao auto-transformer supplied fro*  the mains via a constant voltage 
transformer* The la tter  smoothed out the mains fluctuations but i t  was 
s t i l l  necessary to keep a check on the furnace current end to maintain 
i t  steady by adjusting the Yarlac aa the extent o f load shedding at that 
time waa outside the lim its o f compensation by the constant voltage 
transformer*
The temperature o f the reaction vessel was measured by s chromel- 
alumel thermocouple enclosed in a narrow bore quarts tube lying along 
side the reaction vessel within the furnace* The electromotive force 
was measured by means of a d irect reading potentiometer and the 
corresponding temperature obtained from a graph plotted from data given 
by Beeaer, Dahl, and Gowens* Bur* Standards* J« Sea. Ijj., 239 (1935) fo r  
chromsl-alumel thermocouple and reproduced in "Handbook o f Chemistry 
and Hhyaice" -  (Chemical Kubber Publishing Co*)
Sitnntor*
The saturator wee connected to the reaotion vessel through a 
standard ground glass ooxte and socket sealed with polythene to give 
a vaouum tight joint* Polythene was used fo r  this purpose as the 
apparatus between the saturator and the reaction vessel had to be 
heated to over 100°0 to prevent the dlpheny Ins thane from condensing 
out and i t  was found to be the amst durable o f several materials 
tested*
A solenoid type valve was employed to control the introduction 
of the diphenylme thane as lack o f a suitable lubricant prevented the 
use o f a conventional type glass tap* The valve and in let tube were 
heated by means o f a winding o f nlchrome tape (not shown in diagram)*
Tap 7 prevented the back diffusion o f diphenylme thane when the 
nitrogen stream was directed through tap 6 which served as s by-pass 
to  the saturator*
i t a s
The unchanged diphenylme thane and the product! o f pyrolysis were 
fro  sen out in a U-tube immersed in a Dewar veseel o f liquid air*
Considerable d ifficu lty  was experienced before a satisfactory 
method waa evolved fo r  the complete collection  o f these oondenalble
materials*
Among ths products ware tetrphenyl ethane sad tetraphenyl- 
ethylene which condensed out immediately at the exit o f the reaction 
vessel and could only be driven down into the U-tube by being heated 
to about 180°C* At this temperature the polythene on the ground glass
• 43*
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jo in t between the U-tube and the reaetion veaeel tended to oxidise9 
a process whioh waa greatly accelerated by unaealing o f the Joint to 
remove the U-tube a fter eabh run fo r  the recovery o f the oondenaed 
so lid s . The oxidised polythene waa quite insoluble and had to be 
burned o ff  the ground surfaces before the connection could be remade, 
i f  ter being heated a few tinea the pyrex socket invariably became 
deformed and a vacuum tight eeal could not be obtained. There was also 
a very great danger o f fracturing the s ilioa  cone.
I t  wae found to be more satisfactory to leave the polythene Joint 
intact and to remove the U-tube by cutting the pyrex tube below the 
connection, i f  ter washing out the product! the U-tube waa glaaa blown 
back into position.
Another o f the products9 fluorene, tended to paae through the U- 
tube and condense out in trap T 1 • Thia waa overcome by using a double 
U-tube and heating to 200°C,by means o f  a nichrome winding,the portion 
between the two bends immersed in liquid s ir . The double U-tube ia not 
shown in the diagram aa i t  waa vary similar in form to the device fo r  
removing mercury from the Jf^  carrier gaa.
The nitrogen waa circulated by a mercury vapour pump (circulating 
pump 2) heated by a Wood* a Metal Bath. The latter cons i  a ted o f an 
inaulated iron vessel heated e lectrica lly  and maintained at a constant 
temperature ( -  1°c) by means o f a Sun vie Biergy Regulator.
-  U*
In experiments without carrier gaa the pump was used to remove 
the gaseous products which were formed ae the diphenylme thane was 
d is tille d  under high vacuum from the saturator at 70°C, through the 
reaction vessel into the U-tube at ~80°G. In order to maintain the 
flow o f hydrocarbon the non-condens ib le  gases had to be pumped away 
as faat as they were produced.
They were extraoted from the exit o f the reaction vessel, through 
tap 3 and the by paaa to the flow capillaries and stored in the portion 
o f the apparatus between the puqp and taps 7 and 8 which were closed. It  
was found that as the back pressure bu ilt up, the pwnp was unabls to 
maintain a good vacuum in the reaction vessel so a second mercury 
diffusion pump was installed in aeries* With this arrangement e 
pressure o f 10*^ asm. of mercury could be readily obtained in the 
reaction vessel, while the pressure in the backing volume was 6 ana .
A tap (2 ) waa placed in parallel with the second diffusion 
pump (iio*1) so that the flow o f carrier gas in subsequent experiments 
using nitrogen would not be impeded by having to pass through the pump 
je ts .
At a la ter date, in the quantitative work, the two pumps were 
used to transfer the nitrogen and gaseous products from the flow syatem 
to the gaa measuring system.
Flow C apillaries.
The nitrogen carrier gas could be directed through either o f the 
two capillaries arranged in parallel by opening tape 3 or k and the 
pressure drop aeroaa i t  measured by meana of the double McLeod gauges •
Ii lc> «
By applying Meyer's modification o f Itoiaseuille's Law, the rate 
o f floe  o f nitrogen was determined i
4 2 2 
Bate o f flo e  (mola/aeo) » y r  Cfti ~ ^2— ^
16* 1 RT
r  * radius o f oapillaxy in one.
1 * length o f oapillaxy in one*
Pi and p2 m pressure before and a fter the oapillaxy 
H m v iscosity  o f nitrogen in Poises 
B * gas constant 
T * absolute temperature.
The teo capillaries were o f quite different dimensions so that a 
wide range o f flo e  rates oould be obtained.
The nitrogen carrier gas was cleared o f oondensible impurities 
and oxygen by paaaing slowly through a liquid a ir trap and then in turn 
through teo sodium traps heated to 300°C before being stored in three 
3*»litxe flasks.
The nitrogen used was supplied by B.O,C,
d u r in g  fo r  Q».«ou, Product..
I t  was not possible to determine with any degree o f accuracy the 
amount o f hydrogen formed in a run by measuring the increase o f pressure 
in the flow system, as i t  only amounted to about 0,05 )  *3 sms, and
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the high pressure McLeod gauges were not very sensitive to suoh smell 
differences in a tota l pressure of about 6 nos*
The mass spectrometer which was later used in the work on fluorene 
was not available at this stage so an alternative method was devised and 
an apparatus constructed (fig*5)*
This apparatus consisted of a Toepler type pump with three two-way 
solid  key taps arranged in such a manner that the gas could be transferred 
as required to either the water Jacketed bulb of known volume or to the 
small copper oxide furnace which comprised the rest o f the system*
Connection was also made through these taps to the nitrogen storage flasks 
and to the flow system at a point between tap 1 and circulation pump 1 
( f ig .3 ) .
The pressure in the Jacketed bulb was determined by measuring the 
difference in height o f the column of mercury in the simple barometer and that 
in the manometer*
The barometer and manometer were constructed from tubing o f the 
same diameter to eliminate e ffects o f cap illarity  and as both tubes had 
a common reservoir, changes o f level o f the mercury in the la tter could 
be ignored when making the pressure determinations*
In the CuO furnace the gas was circulated by means of an electro­
magnetic pump, through a short column of hot copper oxide and a U-tube 
immersed in liqu id air*
The pump was operated by automatically switching on and o f f  the 
current through the solenoid* The hollow so ft iron piston was pulled 
down while the current was flowing and returned to its  original position
by the action o f the spring when the current waa off*  The piston was 
enclosed in a glass envelope and fitte d  at the top with a snail glass 
valve*
The bulb and the CuO furnace could be independently evacuated 
through tape T1 and T2.
Operation,
The system was f ir s t  of a ll completely pumped out end taps Ti and 
T2 then dosed*
in  amount o f nitrogen was admitted into the Toepler pump via T4 
and T5 and then forced up into the jacketed bulb through taps T5 and T3
until the pressure in the bulb wee about 250 -  260 sms* Any surplus
nitrogen was returned to the storage flasks.
The nitrogen was kept in the bulb fo r  at least half an hour to
allow thermal equilibrium with the water circulating through the jacket
to be established before the pressure was noted.
The nitrogen could then be transferred to the pyrolysis system 
when i t  was required fo r  a run.
On completion of the run, circulation pump 1 waa started up, 
tape 1 and 2 ( f i g ,3) dosed end T3 end T4 (fig*5) adjusted so that the 
nitrogen and hydrogaa were pumped by the mercury diffusion pumps acting 
in oaaoads, from the mala apparatus into the Toepler ptug>* When the 
diffusion puaym had bu ilt up their maxi mum backing pressure, T3 and T5 were 
set to d irect the gases into the calibrated bulb when the mercury was 
raised in the Toepler ptoq>. This sequence of events was repeated until 
the pressure in the sain circulating system waa down to 10 * mas, o f 
meroury.
Again a fter waiting fo r  the gases in the oalibrated bulb to 
reach the sane temperature aa the jacket, the pressure and teaperature 
were noted*
The gases were then transferred to the CuO furnace, liquid a ir 
placed round the U-tube, the oopper oxide heated to dull red heat and 
the electromagnetic pump started* The hydrogen was thus oxidised and 
the eater condensed out in the U-tube* After circulating for about 
5 - 1 0  minutes the nitrogen was returned to the bulb and the teaperature 
and pressure again recorded*
The pressures corresponding to 0°C were calculated*
The values of the 1st and 3rd observations should be the sane i f  
the gases foraed were entirely oxidised in the CuO furnaoe, while the 
difference between these two and the second observation was due to the 
gases produced in the pyrolysis*
The volume o f the pyrolysis system was about 1*0 tines greater than 
the volume o f the oalibrated bulb so a pressure lnorenaot o f say 0*2 ans* 
in the former became 8 ans* when the gases were ooapresaed in the la tter . 
This increase over the 240 ans* pressure of nitrogen in the bulb could 
be determined quite accurately*
In the in it ia l experiments, the presence o f benaene and toluene 
was detected in the products by means o f a U*V* spectrophotometer and an 
atteapt nade using this instrument to determine the amount o f these two 
substanoes formed* Thia was not successful aa deterioration o f the 
hydrogen lamp (the source o f the U*V* radiation) rendered the instrument
very insensitive. The seme d ifficu lty  was encountered by C.B. Cowan 
when he tried to analyse a mixture o f toluene and benzene •
Hie apparatus as shown on the righthand side o f flg*3 eas then 
constructed and joined to the U-tube through tap 11•
Description o f Apparatus#
Three bulbs o f different sises were connected one above the other 
by two short lengths o f capillary tubing* Pram the bottom of the largest 
bulb a third piece o f tube led through a rubber stopper tightly fitted  
into the mouth o f a bolt-necked flask and dipped into a reservoir o f 
mercury contained in the flask* Horizontal lines were etched on the 
glass at positions 1 ,2  and 3 .
A long length o f tube o f the same bore was arranged parallel to 
the bulbs and connected with them below position 3*
Prom the top o f the smallest bulb connection was made through the 
two way tap 14 to two smaller detachable product tubes, each of which 
could be isolated by taps 15 or 16. The volume o f each of the bulbs 
between the marks, also o f the product tubes with their connecting tubes 
and taps was known.
The pressure in  the bolt necked flask and hence the level o f 
mercury in the apparatus when evacuated was controlled by means o f the 
two wqy tap 17 which could be turned to either the atmosphere or a rough 
vacuum provided by a water pusg>« The height of the mercury in the two 
limbs was measured by means o f a oa the tome ter, the difference being a 
measure of the pressure exerted by the material in the detachable tube.
-5 b  -
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Operation of the Apparatus,
During an experiment tap 11 was closed, the system evacuated through 
taps 12 and 13 and the merouxy level adjusted to a point above the 
smallest bulb.
When the run waa completed the carrier gas waa pumped away and 
the U-tube isolated by dosing tap 10 and the solenoid valve at the 
furnace e x it. Any gases which were trapped in the products were 
released by removing the liquid a ir bath from round the U-tube and 
gently warming with a small gas flams until the evolution o f bubbles 
ceased. The oold bath waa then replaced and after allowing time fo r  
the materials to condense, the solenoid valve and tap 10 were opened 
and pumping out continued t i l l  a pressure o f 10 mms, had been achieved.
The U-tube was again Isolated and the liquid a ir hath transferred 
to the right hand product tube where the volatile  materials condensed out 
a fter d is tillin g  through taps 11, 14 and 16 from the U-tube,
On completion o f the d is tilla tio n , tap 14 was turned to connect 
the produot tube to the system o f bulbs, now f ille d  with mercury, and the 
liquid a ir  bath replaced by one o f C02 end acetone.
The mercury level usually f e l l ,  showing the presence o f some 
material more volatile  than bensene or toluene. This material waa 
isolated in the other product tube by frooming down with liquid a ir 
and then dosing  tap 15*
The pressure exerted by the products remaining in the tube was 
determined at 0°C and 20°C. As long as liquid remained in the tube 
these values would have represented the vapour pressure o f a mixture o f
• sz -
bensene and toluene at these two temperatures (assuming a binaxy 
mixture o f these two) and henoe allowed the relative amount o f each 
present to be calculated.
The total amount o f material was determined by expansion into 
the bulbs and measuring the pressure at each o f the three marks. Then, 
i f  no liquid was present in the detachable tube,
P1V1 • p2(71 ♦ V • p3 <71 * 72 * 7$
“  V  72 “ d v3 W#r* kn°ra* ° f  “ le>*
could be calculated.
Th. purification  o f Hydrocarbons sad P r.p .r.tlon  o f Stondstd Absorption C ure..
' ' i" \ "* , ( - I • ■ 'Vi * | • • ‘ ' '
In addition to obtaining the diphenylmethane in a high state o f 
purity before i t  was pyrolysed, i t  was necessazy to purify a sample o f 
each o f the hydrocarbon products so that standard U.V. absorption data 
could be prepared; this data to be subsequently used in a quantitative 
analysis of the pyrolytic products.
Dlphwyl— thM t.
Whan a study 1 . cade o f th . kinetics o f the them.1 d.ooepoaition 
of any substance the results obtained are very often not reproducible 
unless the material used is  in  a very pure state. Thia waa found to be 
the oase in the present investigation when the diphenylme thane had been 
purified by d istilla tion  under reduced pressure followed by two 
re crystallisations from ethyl alcohol o f the fraction  whioh came over 
between 18J»?C and 185°0 under a pressure of 20 was. o f mercury. Not 
only did the amount of certain o f the products vary from run to nan
Table I I I
X
Prepared by 
d istilla tion  
and
recrystallisation
Purified by 
fractional 
freaming
*  n log* «
----------------------------------- *
log . «
270 2.53 2.52
272 2.02 1.99
274 1*76 1.W
276 1 #62 1.08
278 1.52 0.12
280 1 *44
286 1.24
290 1.17
298 1*04
310 0*88 -  . .
330 0*65
350 0*54
carried out under the sane experimental conditions, but i t  was d ifficu lt  
to understand how one of these products could be formed from 
diphenylme thane •
There was a considerable improvement in the reproducibility o f 
the results when the diphenylme thane was purified by the following method.
The fraction collected between 184°C -  185°C was contained in a 
conical flask and raised above ite  melting point t i l l  a ll the 
diphenylme thane was liquid* The mouth of the flask was loosely corked 
and the vessel placed in a thermostat at 23.5°C. After six hours, the 
material which had not crystallised was poured o f f  and the residual solid  
again heated t i l l  entirely molten. The flask and contents were then 
replaced in the thermostat, which was now adjusted to 24°C, fo r  a further 
period of six  hours* This procedure was repeated at 24*5°C, 2$°C and 
25*3°C. The diphenylme thane which so lid ified  at this last temperature 
a fter 24 hours was then stored in  a brown glass, tightly stoppered bottle 
t i l l  required fo r  an experiment*
The u ltra -v iolet absorption spectrum of diphenylme thane purified 
only by d istilla tion  and recxystallisation showed a sharp decrease in 
absorption between 270 and 276 m g but then uexy gradually f e l l  away 
and s t i l l  absorbed at wavelengths greater than 330 mg • This was 
in agreement with the data given in  American Petroleum Institute
7L.Research Project 44 but not with that given elsewhere in the literature 7 
Further d istilla tion  and crystallisation  had no e ffe c t in reducing the 
absorption at the longer wavelengths*
When purified however, by the method o f fractional freesing, the 
diphenylmethane did not absorb at wavelengths above 280 m g (Table I I I )
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Fluorene.
In 1935 A * . ,75 showed that fluorana could not ba. completely 
purified by fractional crystallisation  and that the previously 
published absorption curves a ll o f which showed bands above 310 n * 
were wrong, the bands in that region being due to impurities•
Several attempts were made to purify fluorene by the method 
described by Askew but no pure hydrocarbon was obtained,
A sample o f 10 gas, o f ooamerelal fluorene which had been 
thrioe recrystallised f^om glacia l aoetlo acid was then oxidised to 
fluorenone by the action o f sodlta diohr ornate in glacia l woe t ic  acid 
and 5 gms, o f the fluorenone reduced to fluorene^ by heatixg to 130°C 
fo r  20 hours in a sealed tube with hydrlodio acid and msorphous 
phosphorus. After vacuum d istilla tion  and two recrystallisations 
from glacia l acetic acid , 2,2 gms o f fluorene (M,P. and 113°0) which 
did not absorb at wavelengths longer than 310 m g were obtained.
This speotrosooploally pure fluorene s t i l l  had a very marked
blue fluorescence when exposed to U.Y. radiations. This is  not in
7 7
agreement with the statement by N. Campbell that the fluorescence 
is  due to impurities in the fluorene,
in a m M a c s a s a *
As tetr&phsnylethylene and tetraphenyle thane were not avail able 
commercially, samples o f these two ooagoinds had to be prepared.^8
A mixture o f 12 gms, o f bensophenoas and 10 gms, o f phosphorus 
pentaohlorids were heated to 130°C for 35 minutes and then poured into 
ioe od d  water. The resulting dark brown o il  was extracted with ether
-  s*. -
which was then evaporated o f f  and the bensophenone chloride d is tilled  
under reduced pressure with collection  of the fraction which cane over 
at 190°0 under 31 nma. pressure.
4 gma* o f the bensophenone chloride and 2*3 gma. o f 
diphenylme thane were heated under reflux fo r  as long as HOI was given 
o f f  (about 8 hrs. ) .  The mixture was then cooled and filtered  and the 
solid  washed on the f i l t e r  with ch illed ether until the cxyatala were 
almost colourless* After two re crystallisations from alcohol the solid  
melted sharply at 222°C*
Tetraphenyl Kthane.
The method o f preparation waa that described by Ncrris, Thomas and 
Brown7^.
7 ccs* o f bromine were slowly added with vigorous stirring to 
20 gms* o f diphenylme thane maintained at 150°G* The resulting 
diphenylmethylbronide was d is tille d  under reduced pressure*
3 gms* o f the fraction collected at 183°C under 23 mss* pressure 
was dissolved in 15 cos* o f dry ethyl alcohol and 6 gms* o f granulated 
sine added to the solution* After allowing to stand overnight, the 
liquid was poured o f f ,  washed with water and then dried with fused 
potassium sulphate* The solid  tetraphenyl ethane obtained by evaporating 
o f f  the ethyl acetate was recrystallised from ethyl alcohol*
The U*V. absorption curve showed the product contained about 
4 -  6# of tetraphenyl ethylene* This was reduced with sodium and 
alcohol a fter an unsuccessful attempt had been made in which a solution 
in g lacia l acetic acid of the material prepared was shaken with Adams
Substance Cone, o f  aoln. 
mol . / l i t r e .
Diphenylmethane 1.5 -  2 x 10"3
Fluoreae 5 -  6 x 10"5
Tetrapheeyl ethane V -  5 x 10"4
Tetraphenyletbyleae 8 -  9 x 10"5
Benmene 5.5 -  6.5 x 10"3
Toluene 5.5 -  4.5 *  10"3
-re, -
catalyst in an atmosphere o f hydrogen fo r  a period o f 24 hrs.
Benaene and Toluene.
These were purified by shaking with concentrated sulphuric a d d  
at 0°Cf washing successively with dilute sodium carbonate solution and 
water then dried over sodium and d istilled  from sodium using a Fenske 
fractionating column with a reflux ratio of 7:1*
Preparation o f Standard P.V. Data*
In the preparation of standard solutions o f each o f these 
hydrocarbons and the examination o f them by means o f a ‘unlearn’ Quarts 
Single Beam Spectrophotometer the following procedure was always adopted.
1. The solvent used In preparation of the solutions was magnesium -  
dried methyl alcohol.
2. The hy&rooarbon was accurately weighed using a micro balance.
At least fiv e  standard solutions o f each hydrocarbon were 
prepared and examined.
4* The c e ll thickness was 1 cm.
5* Instrument s l i t  width.3 sum.
6. Observations made every 2 m ji.
Table IT shows the concentrations o f the solutions studied. 
Absorption curves constructed from the experimental data by 
plotting log . e against wavelength ( mg)  are shown in graphs I 9 II 
and III fo r  the above compounds •
• 5*7.
DescrljgtiQnj^ Experiment *
Before an experiment the furnace wee heated to approximately the 
operating temperature and the whole apparatus with the exception o f the 
nitrogen storage bulbs, pumped out*
During this evacuation the diphenylme thane was outgsssed by removing 
the surrounding bath of 00^ and acetone from the saturator a fter closing 
tap 7 end the solenoid valve ( f ig *3) end gently heating until the 
diphenylme thane was entirely molten* The cold bath was then replaced 
and the released a ir pumped away fxom the saturator* To ensure complete 
removal o f the dissolved a ir  this process was repeated three times*
When a pressure of 10 sms* o f merouxy had been attained, and the 
apparatus found to be free from leaks, the U-tube, traps Ti , T2 and T3 were 
immersed in liquid a ir  and the taps to the vacuum line then closed*
The required pressure o f nitrogen was admitted via the gas measuring 
system* The merouxy diffusion pump 2 was started up and the cold bath 
round the saturator replaced by one o f  boiling water* When the rate of 
flow o f nitrogen was steady, the dipheqylmethane was admitted to the 
reaction vessel by opening tap 7 and the solenoid valve and at the sons 
time closing tap 8*
The time o f consenoement of the experiment was noted* Pressure 
readings on the double McLeod gauges were taken every few minutes*
When su fficient solid  had oolleoted in the U-tube the run was 
stopped by opening tap 8 and then closing the solenoid valve and tap 7«
In th is way the flow o f nitrogen through the reaction vessel was never 
interrupted and diphenylme thane waa not allowed to remain in the vessel
fo r  a longer period than the calculated time o f contact*
The oarrler gaa and non-condonelble products were tanaferred 
to the gas measuring system and analysed in the manner already described* 
When vola tile  substances were formed in the run they were d istilled  from 
the U-tube into the system fo r  measuring their vapour pressure*
After lettin g  a ir into the flow system, the U-tube was cut o f f  
and the solids washed out with magnesium dried methanol and made up to 
known volume fo r  speotrophotometrie analysis*
Optical density iseasurements o f the solutions were made over the 
range of wavelengths 230 m g  — )  350 m j j ,  then from the standard
absorption data previously obtained fo r  the hydrocarbon components, the 
concentration o f each in the solution was determined by making use o f the 
relationships
0*0* * f  ^  ♦ s  ^  ^ j  Cj
where 0*0* * Optical density o f the solution at a
given wavelength*
« 1  «z *3 “xtlnoti<>n c o e ffic i~ t ' o f
the hydrocarbons 1, 2, 3*
C1 °2 ®3 are **** concentrations in m ole/litre.
In order to calculate the concentrations the 0*0* need only be 
determined at as many different wavelengths as there are hydrocarbons 
in the solution* However, in many o f the experiments the optioal density 
was measured evexy 2 m u over the whole range o f wavelengths in which
thc solution showed any appreciable absorption so that when the 
concentration o f each o f the components had been calculated an 
absorption curve could be constructed using these values and the agreement 
between i t  and the experimental curve then checked.
This was intended to act as a teat o f the accuracy o f the values 
determined for the concentrations but, as w ill be shown later, the 
contribution of tetraphenyl ethane to the optical density o f the 
solution at most o f the wavelengths was less than the variation 
between the calculated and experimental values of the O.D.
is  can be seen from the graphs I and I I , a ll fbur o f the 
hydrocarbons absorb in the region 230 —  ^ 280 ms but from 280 —  ^ 320 m u 
only fluorene and tetraphenyl ethylene absorb and above 320 m p the
absorption is  entirely due to tetraphenyl ethylene.
It was therefore possible to calculate the concentrations by the 
following method and so avoid the solution o f four simultaneous equations. 
Concentration o f tetraphenyl ethylene
O.D. o f so In. at a wavelength above 320
* fo r  tetraphenyl ethylene at seme wavelength
- * 1 -
Concentration o f _ O.D. -  •, C.
fluorene * --------- «“ ,1—‘1
where the values o f 0 .D .,t 1 andf 2 are those at 292 me*
The concentration o f diphenylme thane and tetraphenyl ethane could
then be determined by subtracting at any two wavelengths between 
230 and 270 m u the absorption at these wavelengths o f the fluorene
T>bl« Y
X
O.D. due to 
T.P.E*
O.D. due to 
D.P.M.
O.D o f 
■oln.
< o f O.D. 
du*T$.E .
270 0*006 0*404 0.412 2
266 0*011 0*360 0.371 3
264 0*012 0*411 0.423 2.8
260 0*012 0*436 0.468 2.6
258 0*012 0*410 0.422 2.8
256 0*011 0.390 0.401 2.7
250 0*010 0*295 0.305 2.5
248 0*009 0*246 0.255 3.5
244 0*011 0*184 0.195 5.6
240 0.017 0.143 O.160 10
238 0*023 0*136 0.159 15
236 0*033 0*132 0.187 18.5
234 0*030 0.194 0.244 20
230 0*108 0*544 0.652 20
<_ (oO
and tetraphenyl ethylene and aolrlng the two simultaneous equations *-
O.D. -  2 C2) * • 3 C3 * *4 C4 (▼*!*•■ 234 mg)
CUD. -  ( t 1 0i e t 2 C2) * *3 C3 ♦ f 4 c4 (* * !“•■ at 2 0^ mg)
The wavelengths 234 mg and 260 mg were chosen because at the 
former the difference between the degree o f absorption o f tetrapheqyl 
ethane and o f diphenylxssthane is  greater than at any other wavelength 
while at 260 m uthey are most alike*
However, this method o f analysis did not allow a very accurate 
determination o f the tetraphenyl ethane concentration to be made as i t  
was present in very much smaller amount than the sim ilarly absorbing 
diphenylme thane *
For the purpose o f illustratin g  the d ifficu ltie s  le t  us suppose 
that in an experiment the percentage decomposition was 1 %i so in the 
solution there w ill be 100 times more diphenylme thane than tetraphenyl 
ethane.
le t the concentration o f D.PJf. ■ 0*001 m ol/litre 
then the • * T.P.8. » 0*00001 m ol/litre .
Table V shows the calculated 0*D* of a solution o f these two in 
those concentrations*
An error o f 2# in the 0*D* at 260 m g led to a difference o f 2J  ^
in the value fo r  the concentration calculated fo r  tetraphenyl ethane from 
the two linear equations while a sim ilar error at 234 mg varied the result 
by 26£.
.  Li .
Although the experimental error in the O.D* measurements is  
normally less then 2% the actual values used in the simultaneous 
equations were obtained by subtracting from the 0*D* o f the mixture 
at 234 m a and 260 m a the calculated absorption due to tetraphenyl- 
ethylene and fluorene, the concentrations o f whioh mere themselves 
subject to some error*, furthermore at 23A a a the rate o f change o f 
absorption with wavelengths for both diphenylme thane and tetraphenyl- 
ethane is  quite considerablef calling fo r  very careful manipulation 
o f the spectrophotometer in order to obtain the greatest accuracy*
A series o f O.D. measurements made on a solution o f d ipheny las thane 
at 230 m a did show a random variation o f about i *5# even after 
much practice in the use o f the instruaent*
. a
For these ream s the concentration o f tetraphenylethane could 
not be determined as accurately as could that o f the other components 
in the mixture*
a a f l o a M  m u *
As was pointed out in the introduction, before proceeding to a 
study o f the kinetics o f a reaction the nature o f a ll the products and 
the relative amount o f each fozmed should be established* I t  ought 
then to be possible to write an equation representing the overall 
reaction and this should make i t  possible to produce a mechanism 
which w ill account for the products*
The work which was carried out with the purpose o f achieving this 
is daalt with in this section and the kinetic data recorded in the next*
xto no.
In the f ir s t  experiment,whioh wee carried out at 720°C,a solid  
was seen to condense out in a well defined ring immediately at the 
exit of the reaction vessel* Sufficient o f the material waa scraped 
out to allow a melting point to be determined* I t  melted fa ir ly  
sharply at 209°C and there was no depression o f the melting point a fter 
mixing with symmetrical tetraphenyl ethane (M#Pt.210°C)•
The solid  which crystallised out in the sane region in the second 
experiment was dissolved in methanol and the solution examined by means 
o f the ultra v io let spectrophotometer* The curve o f log #0*1}* against 
wavelength is  shown in graph IV where fo r  comparison the standard absorption 
curve fo r  pure tetraphenyl ethane is  also given* The two curves are 
identical in form except at wavelengths greater than 274 n ji where there 
is  a very broad absorption band# The position o f this band suggested 
the presence o f an unsaturated material and as tetraphenyl ethylene was 
a possible product a small amount o f this was prepared and examined#
Its absorption curve was found to match perfectly that o f the unknown
substance in the pyrolytic products*
It  thus appeared evident that at least tetraphenyl ethane and 
tetraphenyl ethylene were formed in the reaction* The amount o f each 
present in the solution was calculated and found to be 2
T.P* Sthylene -  4#25 x 10~7 mole.
T.P. Ethan. -  1.82 x 10-5 mo la .
No increase in pressure was observed during the runs, which had there 
been would have indicated the formation o f hydrogen, so a search was made 
fo r  bensene aid toluene (vo la tiles) in the contents of the U-tube*
0 
3>
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A en*U detachable limb wee connected to the flow eye tee near 
the furnace exit* After e run, when the nitrogen had been pumped away 
the batch o f liquid a ir  waa transferred to the email aide arm from the 
U-tube and the con ten te o f the la tter allowed to warm up. A white ring 
appeared waxy rapidly in the linfc at the level of the liquid a ir surface. 
Air waa then le t  into the ayatem, the aide am detached, s t i l l  in ita  
cold bath and f ille d  with dry methanol*
From the abaorption curve (graph V), of the reaulting solution, 
i t  waa apparent that the vola tile  products included Styrene ( c . f  •
American Petroleum Research Project No.2+4, Graph 168). Benzene and 
toluene may also have been present but they would have been masked by 
the very much more strongly absorbing styrene.
Several runs were repeated and in every case the solution o f the 
volatile  materials had the same general type of absorption curve but a fter 
run 12 the saturator was removed and replenished with freshly d is tilled  
diphenylme thane, when i t  was found that the characteristic peaks of 
styrene disappeared and the absorption curve obtained (graph VI) was that 
o f a mixture o f benzene and toluene. I t  thus seemed that the styrene 
had resulted from soon impurity in the diphenylme thane, but two more 
d istilla tion s had no further e ffe ct on volatile  products*
An attempt was made using the standard absorption data to analyse 
quantitatively the solutions fo r  benzene and toluene, but this was not 
successful because o f the vexy low sensitivity o f the spectrophotometer 
at that time*
The measuring system fo r  vo la tile  products was constructed and 
used to examine the benzene and toluene produced in several experiments
Tabl. YI
Sun Pressure
st -  78 C
Pressure 
st 0°C
Pressure
st 20 C. -
Total M»la -  
10~5
14 0*67 1.27 1*61 3.2
15 1.1*0 2.60 3.15 4.8
16 1*17 1.91 2.70 4.2
17 1*02 1.41 2.62 2.2
18 0*81 2.20 3.22 3.1
19 3.73 1.40 2.65 1.9
20 4*00 1.38 3.35 3.3
21 0.38 2.12 4.82 0*5
22 0.36 2.08 5.11 0.62
23 0*32 2.04 4.98 0.74
24 0.22 2.21 5.17 0.58
25 0.34 2.15 5.02 0.52

carried out wider identical conditions. from the results o f the 
measurements o f vapour pressure shown in table VI i t  oan be seen 
that those obtained in  runs 14 -  20 were most irregular.
In parallel with this work a study was also being made o f 
the solid products* I t  was observed that the diphenylme thane before 
pyrolysis had a continued absorption at wavelengths greater than 
280 m v and that the degree o f absorption In th is region eould not 
be reduced by vaema d is tilla tion  or by fractional crysta llisation , 
but when a sample was purified by the method o f fractional f  roc six* 9 
described ea rlier, the absorption band ended sharply between 270 m u 
and 278 a g* Furthermore, the thermal decomposition o f this 
purified diphenylme thane yielded not only very much less bensene and 
toluene than had been previously obtained, but the amount produced in 
each o f a series o f runs under the same oonditions was much more 
consistent (table VI, expts. 21 -  25)*
The vapour pressures recorded at 0°0 in runs 21 -  25 corresponds 
to a mixture o f about (5£ o f bensene and 35£ o f toluene, but the values
t
obtained at 20°C approximates more to the vapour pressure o f a 50-50 
mixture o f bensene and toluene at that temperature.
Although mi equal number o f bennyl end phenyl radicals are 
produced by the breaking o f a 0-0 bead in diphenylme thane, i t  should 
be remihersd that the beiuyl radicals are more stable under these 
experimental oonditions than are the phenyl radicals and that some o f 
them w ill exist as such until they reach the oold sons when they w ill 
unite with other radicals* The phenyl radical however, w ill be more 
likely  to form a molecule o f bensene by the abstraction o f a hydrogen atom
from another diphenylme thane molecule • It waa therefore fe lt  that the 
f ir s t  o f the two vapour pressure measurements i .e .  the one at 0°C was 
a more reliable indication of the con^oaition of the liquid mixture and 
that the low value o f the reading at 20°C waa due to fractionation* This 
point however waa not further investigated as the bensene and toluene were 
found to represent a small fraction of the total products*
When a complete a pec tro photo me tr io  examination waa made of the 
contents o f the U-tube, condensed out in run 14, the absorption curve 
waa found to have the form shown in graph VII* The band above 310 mg 
had already been shown to be due to tetraphenyl e thylene • Between 
230 m g and 274 • g the great excess of diphenylme thane masked the 
tetraphenyl ethane which waa also known to be present and the shape of the 
curve between these two wavelengths was very sim ilar to that o f the former*
The cause o f the bands with maxima at 301 mg and 290 m g was not
71known, but as Graebe recorded that fluorene waa produced by pyrolysis 
o f diphenylmethane a sample waa purified and its  absorption curve 
obtained (graph I ) .  The bands between 280 mg end 308 mg coincided 
perfectly with those in the solid  product absorption curve. It is  o f 
interest to note in passing that the fluorene produced by the thermal 
decomposition of D.P*M* waa spectroscopically pure in that i t  did not 
absorb above 310 mu but i t  did have a marlmd blue fluorescence.
As a ll the features o f the U*V* absorption curve of the solid  
fraction had been accounted fo r , a start waa made to determine how much 
o f each compound was present. (Table VII)*
Him D.PJU
ga.mole.
x 1<f3
T.P. Sthylen 
gn.mols.
x 1<f*
e T.P. Ethane 
gm.mola •
x 1<f5
Pluorene 
gnumole•
x 10"5
23 1.89 1 2.5 3.93
24 1.2 2*1 3.72
25 1 *65 0*93 1.8 3.81
The total number of molecule a of solid  products formed in each 
run waa about ten times greater than the amount of bensene and toluene 
produced# Ho hydrogen had yet been detected but as the amount would 
be in the order of 5 x 10~3 mola. the comparatively large bulk o f 
nitrogen made the detection of non-candensible products very d ifficu lt*
The apparatus waa therefore modified to enable experiments to be 
performed without using a carrier gaa* A second mercury diffusion pump 
waa fitted# which, when used in cascade with the one normally employed 
fo r  circulating the carrier gas could maintain a vacuum of 10*^ nans* o f  
mercury in the reaction vessel against s back pressure o f 6 mas* The 
backing pressure waa measured by making a connection from one o f the 
double McLeod gauges to that portion of the apparatus into whiah the 
gases were to be pumped# i .e .  between the pumps and taps 7 and 8* A 
rough determination o f the volume of this portion of the apparatus waa 
mads by admitting a known amount of a ir  into the flow system from a small 
calibrated bulb temporarily fitte d  by means of a ground glass jo in t, and 
operating the pumpa until the pressure in the reaction vessel was 10-“ 5 mms. 
From the value of the pressure bu ilt up by the pumpa i t  was possible to 
calculate the unknown volume*
Buns 26 -  33 were carried out without a carrier gas • A bath of ice  and 
water waa round the U-tube and the saturator immersed in a bath of water 
kept between 70°C and 75°C* By means of the double McLeod gauges# 
simultaneous observations were made of the pressures in the reaction 
vessel and in the backing volume* That in the reaction vessel stayed at
•310 mms* while the backing pressure waa directly  proportioned to time
Hi
flM
wM
. 
*f 
Hj
,
Gra PH
M.Q Wo fo (M iOQ
S S * -H H
Run *Deooap.
T.P.
ittyrl^**
* 10’ 5
T.P.
Xthan#
x 10~5
Fluorene 
* 10-5 * 10“ 5
Tien aene
x 10"5
Toluene 
x 10“ 5
28 796 0.7 0.9 27.6 14.2 47 3.2 2.2
29 760 0.18 0*1 11.2 3.1 16.2 1 0.8
30 Leak Drr»lop«d ■
31 750 0.18 0*06 8.4 2*4 8.7 0 .4 0.25
32 Leak DertXopad
33 710 0.08
-•-------------------------
0*04 3.3 0.5 3*2 loet loet
t l -
o f run (graph V III). The gaa formed was identified as hydrogen by 
circulating over a snail nickel boat containing copper oxide inserted 
between taps 9 and 10 (fig «3 ) and heated by means of a co il o f 
nichrome tape wound round the apparatus between the teo taps* The heating 
co il was kept at a dull cherry red during the circulation of the gaseous 
products* At that temperature the copper oxide could be reduced by 
hydrogen but not by methane which was a possible product*
From the results shown in table VIII o f the runs carried out 
without N2 carrier gas ower a temperature range of 86°C the fdELowing 
points emerges
(a) The number of molecules o f hydrogen produced in any run
within the error o f the U.V* absorption analysis*
(b) The ratio,mole of T*F*S./mols of fluorene decreases with 
increase in temperature.
(o ) Bensene and toluene are formed in very much lees amounts 
than hydrogen*
The production o f tetraphenyl ethane suggests the intermediate 
formation o f a benahydryl radical by reaction ( i )
although not exactly equivalent to the total number o f 
moleculee o f aolid produeta la of the same order and la
H*2CH2 — » Fh2CH- ♦ H (D
followed probably byt
H +  I ^ C H j — *  B bgC H - ♦ Hg (2)
and
2Eb2CH- — » PhgCH- caaig (3 )
.  I t .
Bid hydrogen and tetraphenyle thane been the eole products, 
the evaluation o f the f ir s t  order constant for reaction (1) mould 
hare been obtained simply by date raining the rate o f formation o f 
thin being taken an a measure o f  the in itia lly  formed radicals* 
Since fluorene mas also a product o f the deoaupoeitlen o f 
dl pheny lee thane t increasing in  importance ae the temperature o f  the 
resetion rose* there ie  one fundamental point about the meohenien 
which has to be eoneidered before oaloulating velocity oonetente 
fo r  (1)| end that le  the mode o f formation o f fluorene* I t  ie  
possible that i t  ie  formed by an entirely Independent reactions
or from some o f Hie benshydryl radiosle formed In (1) and (2)* 
The details o f this oan be le f t  fo r  discussion later but tbs 
influence o f these alternatives on the ealeulation o f velocity 
oonetente can be ehemn by considering the followings
— >  FhgCH- ♦ HI
x mole* x x
(D
ffegCHg ♦ H —^  Ph^CH- ♦ Hg 
X X  x x
Ik^CR- —  ^ PhgCH -  CHFhg (3)
2x x
1 * ^  — Fluorena ♦ Hj
. 2y ?jr
54 Decomposition by prinary atop •  .......... -* ..........  x 100
Total mola.ofD.P.M.
— x 100 
B o l t ,  o f D.PJC'
Total mole*of R> -  noli o f fluorena x 100 
Mola. o f D«P«m
B. Forpatlon of gluorane ria Bamhydnrl Badloal.
Phg CHg ——> Ph^ CH- ♦ 8 ( 1 )
(x ♦ y)w>la. < a ♦ y) (x ♦ y)
H ♦ PhgCHg — > PhgCH- ♦ Hg ( 2 )
(x ♦ y) (x ♦ y) (x ay) (x ♦ y )
fhgCB- —— •> fh20H-CHPh2 (3)
2(x ♦ y )
Fluorana ♦ ^  ( 5)
2y * 7
- '1 °  -
% Decomposition by primary step
------------ JLUC----------- x 100
Total mol*, o f D.P.M.
( x ♦ a r) -  r 
Total no Is • of D.P.M.
x 100
.  (TttUl »oX». -4 m>la. of fluoran. x 10Q
Total stole * of D.P.M.
The numerical values resulting frost the expressions produced in A and B 
diverged to an increasing extent as the temperature o f experiment rose, 
because the proportion o f fluorene increased at higher temperatures •
In order to determine which mechanism was correct, tetraphenyl 
ethane was pyrolysed at 750°C, 710°0, 705°0 and 635°C under the sans 
conditions as fo r  diphenyls* thane•
Fluorene and hydrogen were produced at each temperature and in 
asnunts approximately in accordance w ithi-
> 2FluorTO8 ♦ ^  <6>
There are strong reasons fo r  believing that in tetraphenyl ethane 
the weakest bond w ill be the central C-C link and hence that the 
benshydxyl radicals w ill be the f ir s t  products of decomposition*
This supports the view that the fluorene is  formed from this radical 
and that the calculation o f velocity constants fo r  diphenylmethane 
decomposition should be made by the expression fo r  % decomposition in 
(B) above.
T»bl« IX
Method
A
-------------------------- »
Method
B
k.»t 744°C 0.0058 0.00848
(Sun 85)
k.at 804°C 0.0043 0.0819
(Run 118)
Toblo X
Bun Te«g> • % Duo. T. of 0. k
39 752 0.84 0.84 0.010 P
41 752 0.85 0.8 0.0113
42 752 0.89 0.8 0.0112
40 799 2.2 0.34 0.0855 P
43 799 2.3 0.38 C.0825
44
a---- -
799 1.2 0.28 0.0481
The results obtained by this prooedure seen a further point 
in its  favour* is  indicated la ter, the temperature variation o f the 
ve lod ty  constants fo r  the prinaxy deconposition calculated on this 
basis seen vexy reasonable since the temperature independent factor 
fo r  the reaction has a value near to 101  ^ and the energy of activation 
is  in aooord with expectations based on the known values o f this quantity 
fo r  toluene*
I f  calculations were based on assusption ( i )  the tenperature 
variation o f (1 ) would be vexy low* In table IX are given calculated 
values o f k^  fo r  two runs chosen at random*
The values o f the velocity constant valoulated from data obtained 
from runs 39 and 40 which were carried out with the reaction vessel 
packed with s ilica  wool are compared in table X with runs carried out 
at the same temperature without packing* It  w ill be seen that increasing 
the surface/volume ratio by a factor o f 11*7 had no e ffe c t on the reaction 
rate*
Variation o f i
(1 ) partial pressure o f diphenylme thane,
(2 ) time o f contact,
(3 ) nitrogen pressure had no e ffe c t on the value o f the calculated 
f ir s t  order constant* (See table XI)*
The data fo r  log*k^ obtained from a number o f experiments carried 
out over the temperature range 712°C —  ^ 835°C are plotted against 1 /f  
in graph IX* The beat straight line through these points was 
determined by the method o f least mean squares and from the slope o f
- 7 '  -
Table X I.
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73 753 0.74 0.65 0.041 6.0 0.0106
75 753 0.74 0.58 0.95 6.0 0.0128
62 795 1.26 0.24 0.21 6.8 0.0528
61 795 3.2 0.75 0.6 6.6 0.0435
92 753 0.73 0.65 0.65 3.0 0.0111
100 753 0.6 0.56 0.35 10.8 0.0101
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thi* line the values *71*9 -1 * 6  k .cals/nol* end A ■ 3*7 x 101^
were obtained*
A ll the expert nan ta l results are reproduced in the tables which 
cone a fter the Appendix, and are used fo r  further calculations in the 
discussion section* -
FWOMM.
^ j a t e a a  •
The apparatus and technique used in the in it ia l experiments on 
fluorene differed only from those employed in the investigation o f the 
kinetics of pyrelysis o f diphenyls*thane in
(a ) the method o f introducing the organic material into the 
nitrogen stream and
(b) the separation o f the solid  products of pyrolysis from the 
unchanged fluorene before analysis*
Later a anas spectrometer became available and a nee technique was 
developed using i t  to determine the partial pressure o f fluorene during 
each run and also the amount o f hydrogen formed* In this way data was 
obtained vexy much more quickly*
The 'suturetor* method of introducing the hydrocarbon into the 
carrier stream was considered to be unsuitable fo r  the work on fluorene9 
ch iefly  because o f the irreproduoibility o f partial pressures given by 
the method* I t  was essential to devise some system of introduction 
which would give reproducible partial pressures o f  fluorene in the 
carrier stream so that the relationship between mass spectrometer output 
voltage o f ~ *166  and partial pressure o f fluorene could be proved*
Another shortcoming o f the saturator method was the lack o f  
positive control over the introduction of the hydrocarbon into the 
reaction vessel* The solenoid valve and bypaaa arrangement uaed in  
the work on diphenyls*thane was not vezy reliable beoauae of the 
tendency o f the valve to stick* The shape o f the valve prevented its
I N J E C T O R  UNIT
being heated e ffic ien tly  by nichrome winding which often resulted 
In the oondenaation of considerable amounts of kqrdrooarbon within 
the valve*
With a view to overcoming the drawbacks, an a ll metal in jector 
unit was constructed*
The main features o f the unit as fin a lly  developed are shown in 
the diagram ( f ig ,6) opposite. It consists essentially o f a central 
body and container and two Jtfwards type needle valves modified to enable 
them to be operated up to 200°C and remain vacuum tight* One of the valves 
controls the introduction o f the material while the other allows the unit 
to be evacuated without having to puaf> through the in jector o r ific e .
The container was made as ligh t as was consistent with strength so that 
by weight differences the determination o f material used per run could 
be m&* as accurately as possible. B oly tetraflu o r o e thy lone sheeting was 
cut and used fo r  gaskets to give vacuum tight Joints, but later they were 
replaced by lead because o f the tendency to flake and block up the Jet*
The body was made from a V  length o f 1 * square brass stock turned 
to circu lar section of diameter fo r  a distance o f i "  from each and*
▲ hola o f y>2M diameter was d rilled  lengthwise through its  centre from 
end to end. Centrally placed on one o f the faoea a 3/32* hole was drilled  
to meet the longitudinal through passage at rightangles* Oonoentrio with 
this second hole a circu lar s lo t o f £* internal diameter, 11 / 16* outer 
diameter by 1/ 10* deep was turned.
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A f*  British Standards brass thread was out on both turned down 
ends of the stock* This particular thread was chosen as i t  was the for*  
o f screw used on the oosnerdal needle waives*
Two 1" long bushes were turned out o f 1* disaster brass and 
Internally threaded I" British Standard brass thread* These bushes were 
screwed one an to each end o f the stock and silver soldered into position 
to nake a vacuum tight Joint* A Primus stove Jet o f 0.012" bore was fitted  
into one end o f the longitudinal passage*
The Bdwards needle valves were modified as fellows to adapt them 
to the present purpose* A ll so ft solder Joints were changed to silver 
solder* The main assembly locking nut waa dispensed with and the barrel 
and stem o f the valve then held together by means o f  two d a t in g  plates 
and four V' B*8*F* nuts cad bolts* The rubber gasket between these two 
portions waa replaced by a lead washer* when su fficien t pressure was 
applied by the clamping plates and bolts to ths lead washer a vacuum 
tight Joint waa obtainsd*
Tha threaded connector fitted  at rlghtangles to the original needle-  
valve stem waa removed from each and replaced by a cone turned in brass 
to f i t  a standard B 14 glass socket* In one o f the valves only, a 
second braes cone waa fitte d  in the stem at rightanglas to the f ir s t  one* 
When the modified valves were tested i t  waa found that on heating 
them up to 200°G the needle became eo firmly seated that the retractor 
spring waa too weak to withdraw it*  To overcome this d ifficu lty , a special 
rotating bush was turned from steel stock and fitted  aa shown in the 
diagram*
The modified valves were ecrewed into the threaded bushes fixed 
at each end of the body* The valve with the two standard brass cones 
being fitted  to the end o f the body in which the Jet was fixed* A lead 
washer was fitted  between the mating faces o f each needle valve and 
the body in order to obtain vacuum tight Joints*
A container fo r  the hydrocarbon waa constructed from a f "  
diameter nickel silver tube A* long* The tube was plugged at one end by 
a brass insert and brased* On the other end was s ilv er soldered a 
brass co lla r turned to f i t  the annular slo t turned in  the body* A 
polytetraflueroethylene gasket waa cut from 1/ 16” sheet to provide a 
vacuum tight seat fo r  the co lla r o f  the container when damped into 
position*
A heating plate was fitte d  to the opposite face o f the body and 
fixed in position by the container retaining plate bolts*
The tellersture of the unit aould be determined by placing either 
a thermometer or thermocouple into the pocket which waa drilled  through 
the heating plate into the body (not shown in diagram)*
The valve barrela were covered with asbestos paper wound with half 
a mat re o f nichrome tape, 3.5 ohms per yard, giving 7 complete tu n s on 
each* These two windings were Joined In parallel and connected in series 
with the heater windings fo r  the body*
The entire n i t  except fo r  the container waa wrapped in asbestos 
wool* With this arrangement a current o f 3*5 amps* gave a temperature 
of 195°C* Manual control o f the current, by means of a rheostat was 
su fficien t to maintain the temperature steady within -  2° C*
p>t. 7
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The unit waa connected into the gaa flow system by means o f 
B1A atandard sockets fitte d  on to the braaa oonea uaing polythene aa 
a aeal fo r  the jo in ts . The system could then be pioped down to 10 nee* 
o f merouxy, and a fter degassing, remained at thia preaaure when heated to 
190°C.
Thermostat Heater fo r  Oontainer.
▲ b oiler with reflux ooadaaeer and central thimble aa ahoen in the 
diagram (fig .7 ) waa oonatruoted from pyrex glass, the thimble being 
large enough to enoloae the in jector unit container. The outer aurfaoe 
of the boiler waa wrapped with aabeatoa paper and wound with nichrome tape* 
A anall heating c o il o f niehroms wire waa fitted  iaeide the b o iler to 
promote constant ebu llition . Connection to thia co il waa made through 
tungeten wires sealed into the boiler w all. The internal oo il and outer 
heating windings were connected in aeries with a variable reaistance.
By boiling in thia veaael any selected suitable organic compound, 
the temperature of the container waa maintained constant at the boiling 
point of the oospound.
Preparation of the in jector unit fo r  Pee.
The oontainor waa f il le d  with fluorene and after being weighed, 
waa clasped into position . Both needle valves were opened and the unit 
pumped out. Daring the evacuation tho oontainor waa immersed in liquid a ir  
and tha unit heated up. When the tesperature reached the operating value 
of 190°C the valves were dosed and the liqu id a ir removed from round 
the container which waa then heated by means of a small gaa flame to release
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air dissolved la  tha fluorene* After the liquid air had been 
replaced and su fficient tine allowed to elapse to ensure complete 
cooling o f the fluorene, the needle valve to the vacuum line was 
opened and any released a ir puapad away* Three repetitions o f the 
frees ing-punplng-warming cycle were usually s ifflo le n t to ensure 
oonplete outgasslag o f the hydrocarbon*
When the outgasslag was oonpleted, the needle waive was 
closed and the container surrounded by the b o iler half f i l le d  with 
an organio compound whose boiling point was close to the temperature 
calculated to give the desired partial pressure o f fluorene* In order 
to allow the fluorene to reach the bath temperature no runs were done 
fo r  at least 30 minutes after starting to heat the container*
When the system had attained equilibrium the fluorene could 
be introduced into the nitrogen stream as required by opening the 
needle valve*
T«»t of Infrstor quit for lUproduclbllllar.
When in operation the container o f the in jector unit was 
surrounded by * constant temperature bath and therefore the amount 
o f fluorene delivered into the 92 stream per fined period o f time 
should also be constant* To test th is, four separate runs each o f 
five  minutes duration were carried out with mesltylene (B .Pt*l6l*°C) 
in the b oiler and the furnace Just su fficien tly  hot to prevent the 
fluorene from condensing out* After each run the fluorene in the 
trap was dissolved in 100 cos* o f dxy methanol and tha optical 
density o f the solution measured at certain wavelengths*
There was good agreement between the resu lts, thus
Bun Ho* 1 2 3 4
O.D. at 294 
O.D. at 292 
O.D. at 284 
Mo la .o f fluorena
43
43*9
31*8
9.35*10'*
42.8 
43.5 
31 «6 
9.28x10"^
44
? 45 
32
9.56x10"V
43.4
44.5 
32
9.47xl0_if
■ hawing that the unit did in ject a substantially constant stream o f 
hydrocarbon (table XIX)*
In this section an account is  given o f the work carried out 
in the attempt to obtain pure fluorene. Askew states that fluorene 
does not absorb at wavelengths longer than 310 m a and that in a ll 
previous published ultra v io le t absorption curves 9 the peaks shown in 
the region 310 -  370 m a were due to impurities. I t  was therefore 
decided to use the absorption o f the processed sa b le s  in that region 
as a criterion  o f purity.
Commercial fluorene (B.B.H.) which was brown and tarry in 
appearance was dissolved in  bensene and shaken in turn with dilute 
alkali and a d d . After being washed with water, the bensene was 
evaporated o ff  and the fluorene d is tilled  under high vacuum. The thus 
partially purified material was used in the following attempts to obtain 
completely pure fluorene.
80( 1 ) 4.2 gms. of fluorene and 1 gm. of sodamide were heated together 
up to 150°C. When ammonia ceased to be given o f f ,  the mixture was 
cooled and extracted with dry bensene to remove unchanged fluorene. The 
application of water to the residue did not yield  fluorene. The experiment 
was repeated several times but no pure fluorene was obtained.
(2 ) Sublimation Method.
Fluorene in a bolt necked flask was heated in an o il  bath 
and allowed to sublime onto a round bottomed flask f il le d  with cold 
water placed immediately abore the south of the bolt necked flask .
- '1 1 -
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The sublimed fluorene absorbed strongly above 310 m u •
(3) OadLfletlqn to Fluorenono followed by Reduction.
It  eas then decided to oxidise fluorene to fluorenone, purify 
the la tter by several fractional crystallisations end then reduoe the 
purified fluorenone to fluorene*
73 gas* o f fluorene were oxidised by sodium dichromate in 
g lacia l aoetic add  to y ield  36 gas* o f fluorenone*
(3*) Clensmnsens Reduction of the Fluorenone.
3 gms* o f the fluorene and 72 cos* of 50# HC1 were heated under 
reflux with 12*4 gas* o f amalgamated sine fo r  3i hours with the 
addition o f 3*5 gas* of concentrated HC1 at the end o f every fu ll 
hour* The reaction product, which was red in colour, so lid ified  on 
cooling* It  waa purified by d istilla tion  under reduced pressure* 
(llt.pt* 62°o)* On repeating the experiment, the earns result was 
obtained*
The nature of the red material was not investigated, but
81 82 attention is  drawn to Kemp and to Stoebl who report the existence
o f a pseudo form of fluorene whioh is  dark red in colour and to whioh
they give the formulae
/ v
(3b) Hydrogen Iodide and Amorphous Phosphorus
83According to Graebe ,  fluorene ia reduced to fluorenone by
heating in a sealed tube with hydrlodic acid and amorphous phosphorus* 
3 gms* o f fluorene were reduced by this method to y ie ld , a fter vacuum 
d istilla tion  and two racxyatalllaationa ex* glaoial acetic a d d , 2*2 
gms* o f fluorene (Mt.pt*115^0) which did not abeorb at wavelangtha 
longer than 310 mg •
The experiment waa repeated using double the above quantity 
but no fluorene could be isolated from the bleak tar-like product* 
After two more failures the method waa given up.
(3o) Modified W olff-K lihnT M»thod8if o f Baduotlon.
A mixture o f 16«2 gaa* o f fluorene, 7 gam* JfaOH, 93 gM* 
triethylene glyool and 10 oca* o f 100 »^ hydra sine hydrate waa refluxed 
fo r  l£  hours* The temperature was then raised to 195°C and maintained 
fo r  4 hours, a fter whioh time the mixture wag ooolsd, a cid ified  and 
extracted with bensene* The triethylene glycol wae removed and the 
remaining solid  produet recxystallised from bensene* Melting Point 
o f the eolld  *»245°C Yield 6*6 gms*
The U.V. absorption curve showed the material to be difluorenyl* 
The experiment waa not repeated but i t  is  of interest elnoe the 
production o f difluoronyl shows the immediate formation o f fluoranyl 
radicals*
( 3d) mduotto* tar Sodlu* *m l£**65
13 gms* o f fluorenone were converted to the oxime by refluxlng 
fo r  i  hour with 32*3 gn*. o f hydrosylamine hydrochloride in 260 oca. 
o f %  sodium hydroxide solution* The 9 iaonitroaofluorene waa 
re crystallised from ethyl alcohol (Mt*Pt*190°C) Yield 10*3
Lq
$ 
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10 gas* o f the purified oadme were dissolved in 500 oos* o f 
sbeolute eloohol contained in a one litr e  round bottomed flask , 
fitted  with a reflux condenser* 1000 gas* o f 2jt# sodium amalgam 
were added portlonwiae, acidity o f 1he solution being maintained 
by addition o f glaelal acetic acid* On ooapletion, the odourless 
solution was poured into four litre s  o f water* The solid  whioh 
separated was filtered  o f f  and raoxya tallleod from bensane and ethyl 
alcohol*
Even after several crysta llisation s, the fluorene appeared 
greyish because o f contaminating mercury which in solution gave a 
collo ida l system* The mercury waa eventually removed by dissolving 
the fluorene in  bensane end centrifuging s t  2,750 r#p*m* fo r  three 
minutes end then decanting the d ea r supernatant liquid*
Tha fluorane obtained in this way had a Mt*Pt* o f 11^0 end did 
not absorb at wavelengths greater than >10 mg*
72 gps* e f  purs fluorane were prepared and used in the 
pyrolytic investigation*
During the f ir s t  run an ios  and water bath was plsosd round 
the U-tube at the fuxnaoe ex it to freese out the products and the 
unchanged fluorane* An examination by means o f the U.V* spectro­
photometer showed that the fluorene completely masked the produota 
sad that i t  would therefore be neoesaaxy to e ffeot separation o f the 
products from the unchanged material* Hydrogen was produced during
the run showing that some reaction had occurred*
A heater sleeve was constructed from s suitable length o f 
iron tubing wound with niohroae tape end wae pleoed round the U- 
tube* By keeping this slssve at 125?G the majority o f the fluorene 
was kept in the vapour phase and fro sen out in a cold trap fixed 
into the ays ten between the U-tube and tap 10 (fig «3 )*  (Trap not 
ah own in diagram)*
After each of the next two rune, carried out at 740°O, the 
•lightly reddish so lid  which came out in  the U-tube was dissolved 
with d ifficu lty  in 100 cos* o f dry methanol and the U.V* absorption 
curve obtained between 380 m g and 230 n g •
As can be seen from graph X, the absorption curve is  very 
sim ilar to that o f  purs difluorenyl except that the products continue 
to absorb in s broad band above 312 m g showing the presence o f a 
more unsaturated natexial*
86Dsiewoneki end Sussko claim that when fluorene is  passed at 
reduoed pressure through a red hot quarts tube containing a c o il o f 
w ire, most o f i t  passes through unchanged, but some difluorenylene, 
rubicene and dihydrorubioene are formed*
They give the formulae of these three hydrocarbons aet-
<■ S3 m>
Difluorenylene Rubicene Dihydrorubioene
L
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Biamtrer and Ulrloh state that this formula fo r  rubioene 
la incorrect and should bet
and this oan be regarded as a derivative of anthracene. This is
88supported by Setkina and Fedorov who examined the absorption 
spectrum of rubicene and found i t  absorbed in  the same regions o f 
the U.V. as anthracene does.
Rubicene is  a red compound, so i t  was possible that the redness 
o f the solids in the U-tube was due to the formation o f rubicene.
The exceedingly sparing solu b ility  in alcohol also indicates a 
compound suoh as rubicene.
A run (4 ) was oarried out at 790°C and the products from the 
U-tube dissolved in  10 ocs. o f spectroscopically pure n . hexane and 
the absorption spectrum determined between 590 m ft and 230 m ft $ 
(graph X I). Because of the greater solu b ility  in hexane9 a more 
concentrated solution was obtained than in the previous two runs 
so enabling a more detailed examination to be made in the region of 
absorption o f the unknown red material. The absence o f fine bands in 
the spectrum indicated that the substance was not rubicene.
In many instances o f the pyrolysis o f hydrocarbons, a small 
amount of the unsaturated dimer la  also formed. (Bx. stilbene from 
toluene 9 tetraphenyl ethylene from diphenylme thane) • In the present 
case the corresponding compound would be bis diphenylene ethylene9 
which is  red in  colou r.
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A small amount o f bia diphenylene ethylene was prepared 7 
by treating 9t9 dichlorofluorene with alooholio X^ 8* The red 
product was extracted with CS2 then evaporated to dryness* The 
residue was dissolved in the least possible quantity o f bensene 
and mixed with a concentrated solution o f p icric  acid in bensene*
The red crystals which separated were decomposed by ammonia and the 
resulting red solid  re crystallised from a mixture of alcohol and 
chloroform. (Mt.Pt. 187 * 168°)• The standard absorption curve 
o f bis diphenylene ethylene was prepared between 390 mg and 370 mg 
(graph XI)* The broad absorption band in  that region agrees very 
closely with the absorption o f the pyrolysis products*
Thus the products o f pyrolysis o f fluorene appear to be 
difluoranyl, bis diphenylene ethylene and hydrogen* T*o runs were 
then carried out to determine the amount of each product formed* The 
hydrogen was measured by means o f the gas measuring system as in the 
work on diphenylme thane • The solids which condensed out in the U- 
tube were dissolved in 100 cos* o f dry methanol and the optical 
density of the solution measured accurately at several wavelengths*
The bis diphenylene e th y le n e  was determined quite readily as 
i t  vrns the only component o f the mixture which absorbed in the 
v isib le  region*
Then from the optical density at 282 and 303 m g, by the 
method o f simultaneous equations, the concentrations o f fluorene and 
difluorenyl were calculated using the molecular absorption coefficien t 
values obtained from the standard curves*
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*•»*• n i l
X
. M
Calculated O.D* Measured 0*D*
302 8.58 8.7
301 8.16 8*6
300 7.0J 7.45
298 5.75 5.84
296 6.12 6.18
294 7.21 1.22
292 7.86 7.82
290 7.18 7.22
288 6.23 6.4
286 5.78 6
284 6.53 6.58
)
/ ______________________ i
- 6 b
8.83 « 11,580 Op ♦ 3,780 Gp
8.7 11,800 Op ♦ 3,423 Cj.
32,712 • 43,616,000 cD
52*225____ - 38.569.900 Op
2, 487 4,046,100 CD
. . Cp ■ 6.15 * 10"4 mol/11tr*
_5A ctu a l Mo. o f  m ola . .  6 . 1 5  x  10 => m o l.
(X
(X
282 ■ u) 
303 »  * )
°P
.  8.83 -(6 .1 5  x 11.560) 
3,760
■ 4.57 *  10** m o l/lltre
Actual mola. ■ 4 .5 7  x  10""' mola
The result wee checked by calculating at several wavelengths 
what the optical density o f a solution of these concentrations would 
be and comparing with the Measured values, is  seen from Table XIII 
very good agreenent waa obtained.
The results o f analysis o f the gaseous and solid  products fo r  
several experiments are given in Table XIV.
m------------ ■—<
Sxpt. fty&rogm
mala* x  10~*
Difluorenyl 
bo1b• z 10~5
Bladiphonjrlene 
•tHjrlw .  
sola . x 10
5 6.9 6.15 0.27
6 V.8 4.1 0.18
7 J«9 4*1 0.3
8 5.1 4*4 0.21
9 11.7 9.64 0.1*9
10 12*8 10.4 0.6
.............  .....—<
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The amount o f hydrogen ia not exactly balanced by the solids, 
but i t  ia unlikely that the la tter candenaed out completely in the 
U-tube and beoauae o f lack of data on the vapour pressure* o f theae 
compounds , i t  was not poaaible to calculate how much passed over into 
the trap, but i t  ia very probable that the hydrogen/solid ratio * 1 *1. 
This result can be aatiafactorily  explained by the following 
mnnhant am 1
The primary atep in the reaction ia the fiaaion of one o f the 
OH bonds in the methylenic group o f a molecule o f fluorene with the 
formation of a hydrogen atom and a fluorenyl radical* The hydrogen 
atom then attacks a second molecule o f fluorene removing one of its  
methylenic hydrogens to form a molecule of hydrogen and a second 
fluorenyl radical* The radicals dime rise on leaving the furnace to 
form a molecule o f difluorenyl* The method of formation of the bia 
diphenylene ethylene ia not unambiguous and ia discussed later, but 
since i t  represents about %  o f the tota l solid  products, the rate 
of the primary dissociation can be measured by the rate o f formation 
of hydrogen*
Several rune were carried out which indicated that the formation 
o f hydrogen followed a f ir s t  order law and was independent o f surface/ 
volume ratio*
The rate o f hydrogen production waa calculated from the expreaeionr*
Fluorene — )  Fluorenyl radical + H 
H ♦ Fluorene —^ Fluorenyl radical + Hg 
2 Fluorenyl radicale —^ Difluorenyl
(D
(2)
(3)
VAC LINE
APPARAfV* FOR FLUORENE
f t  dr. 8
•  « 8 .
t m  time of oontact «  ■>■■— ? ! }     ,
Mols. Hg/seo.x 22,400 x 760 x T
V * vol# o f heated portion o f reaction vessel.
P « aye rage Pressure In reaction vessel.
T ■ temperature of the reaction yessel in degrees absolute
£ » Mela* of li, formed in run x 100__________________[)0O ' T    " ' " 11 ' [ 1 1
Mole • o f Fluorene passed through reaction vessel
Application o f the Mass Spectrometer.
At this stage a setae spectrometer which was bu ilt in the 
department was completed and became available fo r  use* Part o f 
the work to apply i t  to the quantitative determination o f the 
parent material and one o f the products o f thermal decomposition 
o f  fluorene was carried out in collaboration with Mr* W J .  Volume 
who constructed the instrument*
In let System and Fluorene Trap,
The flow system ( f i g .8) was connected via a 4 mm, thick plug 
o f 4P m strosll through mercury out o ffs  to the ionisation chamber of 
the mass spectrometer* It  had previously been found that a leak o f 
that composition and dimensions was suitable fo r  the pressure range, 
e*g* 3 * 7  mms., under which i t  was desired to operate* I t  was also 
shown that the rate of flow o f nitrogen through the plug was 
proportional to the pressure difference across it*
•
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MERCURY CUTOFFS  &
FLUORENE TRAP
It waa essential that the mass spectrometer could be shut o ff  
from the flow system whan not actually in operation, so a system o f 
mercury out o ffs  was devised, the fin a l form of which is  shown in 
the diagram (fig »9 )« The heater windings have been omitted fo r  
cla rity . These windings extended from the metrosil leak, round 
each o f the f ir s t  two U-bendaf down to the bottom of the standard . 
sockets on the main limbs and over to the seat o f the small glass 
floa t in the third of the cu t-o ffs . Thus a ll o f the system through 
which the fluorene had to pass between the metrosil and the ionisation 
chamber could be raised to any desired temperature. The f ir s t  
experiments carried out with the mass spectrometer in this work (and 
which are described fu lly  under the heading "Test o f Apparatus") had 
shown that i t  was essential to heat the in let system to reduce 
adsorption of the hydrocarbon on the walls o f the tubes. The original 
cu t-offs had no floa t valves fitted  but i t  was found that when the 
system was heated the fa ir ly  high vapour pressure o f the mercuxy 
considerably reduced the sensitiv ily  of the instrument. Small floa t 
valves were constructed out o f Blit standard cones and sockets. The 
flo a t fixed to the underside of each cone kept the valve open until 
a ll the mercury had drained out o f the U-tube. Then when the mercury 
column was lowered below the floa t lev e l, the ccne became seated in 
the socket, completely separating the mercury from the ionisation 
chamber* The permanent circulating gas waa freed from fluorene by 
passing through & large trap surrounded by a liquid a ir bath. The 
trap was made su fficien tly  large to remove the possib ility  o f the
-
condensed fluorene oausing a blockage to the gas flow .
Copper Oxide Furnace.
The hydrogen formed In the reaction could be oxidised when 
required by adjusting taps 6 and 7 to direot the gases through the tube 
o f oopper oxide which was heated to 450°C* The original idea was that 
the circulating gas should always pass through the oopper oxide furnace 
so that the n2 would be oxidised as fast as i t  was fonmd and not be 
allowed to accumulate in the system* Then the percentage decomposition 
could hare been quickly obtained by using the mass spectrometer to 
determine the partial pressure o f fluorene and o f coming from 
the exit o f the reaction weasel* However, i t  waa found that even 
by increasing the length o f the oopper oxide furnace to t£ metres 
and packing the oxide as tightly as was possible without impeding the 
flow of gas, the hydrogen was produced more rapidly than i t  could be 
oxidised* This was shown very d ea rly  by fooussing the mass spectro­
meter to S * 2 and observing the increase in the magnitude of the 
peak while fluorene was passing through the reaction vessel and the 
carrier gas and hydrogen through the copper oxide furnace* It thus 
became neoessary to modify the proposed method of operation*
A by-pass was then fitted  to the copper oxide furnace so that
during a run the hydrogen would be allowed to accumulate as i t  was
produoed and the amount formed determined from the increase in the
height of the *- * 2 peak* The gaaea were only directed through©
the copper oxide furnace when i t  became desirable to reduce the 
partial pressure o f hydrogen in the syetem*
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When the a m  spectrometer had ban  ooBMetid through Dm 
porous look sad cu t-o ffs  to the pyrolysis equipment, the whole 
spporstus was tested by observing the output voltage o f the aass 
■pee trass ter which resulted froa different pressures o f nitrogen 
ia  the flow qrston* A p lot o f mms* o f W2 against volts gsws a 
straight lia s  (graph XIIX) which cat the wait sale at 0,3 this being 
the lewal o f the bsckgtouad o f  26** Lines (2) sad (3) oa graph XIIX 
show the results o f separate sim ilar experiments dome on d ifferoat 
days* the d irect proportionality  o f waltage to pressure o f W2 
indicated molecular fleer o f the V2 through the porous leak ©war the 
range o f  pressure tested^ but the different elopes showed that the 
sensitivity o f  the mass apes true* ter was not constant*
th is  defect rendered the instrument useless fo r  any quantitative 
analyses unless the sensitivity  could be referred to a standard evexy 
time an analysis waa made*
Xt was observed that the electron current to the 9 trap* was 
not rsmsinlng stead? and that the fluctuations caused considerable 
variation in  the magnitude o f  the peak voltage* hy decreasing the 
trap current ia  stepe from 2b — > 6 and noting the output voltage 
o f ^  • 26* i t  was found that the ion currant waa directly proportional 
to the trap current* This is  in accord with theoretical 
expectations* A p lot o f output voltage against trap current was 
prepared and is  shown ia  graph XXV*
The fluctuations o f the trap current however were not solely
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responsible fo r  the variations o f the instrument sensitivity  beoause 
although the trap current was Manually adjusted to a constant value, 
a defin ite pressure of nitrogen did not give a reproducible voltage 
output when tested on successive days* Everyday the sen sitiv ity  o f 
the instrument gradually increased until a fa ir ly  steady value was 
reached about 3 - 4  hours a fter switching on, but the eventual 
sensitivity  was different on everyday*
The cause o f this behaviour on the part o f the instruasnt was 
not investigated as the irreproducibility could be allowed fo r  without 
d ifficu lty*
The day to day variation o f the voltage peak height fo r  a given
nitrogen pressure was known to be due to two factors
(1) Fluctuations o f trap current*
(2) Day to day variations in the waaa spectrometer sensitivity*
The f ir s t  o f these could be overoone in two ways:
(a ) S|y noting the trap current and peak voltage at the sans tine
and then from a graph of trap current v voltage calculate what 
the voltage would have been at any definite fixed trap current*
(b) Adjustment o f the trap current to a definite value before 
noting peak voltage*
The second o f these methods was adopted and in fact the trap 
current was maintained manually at a constant value during a ll 
operations*
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The day to day variation* in sensitivity  were allowed fo r  in 
the following manners*
Before every run the voltage of peak y  * 28 corresponding to the 
pressure o f nitrogen used aa carrier gaa in the flow system waa noted. 
From these two observetione a "sen sitiv ity  factor" was obtained by 
dividing sdllimetrea o f Hp pressure by ^ ■ 28 peak v o lts . Then a ll 
peak voltages of hydrogen end fluorene were multiplied by this faotor 
when obtaining the oalibration data and also before determining from 
the calibration graphs the pressure corresponding to the recorded 
voltage.
The f ir s t  attempts to use the mass spectrometer to determine 
the partial pressure o f fluorene were not successful as the response 
o f the instrument to the opening and closing of the in jeotor unit 
was very sluggish. A plot o f  j  » 166 peak voltage is  shewn against 
time in graph XII.
The very slow decrease of the peak height oould have been due 
to fluorene condensing out somewhere in the flow system and so maintain* 
ing a fa ir ly  high vapour pressure a fter the in jeotor unit was d osed . 
However, this was shown not to be the oase by stopping the circulation 
of carrier gas, when the peak voltage did not decrease any more 
rapidly; but when the merouxy was run up to Isolate the metrosil and 
flow system from the maos spectrometer the voltage f e l l  very rapidly. 
This seemed to indicate that the hydrocarbon was adsorbed in the 
metrosil leak. The adsorption theory would also explain the slow 
voltage increase when fluorene was passed round the flow system, the
-<|3-
-majcLimm not being reached t i l l  equilibrium waa attained. To teat 
the e ffect o f temperature on the poroua leak, a piece of metrosil 
V one. thick was sealed into the middle o f a short pieoe of pyrex 
tube which was then connected between the flow and in let systems in 
such a way as to bypass the leak already in position. ▲ small 
e lectrica l heating Jacket was placed round the metrosil and the 
temperature measured by means o f a thermocouple and pyrometer.
Oh heating the leak, there was no marked difference in the rate 
of increase of the ~ * 166 peak height over a range o f 300°C. Thus 
the theory o f metrosil adsorption did not appear to be valid . It  was 
then observed that warming of the in le t tubes with a gas flame 
considerably speeded the response of the mass spectrometer to fluorene 
so the tubes were wound with nichrome tape and heated to 70°C. This 
did cause the output voltage fo r  the fluorene peak to reach a 
more quickly, but i f  the heaters were switched o f f  a fter a maximum 
value had been obtained the voltage rose very rapidly to s much 
higher level before starting to f a l l .
Experiments with 9^ H2 showed that the maxisum voltage 
recorded fo r  a given partial pressure of gas was reduced as the in let system 
was heated but rose again to the original value when cooled. Ih a ll 
these teste the level of the mercury in the cu t-offs had been adjusted 
to Just below the bottom o f the heater windings and had not been moved 
during any of the experiments. Subsequent work showed that i f  the 
mercury was allowed to get even very sligh tly  above room temperature 
there was complete lade o f resolution and lost o f sensitivity  of the 
mass spectrometer.
T»bl> XT
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
M iaA n on 
opening valve
3.6 3.6 3.65 3.65 3.65 3.8 3.7
After being open 
fo r  2 nine*
3.6 3.55 3.6 3.5 3.65 3.65 3.65
After being closed
fo r  2 nine*
2.2 2.4 2.1. 2.35 2.35 2.3 2.3
It was concluded that the greater rate of increase o f the 
fluorene voltage was due to reduction o f adsorption on the heated 
walla of the in let systems, but the higher vapour pressure of mercuxy 
in the system as a result of the heating oaused a decrease in the 
sensitivity o f the instrument* Thus the overall e ffe ct o f the heating 
was a quick build up o f the output voltage to a much lower maximal 
than would have been eventually reached with a cold in le t.
Gallium has been used as a substitute fo r  mercuxy in mass 
spectrometer cu t-offs which have to be heated, but as this element 
was not available i t  becaam necessary to either:
(a) modify the existing cu t-offs to isolate the mercury from the 
instrummt during operation, or
(b ) devise a system of metal valves to replace the mercuxy cu t-o ffs .
It was decided to try in it ia lly  the f ir s t  o f these two 
alternative a so tftmt the floa t valves as already described were made 
and fitte d  into the limbs of the cu t-o ffs . The mercuxy being 
e ffective ly  sealed o f f , i t  waa possible to operate the in let tubes 
at a higher temperature without less of sen sitiv ity .
With the system at 100°C the voltage rose very quickly to a 
steady value when the in jector was opened and f e l l  only a l i t t le  leas 
rapidly when the fluorene was shut o f f .
Table XV shows the degree of reproducibility of the output 
voltage on repeatedly opening and closing the in jector unit while a ll  
other experimental conditions were kept constant.
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Opposite is  shown a photographic copy o f a part of the automatic 
pen recording from which Table XV was compiled.
The number o f molecules o f hydrocarbon admitted in a given 
tins into the carrier gas depended on the pressure of hydrocarbon 
inside the in jeotor unit which in turn depended on the temperature 
of the container bath; but the partial pressure of hydrocarbon in the 
#2 stream was affected by the rate o f flow and pressure of the carrier 
gas in the manner shown by the expressions
of hydrocarbon/sec, 
pressure o f H2 pressure of hydrooarbon
• • Kola, of Hg/aeo* * partial pressure of hydrooarbon
* Mole, o f hydrocarbon/sec. x pressure of Kg*
The pressure o f K2 at the in jector could be determined by means o f the 
double McLeod gauges and was found to remain fa ir ly  steady so therefore
Mols. Np/sec. x p.pressure of hydrocarbon ■ Constant.
Thus i f  the voltage recorded by the mass spectrometer were proportional 
to the partial pressure of fluorene, the product o f rate of flow o f
N2 and the output voltage should be constant.
Am is  shown in table XVI this was found to be so.
These results indicated that die mass spectrometer was capable o f
determining with a fa ir  degree o f accuracy the partial pressure o f 
fluorene in the circulating system, so i t  was decided to calibrate the
T »bl« m
Hate o f Flow 
nole/aeo.
Voltage
£ • 1 6 6
Bate o f flow x voltage
2.52 * 10"5 8 .6 1.95 X 10-4
2.52 x 10“ 5 7.65 -L1.93 x 10 *
3.1 x 10-5 6.2 1.92 x 10"4
3.67 x 10*5 5.25 1.92 x 10-4
inst rumen t fo r  fluorene end fo r  hydrogen end to prepare for each a 
pressure v voltage graph.
Spectrometer for Rydroaen.- L—a-u -Wf  ....... '■ !"■' 'J' 1 m -»
In a ll work with the mass spectrometer, the ^ * 28 voltage©
was determined with the less sensitive grid leak in position as
the 5 - 7  buss, pressure of nitrogen was outside the range of the
Instrument when the higher grid leak was used. A ll other “e
observations were made on the more sensitive range.
(•) Apparatus.
A gas burette, as shown in fig.11 was constructed from two 
pieces o f glass tubing A and B of the same bore in order to annul 
capillary depression errors. A solid  key tap was glass blown to 
one end o f limb B which was then calibrated before i t  was incorporated 
in the burette.
Since the end of the limb next to the tap waa of uneven bore, 
because of the glass blearing, the volume of this space was determined 
separately and found to be 0.66 ccs.
The data was used to prepare a graph of ccs. against cma. From 
the slope of the resulting straight lin e , i t  was found that 1 cc . o f 
volume ■ 13.6 cms. o f length of tube over the whole tube, except fo r  
the small portion adjacent to the tap.
The burette was then assembled and fitted  into the apparatus 
between the U-tube and the metrosil leak (fig# 8) .  A metre stick was 
used as a scale.
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Method of Operation.
The complete apparatus was pumped out with the burette tap 
open and the reservoir adjusted until the mercury in tube B was just 
at the tap. when a good vacuum had been obtained, evacuation was 
stopped and hydrogen admitted from a cylinder into the apparatus until 
the level in B had fallen  about 60 cms. Tap C was then closed and the 
hydrogen pumped out of the rest of the system.
About 6 inns, of nitrogen was then put into “tho system from the
nitrogen reservoirs and the circulating pump started. Oie apparatus was
set so that conditions were exactly the same as would exist whma
pyrolytic runs were being carried out, i .e .  a ll heaters and the reaction
vessel were at their operating temperature and liquid a ir  was around a ll
traps. The cu t-offs were lowered and the nitrogen pressure and * 28
voltage were noted with the trap current at 16 (arbitrary un its). The
mass spectrometer was then focussed to 7  ■ 2 and the peak height
©
observed. This reading represented the hydrogen background.
Barometrio pressure and the mercury levels in llsbs A and B 
were recorded. Tha burette tap was opened very A lghtly to allow a 
small amount of hydrogen to enter the nitrogen stream. While the 
hydrogen was becoming thoroughly mixed in the gas stream the levels in 
A and B were again noted. When the mass 2 voltage was quite steady, 
its  value was taken and immediately followed by an observation of the 
nitrogen pressure and voltage. The hydrogen was admitted to the gas 
stream in a series of small amounts and the above sequence of 
operations repeated a fter each admission.
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Calculation of Results.
Volume of "end apace" * 0*66 cm*
Prom graph, 13*6 cms• o f limb B ■ 1 cc. o f volume.
t o i .  o f  h  -  ( B )  ♦  ° » 66 o c ,<
13.6
Preaaure of * Atmos • pressure -  (level in B -  level in A)
Temperature * room tap (o* . 20°C)
Mola injected * A pV
24,000 x 76
Z A..1Y.........  a fter each step was plotted against the corresponding
24,000 x 76
H2 voltage minus H2 background (graph XV)
The calibration runs were repeated several times fo r  each 
f il l in g  of the gas burette$ the hydrogen in the circulating system 
being oxidised by passing through the QuO furnace between each run.
Calibration o f Maas Spectrometer fo r  Fluorene.
Apparatus.
To speed up the obtaining of the calibration data, the large single 
trap was replaced by seven U-tubes connection in series (fig«12), thus 
allowing seven separate runs to be carried out every time the equipment 
was prepared fo r  operation.
The hydrocarbon whioh came over in each run was frozen out by 
placing liquid a ir in turn round the U-tubes 1 -  7 in that order.
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The fluorene was prevented from condensing out between the end 
of the heater winding and the liqu id a ir  bathf by heating this portion 
with a gas flame during the run*
The fluorene partial pressure was varied by placing different 
constant boiling baths round the container and also by using the two 
capillaries in turn so altering the rate of flow of nitrogen* The 
materials used in the boiler thermostat were:
Qydohex an one B*Pt* 155°C
Ifesitylene * l6i*°C
Betnaaldehyde • 179°C
Aniline • 182°C
Decalin * 186°C
When seven runs had been carried out the U-tubes were out o f f , 
the contents o f each made up to known volume in dry methanol and the 
concentration o f the resultant solution determined by means o f the 
U*V* spectrophotometer*
Operation*
As a preliminary to a group of seven calibration runs, the 
apparatus (fig*8 ) was evacuated for at least two hours through tap 1• 
During this time the in jector unit was heating up and also being 
evacuated through its  connection to the vacuum lin e , a Dewar o f 
liquid a ir  being round the container prevent the fluorene from 
volatilising* When the fluorene had been outgassed the boiler 
containing qyclohenanone was placed round the container and heated
Pressors of FmjorenE.: mms.
until refluxing wag steady* The reaction vessel and its  in let and 
outlet connections were heated to about 220°G* The cu t-offs to the 
mass spectrometer were then opened and its  in let system heated to 
100°C.
After these operations had been completed, tap 1 was dosed 
and about 6 mms * of nitrogen admitted to the apparatus from the 
storage bulbs through the tap indicated* The pressure of nitrogen was 
read d irectly  on one of the double McLeod gauges*
The filament of the mass spectrometer was sw itch ed  fu lly  on 
and the instrument focussed to j  =28  and the voltage recorded*
The circulating pump was then started up and one o f the flow 
capillaries brought into the system by opening either o f taps A or 5* 
Taps 6 and 7 were also set so that the gas would bypass the copper 
oxide furnace* Liquid a ir was placed round U-tube 1*
The mass spectrometer accelerating volts and magnet current 
were adjusted to bring ~ * 166 on to the co llector ALt and trap 
current set to 16* Hie automatic recorder chart drive was switched 
on and the pen lowered on to the paper*
After ensuring that the rate of flow of nitrogen was constant 
the needle valve was opened to allow a stream of fluorene to be 
injected into the oarrier gaa fo r  a period o f exactly 3 minutes*
During this time the trap current was maintained at a value o f 16 
(arbitrary units)*
At the end of the run the recorder chart drive was stopped and 
the pen lifte d  from the chart* y  * 28 was immediately brought into
-/Ol •
focub and again ensuring the trap o u m it  was at 16, the voltage 
waa noted and at the sane tine, the pressure of nitrogen at the 
high presaure and of the oapillary.
The flow capillaries were then interchanged by appropriate 
adjustment o f taps 4 and 5, a liquid a ir  trap plaoed round the U- 
tube 2 and the operations repeated*
When seven runs had been carried out at different pressures 
o f fluorene the nass spectrometer input heaters were switched o f f  and 
a l i t t le  tine allowed to elapse before the cut o ffs  were raised*
Air was admitted into the apparatus to atmospheric pressure 
and the seven 0-tubes out o ff*  The fluorene in each was dissolved 
in dry MsOH end made up to 100 cos* The concentration o f each
solution was determined by means o f the 0«T* spectrophotometer and
the standard data*
The glass tubes were glass-blown into position again and the 
equipment prepared fo r  another series of runs* Three such series 
were carried out giving a total of 21 points on the calibration 
graph (XVI).
O lou latloa  o f B M uIf .
To illu stra te  the method o f calculating the pressure o f 
fluorene and the corresponding voltage, a set o f experimental 
observations are dealt with heres 
Trap current -  16
Nitrogen pressure -  6*8 nos •
voltage -  11*7 volts
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• Aft. • Sensitivity »  -*-» « 0*38 su ./volt*
11.7
Recorded voltage o f fluorene ■ 4.75 volts
Oorreoted voltage * 4.73 * 0.58 volts
m 2*76 volts*
McLeod recordings P^  3*4| 3*4; 3*4 mms.
P2 6.8{ 6 .8j 6*8 eras*
?2* -  P ^  • 46.2 -  11.6 as2
* 34*6 an2
Capillary Constant fo r  M2 * 2.6991 x 10~^
• • Sate o f fle e  « 9 .4  x 10~5 mola/seo.
Duration o f run » 180 seconds*
• • Mo* of so ls , of flowed past the leak
• 1.69 x 10~2 mole.
Mo. o f nols* of fluorene by U.V. spectrophotometer
-4* 5*2 x 10 nols.
partial pressure o f fluorene « ME&fajaf * P£££gH^.,Si£J[2
Mole of *2
.  5.2 x 6.6 * 10~2 
1.69
• Qm 0.21 D M .
1.69
Voltag* corresponding to j- ■ 166 peak ■ 2.76 rolta
Partial pressure of fluorene * 0*21 one.
»  /Off.
The results o f the 21 runs ere plotted in graph XVI* This 
calibration graph was used in a ll the runs to obtain the partial 
pressure of fluorene from the corrected value of the recorded 
voltage. When the calibrations had been completed work was 
ooenenoed on the investigation o f the kinetics o f the the real 
decomposition of fluorene.
Description of a Series of Huns.
Each day before a series of runs was ooosenoed, the apparatus 
was subjected to hard vacuum fo r  several hours with the reaction 
vessel hot and liquid a ir  on a ll traps. Meanwhile the mass 
spectrometer was switched on and allowed to warm up.
Fluorene waa f ille d  into the container which was then bolted 
on to the in jector unit and outgassed in the manner already described. 
The b o iler containing one o f the organic materials was placed round 
the container and heated to reflux steadily.
Nitrogen to the required pressure was le t  in to the system 
and the circulating pump started. When the gas was circulating 
steadily the mass speotrometer was focussed to *  * 2 and the voltage 
noted. This observation was immediately followed by recording both 
the height of £  * 28 peak and the nitrogen pressure at the high 
pressure end of the flow capillary. From these data the sensitiv ity  
of the mass spectrometer could be determined and used to give the 
corrected voltage of the hydrogen peak as already described.
Peak ~ * 166 was then brought into focus 9 the pen lowered on to the
»b x *  x m
, • ' S’ i. • i i t \
ton
- - - - 4
T W *. T la t o f
contact
••OB.
J b rtla l 
preaaura e 
fluoraaa
■M #
56 Dao.
--------- - ------ ,
k -1  aae.
<6 1050 0 .5 4 0*43 1 .5 0.0445
2(1 1050 0.50 0«13 1.8 0.0480
2» 1026 0.33 0*13 0.72 0.0218
245 1026 0.68 0*58 1.7 0.0240
5 1041 0.49 0*32 1 *S8 0.0348
9 1041 0.1 0*3 1 .4 0.0329
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ohart and the driving mechanism started* the needle valve waa then 
opened to allow fluorene to be in jected into the carrier gas. The 
tine and the furnace temperature were noted.
Hiring a run the pressure readings were taken on the double 
McLeods once every minute and a check kept on the value o f the trap 
current to ensure that any variation was corrected lmsediateJy.
The pressure o f nitrogen at the in jector was also noted and the 
value taken as being the pressure in  the reaction vessel fo r  
purposes o f calculating the time o f contact.
The duration of each run depended on the temperature o f the 
reaction vessel, being longer at low temperatures to allow a 
measurable amount o f hydrogin to be produced* when i t  was desired 
to stop the run the needle valve waa screwed ia , the recorder o h a r t  
drive was stopped and the pen lifte d  from the paper before S « 28 
voltage and M2 pressure was again observed* The hydrogen voltage 
was then noted and corrected by the use o f the sensitivity  factor, 
the increase over the previous * 2 value being due to the hydrogen 
formed in the run*
Then one of the variables, furnace temperature, rate o f  flew 
o f carrier gas or partial pressure o f fluorene was adjusted to a 
new value and another run carried out as Just described* The 
homogeneity o f the reaction had been tested by packing the reaction 
vessel with s ilica  wool to increase the surface/volume ratio by a 
factor o f 6 in the experiments before the mass spectrometer was used* 
There was no increase in the f ir s t  order rate constant.
By using the apparatus in the manner just desoribed a tota l o f 
270 rune were oarrled out* The f ir s t  order rate constant was not 
affeoted by a change in the partial pressure o f fluorene by a 
factor o f k& end o f the tine o f contact by a factor o f up to $• 
(Table T O ) .
Thus, i t  waa considered proved that the decomposition o f 
fluorsne measured by the rate o f formation o f hydrogen was a 
homogeneous fir s t  order gas reaction*
The variation o f the f ir s t  order rate constant was 
determined over the temperature range 943°K to 1101°K. A plot o f 
the leg  velocity  constant against reciprocal o f the absolute 
temperature resulted in  a straight line (graph X7XX).
As an example o f the method o f calculation o f the rate 
constant from the experimental results a set o f results is  worked 
out below•
HO.236.
Tempera turs o f furnace » 7A7°G
* 1020°!
. . ~  « 0*9804
Flow Capillary used -  Fast flow .
Capillary constant fo r  * 5*510 x 10~^
- /67 -
« •
U2 presaure at capillary 
5  * 28 voltage
• * Sensitivity
Volta of Hg before run 
Corrected fo r  eeneitlvUgr 
Volta o f Hg a fter run 
Oorreoted fo r  aanaitlvity
Increase la  Hg volta
-5
From oallbretion graph Vo.
o f notla*
From recorderf voltage of
fluorene
Oorreoted fo r  sensitivity 
From calibration graph preaaure
Mofceod Beading 4*6; 4*5l 4*4j 4*6; 4*6; 4#5j 4*6 a u »
7) 71 7| 71 71 7i 7
7 ana*
16.8 v o lte•
0*416 my'volt, 
0*057
0*024 volta 
0*29 volta 
0.121 volta
0*121 -  0.024 
0.097 volta
1*28 x 10
4*15 volta
1*73 volta 
0*13
A p2 -  l$ -  19.9
Bate o f flow o f gaa
Duration o f run
• 29.1
■ 29*1 x 5*310 x 10*6 nola/aeo.
m 1.54  x 10 ^ nola/aeo*
■ 540 aeoa.
•/of
No. of mole o f N2 whioh passed round the system
-  5W x 1.54  x 10" V 
>2
• • No* of mole o f fluoreme
■ 8*35 x 10 mole*
.  8. 3$ x 10~2 x 0.13 
7
■ 1*49 x 10*3 mole*
% Dec. 1.28 x 10~5 x 10: 
1 .49 x 10~3
0.8#<
From the percentage decomposition the f ir s t  order rate 
constant waa calculatsd using the expressions*
k ■ 2*303 l o g .  — 122--------
i  100 -  % Deo.
Tableg o f e l l  the expert nan tal reaulta are given a fter the 
Appendix.


a s a e a a ■ f
In order to investigate further the of fact o f temperature on the 
production of fluorene from dipheny lxaethy 1 radicals, several exparimenta 
wora carried out in  which the theraal deoompoeitlan o f banshydsyl 
bronida waa atudiad orar the teaperature rang# 3^0°C “ ^ 435°C*
It  waa hoped in  thia way to produce xadioala at lower temperatu zee 
than ia poaaible from diphanylmethane •
The apparatua waa that uaed fo r  the expertnmnta on diphenyl- 
methane (fig * 3) except that i t  waa modified to allow a email porcelain 
boat containing the bromide to be inaerted to a poaition between the 
antranee to the reaction Tea eel and the ground glaaa Joint aealed 
with polythene* The required partial preeaure o f halide waa obtained 
throu^i e lectrica l heating at thia point by maana of a c o il o f 
nichrome tape* The aaturetor waa uaed ia  come of the experiments to 
contain the diphanylmathane which waa introduced at the same time aa 
the bronLde•
The diphenylbramo me thane waa prepared by careful bromine tion o f 
diphanylma thane at 1 $0°0 and purified by d istilla tion  under seduced 
preaaure (176°C at 10 mom*) and twice csyetallised from petroleum 
ether (Boiling range *0°C -  60^0 )• The malting point of the solid  
product waa 39 °0*
The standard absorption curve, graph XVUI waa obtained by 
determining the optical density o f  three carefully prepared solutions 
of d ifferent concentration in dry methanol*
ko 
G- 
O
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During an experiment the U-tub# at the fumaoe exit waa 
immersed in a bath o f 002 end aoetone while a Dewar weasel 
containing liqu id a ir  waa placed round trap T1. At the and o f 
a run, tape }  and 9 were closed to Isolate the trap a fter the 
carrier gas had bean pumped away*
Whan the liqu id  a ir  bath was removed, a pressure of several 
mma* of mercuxy waa bu ilt up 1a the trap* This was measured by 
means o f the McLeod gauge connected through tap 19* The product 
giving rise to thia pressure was not condeneible at -80°0 so 
indicating the possib ility  of i t  being hydrogen bromide* This waa 
substantiated by refreshing, with liquid a ir , into trap T1 which 
was then removed end kept cooled until s mixture o f 100 cos* o f 
ethanol and water were quickly added* The reaction of the resulting 
solution was found to be add*
The amount of hydrogen bromide formed in each run was determined 
from s measurement of the prossurs given in the known volume o f Hie 
isolated portion o f the apparatus; as s check the solution In alcohol 
and water waa titrated with standard sodium hydroxide using 
brosophenol blue as an indicator*
The solids from the U-tube were dissolved in 290 cos* o f dried 
methanol and examined by means of the U.Y. spectrophotometer* The 
presence of totraphenylethylene waa readily recognised but there wee 
no sigt o f any fluorene (graph XIX)* Tetraphsnylethane may have been 
present but would have been masked by the more strongly absorbing 
tetraphsnyle thylene •
Tabl# m i l
Bun T»^p.
°C
H.Br. 
nolo z 10~4
Tetrophonyl
ot^jrlono
molo x 1<T4
Benshydryl
brooddo
nolo x 10**
k. to 
H.Br*
1 ----------  \
k. to 
Tetrophoayl 
•thylono
ooo.~1
1 435 36*2 15.3 12.5 0.352 0.138
2 328 2.3 0.87 15.9 0.017 0.006
3 368 3.9 1 #46 14.5 0.0366 0.014
4 3M 5.5 1.55 16.7 0.0477 0.012
5 368 1.43 0.39 7.2 0.028 0.0078
6 368 ▼oxy 0.48 9.0 0.0072
7 368
l i t t lo
3.2 1.1 11 0.042 0.0138
8 369 1.9 0.54 10.1 0.026 0.0082
9 368 1.6 0.29 6.3 0.039 0.0075
10 368 roxy 0.28 6.4 0.0049
11 435
lit t lo
12.7 2.8 6.6 0.362 0.0734
—— — < i— ......... ^ i i
In ra n  5# 6» 6 , 9# 10 and 11 f dl phony In* than* was introduced to 
tho reaction t o o o o !  oinultaneouoly with tho bonstydxyl broad do*
In one o f the experiments (run 11) with added diphenyl me thane, 
tetraphenylethane was defin itely  shown to be present by reducing 
the volume o f the solution o f the produota, a fter U.V. examination, 
and filte r in g  o ff  the f ir s t  exystals to be deposited on cooling.
These were examined spectre photometrically and found to be a mixture 
of tetraphenylethane and te traphenyle thylane, present in the ratio 
4«1.
Unfortunately, this was not done fo r  those experimants without 
dlphenylme thane so the formation o f te traphenyle thane under this 
condition cannot be completely discounted9 *
The data obtained were analysed on a f ir s t  order basis, 
assuming fir s t ly  that te traphenyle thylene and secondly that hydrogen 
bromide was a measure o f the in it ia lly  formed radicals (fable XVIII) .
. • • • - ‘ r. % | #
Although i t  appeared that the formation of te traphenyle thane was 
considerably reduoed by the addition o f dlphenylme thane, while the 
hydrogen bromide wae affected to a mush less degree, the re suit a were not 
vexy consistent and lade o f time prevented a fu ll investigation from 
boing made.
The results w ill be discussed in s later section In conjunction 
with the other experimental data.
DISCUSSION
/IX -
As stated in the 'Introduction '9 the original purpose o f 
this work was an investigation o f the pyrolysis o f dlphony lmethane 
to establish f ir s t  o f a ll the decomposition mechanism and then to 
study the reaction kinetics under conditions which might lead to 
the determination o f the energy o f activation with a view to 
attributing this quantity to the dissociation energy o f that bond 
which underwent in it ia l rupture.
The experimental work began with the pyrolysis o f diphenyl -  
methane. As fluorene and tetraphenylethane were found to be produced 
i t  was fe lt  that the decomposition proceeded by formation o f a 
benshydryl radical and hydrogen atom. I t  was clearly necessary 
to have some idea o f the thermal stab ility  o f fluorene and tetra -  
pheoylethane and since the former provided the most clear out case 
from the kinetic point o f view, i t  is  proposed to take its  
discussion f ir s t , although chronologically the experiments were 
not done in this order.
The main products o f the fluorene decomposition were hydrogen 
and difluorenyl in equimoleoular amounts. Blsdiphenylene ethylene 
was also formed in the reaction but in amounts so much less than 
the two main products that i t  could be safely ignored without 
affecting the value of the f ir s t  order velocity constant calculated 
on the basis of hydrogen produced*
Unlike the diphenylsmthyl radicals, the fluorenyl radicals
have no alternative to dlnerlsing and the formation of equal 
amounts of hydrogen end difluorenyl indicates the abaenee o f any 
other complicating factor in the reaction which can therefore be 
represented by the scheme*
" ' j| A t t | .
*2
*2
H
Fro* this i
dt
d fH] 
dt
c/ \ 
H
♦ H-
*2
k 2 [h] D m ]
k1 [ra] -  k2 [H] [FH]
(1)
(2 )
(3 )
Assuming a steady state is  reached, i .e .  infinitesim al concentration
of hydrogen is  built up;
d [H] .  0
dt
i .e .  the rate o f deooaqposition of fluorene is  proportional to the
f ir s t  power of ita  concentration. Using the production of hydrogen
as a measure of the free radioals formed in the in it ia l step, the
fir s t  order velocity  constant o f the reaction was calculated.
The results obtained can be expressed by the equations
„ -68.500
k -  1012*9 • “ OT
The energy of activation of the reaction, -  68.5 k*cals is
considered to be the dissociation energy of the methylenic C-H
12 9bond in fluorene* The value of 10 fo r  the pre-exponential 
term is  in excellent agreement with the figure expected from 
theoretical considerations and supports the other experimental 
evidence that the thermal decomposition of fluorene is  a uni- 
molecular process*
Application of the Mass Spectrometer.
In view of the sim plicity of the kinetics of the decomposition 
of fluorene i t  was regarded as being a particularly suitable substance 
to study in assessing the possib ility  and practicability  of using a 
mass spectrometer as a continuous analytical instrument in this 
type of investigation*
The principle and the practice of the method adopted have been 
fu lly  described in an earlier section (The present Investigations 
Fluorene) so i t  is  only necessary to consider now to what extent the 
method has been successful.
The moat obvious advantage was the great rapidity with 
which experiments could be carried out* Although the low vapour 
pressure of fluorene caused considerable in it ia l experimental 
d ifficu lt ie s , when these had been overcons and the apparatus 
calibrated i t  was found to be possible to complete 230 separate 
runs in fourteen days* This is  roughly equivalent to one years 
work using any other analytical method which could have been 
applied to this investigation* I t  is  acknowledged that the individual 
results obtained by alternative methods would probably have been 
subject to less experimental error but the very large number o f 
experiments more than counter the possible lower accuracy of each 
individual velocity  constant calculated from the data obtained by 
the use of the mass spectrometer*
It was also possible to carry out the whole series of 
experiments without lettin g  a ir  into the flow system, except fo r  
two occasions when leaks developed* This prevented oxygen which 
may have been adsorbed on the apparatus walls and in the tap grease 
from affecting the experimental results*
Support fo r  the soundness of the method can be derived from
4  xthe fact that the theoretically predicted value of 10 was 
obtained fo r  the probability factor of a reaction which from other 
tests was known to be unimolecular*
This technique with refinements and alight modification is  
capable of application to a wide number of varied studies where i t  
is  neceasaxy to have information concerning reactions occurring in
-  115- .
the gas phase within an endosed system*
The Methylenic Q-H Bond in Fluorene*
Discussion o f the conformity o f the value of 66*5 k.cals 
to what nay he expected fo r  the dissociation energy must be very 
limited because of the l i t t le  work which has been done on fluorene
or its  derivatives* Such work as has been carried out has ch iefly/
been concerned with the relative reactivity of hydrocarbons towards 
free radicals* These investigations do show that in the series 
toluene, diphenyls*thane, txiphenylmethane, fluorene, we may expect 
a decreasing methylenic C-H bond dissociation energy but i t  is  not 
possible to determine the exact relative magnitude of each*
In a study of the efficien cy  of several d ifferent hydrocarbons 
as chain transfer agents in the polymerisation o f styrene, Gregg and
QQ
Mayo found that toluene, diphenyls*thane, triphenyls*thane and 
fluorene shoved an increasing a ctiv ity  in chain transfer* They also 
pointed out that the acid ities o f these hydrocarbons determined by 
Conant and Wheland^ and by Mclfisen^ are in the same order as the 
transfer constants*
93More recently, Kooyman in an investigation of the reactivity 
o f a methylenic grpups towards active free radicals has observed 
once again the same order of reactivity towards free radicals in 
the series i-
Toluane, Dt phenyls* thane, Triphenylme thane, Fluorene*
9 LAlthough Wheland' has calculated the resonance energies o f 
several pheiyl substituted ethanes, the results obtained are not o f
-"1 -
much value in tills instance as he assumed coplanarity fo r  t r i-  
phenylmethyl and so derived a much enhanced stab ility  fo r  i t ,  
compared with say the benayl radical •
The above considerations are o f no help in deciding the 
accuracy of the value 68*5 k.oals fo r  the C-H dissociation energy 
in fluorene but thqy do indicate that i t  is  at least in the correct 
order of magnitude*
gyroljraie o f Dlphe^r Ire thane.
Before proceeding to a discussion of the results obtained 
i t  is  o f interest to consider b rie fly , from the experimental 
evidence available at the onset of tills work, which of the obvious 
possible primary reactions would be more likely  to occur i*e*
or
^ A /c
i
"2
*
H
V
CH_v«2
♦ H d )
(2 )
Taking these in turns
(1 ) M. Srewro31 has derived * value of 77.5 k .oala /g*. a » l. fo r  the 
dissociation energy o f a C-H bond in the methyl group of toluene,
so i t  would bo an tied pa tod in view of the greater xeaonanoe 
pooalbilitlea o f the benshydxyl radical that tho dissociation 
energy o f a OH bond in the amthylenio group of diphenylme thane
wouXd bo Xoea than 77*5 k*cale.
96 97A. Hillman haa deduced by the asthod of molecular die grans
that there is  a steady decrease In the free \alenoe number of tho
net^yX group on tho addition of a new phenyl group in the series
Phenylmethyl, Diphenylme thyl, TrLphenylmethyX• Calculated resonance
energies o f those radicals by tho methods of Molecular Orbitals and
of Valsnoe Bonds are also la  that order98.
In a study o f the photobroodnation of phenylmethanes, Magee
and Daniels^ found that the lengths of the chains wsre 50 fo r  toluene,
250 fo r  diphenylme thane and 1000 fo r  triphenylne thane. It is  probable
that the ohains are ended by tho dimsriaation o f tho radioala and thus
a shorter ohain implies lower rsdioal stability*
these three examples chosen from the work which haa bean
carried out on tho phenylaothanes indicate that the OH bond
dissociation energy in diphenyImethane should be intermediate to
that in toluene and in  triphonylmethane •
Unfortunately, no study has been made of the thermal
decomposition of tri.phenylswthime in the gas phsae but Zriglor100 and
his colleagues haws amassed s large amount of data on the energy
of aotivation o f the dissociation of hexaphenyle thane in solution*
From their results the dissociation energy o f the bond in
1tripheqylmethane haa been calculated at about 73 k .oa ls. In view
of the eery d ifferent experimental conditions however9 and some 
dieorepanoiee between and A H fo r  the dissociation o f 
hexaphenylethane, i t  seems reasonable to require further data 
d irectly  on the Hi^ C-H bond. I t  was therefore considered lik e ly  
that th. probable value o f the PhgC-H bond d ia .o c i.t io o  energy 
would be less than 77*5 k.cala but that the grounds fo r  lim iting 
i t  between 77*3 k.cala and 75 k.cala were not atrong.
(2 ) Regarding the aeeond o f the poaaible primary reactions,
101J .S . Roberta and H.A. Skinner have calculated from thexgatoheadoal
and kinetic data that the dissociation energy of the Hi -  CH^Bi
bond in diphenylsiethane la 74 k.cala •
The equation uaed in their calculations waa that introduced
by B&lanyi  ^ and la in  its  general form*
D(IW0 - Qf(RX) - Qf(R) - Qf(X)
where Qf ia the heat of formation. B|y inserting in this expression
values fo r  the heats o f formation o f HX, R- and X -, the dlsaociation
energy of R-X can be calculated. The accuracy o f the result depends
o f course on Hie accuracy o f the inserted heat o f formation values.
I t  is  on this point that calculations involving a knowledge of the
heat o f formation o f the phenyl radical are weakest because of the
very great uncertainty regarding the actual magnitude of this quantity.
The value employed by Roberta and Skinner was that o f “ S9.8
102k.cals calculated by Laidler based on Hie experimental work of
103 104Taylor . C.B. Cowan however quotes seven d ifferent literature
values which when considered in conjunction with his figure o f
T »bl« XIX.
Qf (»* -) -60.2 ~63»5 -65.5 -66.4 -70.1 -71.7 -78.6 ktQftlft/nol.
xK ifa-ca^) 64.5 68.2 69.8 70.7 74.4 76 82.9 k.oala/nol*
61 k*cals fo r  the 0*1 dissociation energy in phenyl iodide give 
that number o f possible values fo r  the heat o f fom otion o f the 
phenyl radical*
These are reproduced along with the corresponding calculated 
Fh-CE J^h bond dissociation energy in dipheaylnethane • (fable XIX)
The very greet variation in the derived heats o f fom ation 
of the phenyl radical is  due to the uncertainty involved in the 
experimental measurements of heats o f combustion of organic halides • 
Unfortunately other suitable D(Fh-x) values are not available but 
i t  was realised that i f  the thermal decomposition of dlphenylme thane 
proceeded by the in it ia l rupture of the Ph-CH I^h bond, the 
determination of its  dissociation energy would give a heat o f 
formation of the phenyl radical* This route would not require organic 
halide cosbustian data but would employ the more accurate data on 
the heat of oosfcustlan of dlphenylmethane•
Consideration o f these possible primary reaction steps has 
revealed that the dissociation energy of the C-H bond should have 
some value less than 77*5 k*oals while that o f the C-C bond may be 
expected to be between 6Jm5 and 82*9 k .cala . I f  both happened to 
be o f comparable magnitude, then the two reactions would occur 
simultaneously and at sim ilar rates assuming the temperature 
independent factors to be the same* I t  is  perhaps worthy of note 
that the pyrolysis o f dibensyl^  has the anticipated low value o f X 
fo r  the central C-C bond but the temperature independent factor is  
109 instead o f  101 Such discrepancies, at present unexplained,
can Invalidate arguments baaed on dissociation energy valuea 
only*
gran I f  both reaotiona did ooour i t  would a t i l l  be poaaible 
to determine the energy o f aotivatien o f each since the products 
o f the two reaotiona are different* I t  was obvious however that 
the kinetic study would have to be proceeded by a conplete 
investigation o f a ll the products so that the nature o f the 
primaxy reaction (a ) could be determined.
Since a ll the possible products (with the exception o f 
hydrogen) are hydrooarbonsf some o f then in v o la tile , there was a 
limited number of methods suitable fo r  such an investigation* 
Fortunately an u ltra -v iolet spectrophotometer was available and 
was used to examine the solutions of the hydrocarbons which 
condensed out in each experiment* This technique has serious 
lim itations in this application fo r  reasons which w ill be 
discussed in  a later paragraph.
The products which resulted from the pyrolysis o f  diphenyl- 
methane under the experimental conditions employed, were tetra- 
pheaylethane, fluorene, hydrogen and a comparatively small amount 
o f tetrapheoylethylene* Very l i t t le  ben sane and toluene were 
detected showing that the C-C bond was not decomposing to any 
great extent and hence, an the basis o f Cowans value o f 61 k.oals 
fo r  the C-I bond dissociation energy in phenyl iodide, only the 
two highest quoted (Table XIX) heats o f formation of the phenyl 
radical are in accord with these experimental results*
• «a» -
It has already been pointed out in this thesis (Kinetic 
Data Dlphenylnethane) that the production o f tetraphsnyle thane 
suggests Hie intermediate formation of a benshydryl radical by
HigOHg — )  PhgCH- ♦ H (1 )
I f  i t  is  assumed fo r  the moment that the fluorene formation 
follow s (1) i t  is  merely neoessary to allow for tho hydrogen 
produced by
21^08* — ^ 2 fluorene ♦ Hg
end oaloulate the f ir s t  order velocity  constant k^  fo r  Hi# 
primary stop (1 ).
Tho constants oalculated in this way wore found to bo 
independent o f time, partial pressure o f diphenylmethano and Hie 
surfaoe/rolune ratio in tho reaction vessel • The energy o f 
activation and the temperature independent factor computed from the 
elope of the p lot o f log .velocity  constant against the reciprocal 
of Hie absolute temperature (graph IX) had the values t
*A "  71,9 1 1#6 k*cala/" o l -  and A > 3.7 x 1013
In the rest o f Hie discussion la  rounded o f f  to 72 k .oa ls.
As in tho esse o f fluorene, very l i t t le  work has been done 
' * * *  ow> bo used to chock the «A vsluo o f  
72 k .oa ls. Prom a consideration however, o f the reactivity o f  
dipheqylmetheao as a ohain transfer agent in polymerisation 
reactions, e tc . (see section 'The methylenic C-H bond in fluorene' 
page lit) i t  would bo expected that its  Ph^ CH-H bond dissociation
•  I X X  -
/X2> .
energy would have a value somewhere between that o f toluene and 
o f fluorene* This was found to be so*
The pre-exponential factor o f  3*7 * 101^  la in very good 
agreement with the theoretleally predieted value fo r  unl-molcoular 
decompositions and hsnoe gives considerable support to the aoouraoy 
o f th is method o f treating the experimental data*
This treatment, while i t  gives reasonable results does not go 
into the fine detail o f the reaction and how in particular fluorene 
arises* On this lse t point the ground la more debatable* However 
reasonable the conclusions reached by the above technique o f 
cosqmtlng the energy o f activation and pre-exponential factor may 
be, they are overthrown i f  the benshydryl radical does not serve as 
an in te mediate in the formation o f fluorene*
In th is connection the two main possible routes,
(1) Formation o f fluorene d irect from dlphenylme thane molecule,
(2) Formation o f fluorens from bensfcydxyl radical, 
w ill therefore now be considered in turn*
(1) fomfctlon o f Fluor*** f w  Plphwgl— than* Molxml«.
The production o f fluorene by thermal decomposition of
71dlphenylme thane was reported by Graebe many years before the 
recognition o f the existence o f free radicals end the part played 
by them in chemical reactions, the mechanism proposed by him to 
explain his results did not include the intermediate formation 
o f these entitles* Instead, he suggested that the fluorene was
.  f**4. -
formed d irectly  from the diphenylme then# molecule and that eome 
of tiie hydrogem thue produced reduced other diphenylmethene 
molecules to benmene end toluene which were elso among the products 
he isolated*
I f  Graebe's reaction is  correct, the primaxy step in the 
pyrolysis o f diphenylme thane is  neither of those considered in the 
opening paragraphs o f this section , but is
, /N , ,
F T  i
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(The system o f numbering equations from here on is  the same as far 
as possible as that used in the experimental section dealing with 
diphenylme thane) •
The endotheradoity o f reaction (4) calculated from the known 
heats o f foxmation o f fluorene and diphenylmethane is  4*3 k.oals 
(see appendix)* This endothenieity can be regarded as the energy 
difference between the bonds made and those ruptured in the overall 
reaction*
Bonds broken ■ 2 C-H ortho bonds of diphenylme thane 
Bonds made * 1 0-0 bond between ortho positions and
1 H-H bond in E, (102 k .oa ls)
. . 2(C-H>- 1(0-0) « 97 #7 k .oa ls.
----    .-- - ---   ■------    — ,_rfVT~T iijggllir P ]•"***■*
• / as*.
The dissociation energy of the 0-0 band formed between the 
two phenyl groupe in this reaction nay be of the eane order of 
magnitude ae the bond between the two groups in diphenyl i .e . ,  ia 
the nost probable range of values for the latter, 110*116 k.oals. 
This would lead to a value of between 104 and 107 k.oals for the 
dissociation energy of the ortho C-H bond in question, which is  
very such greater than the highest value possible for the nsthylenio 
C-H bond in dlphenylnethane• On these grounds alone i t  is  very 
unlikely that this fir s t  step in the deoonpositian w ill be the 
rupture of an ortho C-H band.
The Greebe reaction oould of course be achieved as a 
straight elinia&tion of Hg in one step • For such a process i t  is  
not possible to calculate values from bond energies as i t  
involves the simultaneous stretching of 2C-H links and formation
of H-H and C-C.
105Hey has shown that tbs C-~C distance across which the link 
hae finally to be made is rattier large and i f  the radical
*2
ia nade i t  does not, st low temperatures at any rate, prefer to 
'ring d o se ' but tends to add on parts of tho solvent and other 
speeies which nay be present.
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f t * .  th. M parlM atal data th . r.lorilgr c o n .t^ t , k ,. o f 
reaction (4 ) was oalculatad using the kinetic equation fo r  a 
reaction o f the f ir s t  order and appeared to he independent o f the 
partial pressure of diphenyls*thane and also o f the tine of oontaot* 
Packing the reaction vessel with s ilica  wool had no e ffe ct on the 
value of this constant, when log k  ^ was plotted against the 
reetpxooal of the absolute temperature (graph XX) the points were 
found to l ie  reasonably well along a straight line from the slope 
o f which the result represented by the following equation was 
obtained.
log . k_ m 2 x  io18 -  22*222,
<*57T.
The high value of the probability factor is  suggestive o f a 
chain mechanism resulting in the formation o f fluorene but X is  
much too high fo r  a chain. The beat inference is  that the reaction 
is  not f ir s t  order and reasons are advanced later to ahow why this 
cannot bo the oase.
Finally, on this question o f fluorene being formed ss a 
straight elimination of hydrogen from diphenylme thane i t  is  rather 
odd that i t  should require a temperature to do i t  which wo knew from 
these investigations also produoes the radical phgCH- (as shewn by tho 
formation o f totraphenylcthane). I t  waa fo lt  therefore to be at least 
suggestive o f s oowson method of preparation, i #e. that the fluorene 
is  also formed from tho bsnshydxyl radical. This w ill now be 
considered.
,a7 -
( 2 )  For—tlon o f  Fluor—  frou th . B— lurdqrl Badloal.
1 06It has bean shown from a oonaideration o f the magnitude
o f molecular dimansions that i t  la  not poaaibla fo r  the triphenyl- 
methyl radioal to aaauma the planar configuration required by 
the trigonal hybridisation o f the carbon atom with the free 
valanoe9 but that the phenyl groups are Inolined at an angle a fter 
the fashion of the blades o f a propeller* I t  Is probable that the 
sans sterio  factors w ill prevent the b e  phenyl groups o f the 
benshydxyl radioal from lying In the sane plane* This w ill result 
la  the bringing of two ortho hydrogen atoms Into d ose  proximity * 
so permitting a ready elimination o f as in (6 )
* B2 <<>
H H
This presents a d ifficu lty  however, because the product was 
fluorene and not difluorenyl which would surely have resulted had 
the reaotlan occurred as in (6)* in alternative mechanism would be
♦ H (7 )
H Hg
It  was therefore necessary to have evidence about the thermal 
sta b ility  of fluorene and Its radioal and part of the reason fo r  
studying the pyrolysis o f fluorene waa to derive information on 
this point.
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The results fro® this le tte r  investigation here already 
been disouased and the conclusion readied that the flw rsq rl 
radi oal is  sligh tly  more stable than the benshydxyl radioal, so 
had i t  been formed as in (6 ) difluorenyl mould most certainly 
have boon produced. I t  therefore appeared lik ely  that the 
reaction so cured by some process such as (7)«
In order to t ost this hypothesis o f fluorene formation from 
tho bangyhydxyl radical, several experiments were carried out in 
which tetraphsnylethane was thermally decomposed under identical 
conditions* As already stated ia  the experimental section o f this 
thesis, fluorene end hydrogen mere produced in amounts in the ratio 
2 to 1, with the simultaneous formation of relatively  vary small 
ampuats o f tetraphesy la thylene.
The f ir s t  order velocity  constant fo r  the primexy rupture o f 
tho central C-C bond ia  tatraphaylethane waa calculated on the 
has is  of fluorans production fo r  eaoh o f the four experiments 
carried out*
The four points obtained by plotting log.k  V 1  were found
to l ie  fa ir ly  well on a straight lino which has a slope o f
43*500 an intercept o f 1 0 ^ (graph XXI)*
2*303®
Although thia result ia  derived from very l i t t le  experimental 
data i t  la o f interest to note that the determined value o f 1 agrees 
well with that calculated fo r  this reaction. (See Appendix). Alee 
the frequency factor o f 10  ^ should be compared with the low value
/a<j •
obtained by Horrex and Ml lea ia  their study o f the pyrolysis o f 
dibsngyl.
It  is  reasonable to as suae that the oarbea • oarboa ethane 
bond Is the weakest ia  the tetraphenylethaae molecule and that 
therefore i t  w ill break nest readily giving tee diphenylmethyl 
radioals • The radioals so famed then might undergo any of the 
following reactions.
(a ) DLmerise to glee te traphenyle thane f which is  the reverse o f 
the in it ia l reaction*
(b ) Undergo a re-arraagemnt to form a molecule o f fluorene and 
an atom o f hydrogen.
(s ) React to y ie ld  a fluorenyl radioal and a molecule o f hydrogen.
(d ) Disproportionate to a molecule o f diphegyIns thane and a 
molecule o f fluorene.
the parallel production o f hydrogen exeluded the possib ility  
o f fluorene arising by (d) and an there was no doubt about the 
product being fluorene and not difluorenyl* the third alternative
(o ) must also be discounted.
It  thus appeared that the radioals react as in (b ) and that 
fluorene is  produced from dlphenylnethane via the intermediate 
formation o f the bsnshydxyl radical which ra tifies  the assumption 
made in the method o f  computing the f ir s t  ordertcloclby constant 
fo r  the primary step in  the decomposition o f diphenylmethane. Shat 
has s t i l l  to be considered le  the actual detailed mechanism o f the 
aeoond step but before proceeding to a diaouaaion o f that point i t  is  
o f interest to not# other observations concerning sim ilar radioal
rsamngsaante which her* been reported te world literature. 
Steudtegor and tedla10  ^ found that by slowly passing
fcefce »>fc
diphenyl— thane over e s ilv er  epirel at 600 C -  700 C, fluorene 
waa fox—d ia substantial a—unta. Presumably the other product 
was carbon monoxide in which ease the reaction equation 1st
♦ 00
C
II
0
*2
Xn thia exampla both hydrogen a to— appear to migrate.
108 n Trlphaaylahleroiaethaae undergoes pyrolysis at 200 0 to fora
9 phanylfluerans and BOX.
S
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♦ HOI
109Oarste-Bsnus ahowad teat a yellow solution a f trlphenylnetiyl
' i ' ! t • . ; ‘ 1 i ■ .
was deoolouriaed on exposure to sunlight with the preduetioa e f 
diphenyl bisdiphsnylene-ethane # e substance whieh diasociates to a leaa 
extent then does hexa phenyl ethane • Free hydrogen was not formed but 
reacted with triphenyl— thy 1 to give triphsnyl— thane*
Gftnp* JXxTI
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Bowden and Janas110 danonstratad that tbs rsaotion is  
pxoaoted by ligh t o f ths wavelength* most strongly absorbs* by 
solutions o f triphsnylnstbyl sad thsrsfors is  s rssotlon o f ths 
frss radical sad not s f  wolecular hexaphenylethane.
Fran thsss observations i t  thsrsfors appsars that this type 
o f roarrangeonut is  es«on  to rsdioals which haws, two or thrss 
phenyl groups attaohsd to ths sans oarbsn a ton* Ths aetual 
asshsnisn o f ths rsaotians ars s t i l l  obssnrs but fa r ths bsnshydxyl 
radioal thsrs ars ths fallowing p ossib ilitisst 
ZfagCH- — )  Fluorsnyl radioal a Hg -  1 h.oal* (6 )
FhgCH- — » Fluossns ♦ H -34 k .oa ls. (7 )
2fh2CH- ■ - )  Fluorsns ♦ Bl phenyl wethsns f)8  k.oals* (8)
ZBhgCH- 2 Fluorsns a Hg ♦33*2 k*oals.(9)
Zt is  asst iaportsat to saphasiss that a dssisisn on which
one of ths rsaotians (4 ) -  (9 ) is  ths aotual ons has no bssrlag on 
th* raUditjr o f th* M .u-ptlo* th* <*louU ti«i o f th*
disoooiation energy of ths nsthylonio C-H bond in diphsajlasthane 
sad o f ths oontral C-C bond in tetraphenylethme. A ll that was
assumed wee that the fluorene was femod via the benshydxyl radioal 
and that the velocity  o f this reaction waa not tho rate determining 
step in these decompositions .
I t  is  o f  interest however* to endeavour to deduce from the 
experimental data which o f the reactions (6) -  (9 ) la  the most 
probable. Whichever is  the mechanism, the reaction appears to 
have an energy o f activation since the proportion, mols o f fluorene/ 
mole of te traphenyle thane increases with temperature. The 
d ifficu ltie s  associated with the determination of the amount o f 
te traphenyle thane present in the solid  products have been 
demonstrated in the experimental section but since
nolo, o f te traphenyle than# *  mole o f ^  -  mole o f fluorene (table v m )  
the ratio, sols o f flu orin e /—la • o f tetraphenylethane can be
derived from  the experimental results by making uss o f  thia fa ct.
Reaction 6.
PhgOH-  ) fluorenyl radical + Hx
I f  thia reaction operates i t  la  d iffic u lt  to see why 
difluorenyl is  not the product ee the fluorenyl radioal is  more 
stable than the benstydxyl radical. From graph XXIX, in which 
ia reproduced part o f  the absorption curves o f pure fluorene, pure 
difluorenyl and the products o f thsxnsl decomposition o f  tetraphenyl 
ethane and o f dlphenylnethane, i t  oan be readily seen that the 
pyrolytic product is  fluorsno and net difluorenyl.
I f  however reaction (6) did oocnr but was followed by 
fluorenyl radical + H — )  fluorine (6a)
the problem is  then to oaneider whore the hydrogen a ton oonea 
frm .
Supposet
fluorenyl radical ♦ Hg —)  fluorene ♦ H -  33*5 fc.cala (6b)
Thia is  rexy endotheraio and la alee blnoleoular which at the low 
experimental pressures o f reactant and email percentage decomposition 
makes the reaction (6b) very unlikely.
I t  is  easier to concede (6o) on thermal and co llis ion  
frequency grounds*
fluorenyl ♦ PhgCHg —)  fluorene ♦ HtgGH* -  3*3 k.oals (6c)
V
This would mean that the oonosntration of bensbydiyl radicals would 
not be reduced i f  reaction (6) was fbllowed by (6c) because fo r  
each molecule o f fluorene formed another benmhydxyl radical is  
produced and a chain reaction would resu lt.
The e ffe ct o f  n itr ic  oxide on the reaction was not studied 
since there is  evidence that i t  has no e ffe ct on resonance stabilised 
molecules* 0 . Horrex and M. Sswaro111 found that bengyl iodide 
decomposed at the sans rate in the presence of a great excess o f 
n itr io  oxide as in nitrogen although they had already sheen that the 
reaction
Bsngyl + I — > Beaqyliodide 
or Bsngyl ♦ I2 — ^ Bongyliodide ♦ I 
was oocuring to a great extent*
Indirect tfLdmoe obtained from the pyrolyaie o f 
te traphenyle thane indicatea that the chain mechanism 6 *  6c does 
not operate* Under these conditions the fluorenyl radioal would 
have to abstract a hydrogen atom from one o f the central carbon 
atone o f e tetraphsnyle thane molecule, a reaction which, although 
exothermic would be sterioa lly  d ifficu lt*  Had this reaction occurred 
a considerable amount o f tetraphenylethylene should have be— formed 
by the thermal decomposition o f te traphenyle thane as shown ia  the 
following schemes 
Tetraphecgrlethane — )  2 Banxhydryl radicals 
2 Benahydxyl radicals - )  2 Fluorenyl radicals ♦ 28^
2 Fluorenyl radicals ♦ 2 te traphenyle thane —  2 fluorene ♦«
2lh2C • CH Big 
2B i20 -  CH Ih g - >  2 JEhgC ■ 0  Hig ♦ 2H 
2H ♦ 2PhgCH. CH Ihg 2HigC - CH Phg ♦ 2Hg
(6g) and (6h) again oonatitute a chain sequence which would have 
resulted la  the production o f a large amount o f te traphenyle thylene 
while In actual fact very l i t t le  was formed.
iS&S&BLZ*
Fhg CH- — )  Fluorene ♦ H
2h thia case a molecule o f fluorene and an atom of hydrogen
would be foxned d irectly  from the benahydxyl radical* I t  ia
d iffic u lt  to understand the apparent transfer o f one o f the ortho 
hydrogen atone to the free valence on the methylenic carbon instead 
o f the formation o f a molecule with the other ortho hydrogen atom
(6d)
( 6. )
<6f)
(6g)
(6k)
• / 3r«.
whloh was sp llt^  off*
I f  rsaotle* (7) occurred i t  would moat eertalnly bo followed
hart
I  ♦ FhgOHg — > H2 ♦ H^CH- ♦ 30 k .oals. (7s)
and a radioal chain would ooour as with (4) sad (4c)*
Apart f  row the endothemlolty o f (7) whloh would ha a deterrent 
to sueh a chain usshowlsu the non-prodnetiou o f tetr* phenyl ethylene 
toy ths thexwal decomposition o f tet rephenyl ethane indicates that 
free hydrogen atows ars not formed in the presence o f the last 
named hydrocarbon*
SphjOM- — ^  fluorene ♦ diphenylme thane.
Although thermodynamically wary favourable, this rsaotion has to 
be dlseeunted as a possible weans o f formation o f fluorsns from ths 
benqrhydxyl radical since i t  does not allow for production o f hydrogen 
as was observed in  ths pyrolysis o f tetraphesylethane*
« w U m
^  2 fluorene ♦
This rsaotion is  also favourable frun ths point o f view o f 
thermodynemios sad sines i t  is  similar to dinerieatlon in that i t  
requires the enoounter o f two radioels i t  is  possible i f  i t  has a 
low energy o f astlvatlew that i t  oould oowpete with dimerieatlon*
Thera la no possibility  o f reeetion ohaina ainoe both produota ars 
stabls molecules.
Tabla XX
Bun liola o f FluorciM
°c . Mola. o f TatrophMjrlothano
45 712 ^  0.72
37 717 0.59
113 738 1.65
82 751 1.67
101 751 1.62
39 752 1.66
41 752 1.56
100 753 1.58
88 75« 1.95
109 762 3.02
67 772 1.62
61 795 2.9
44 799 4.3
117 802 6.6
119 809 8.2
•54
—a i
814
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I f  i t  la assumed fo r  the sake of argument that the 
radioale are stable in  the hot sane o f the reaction vessel and 
only disappear at the ex it by either rearrangement aa (9 ) or by 
dinarisation, then, i f  both praoeaaee have a sere activation 
energy there is  s ta tis tica lly  an equal probability o f either 
reaction taking place end the nuafeer o f mala* o f fluorene produced 
should be twice the number o f nola* o f te traphenyle thane •
However, from the experimental results (table XX) i t  is  
observed that the ra tio , no Is o f fluoreao/nols df tetraphsnyle thane 
does not have a constant value o f 2 but increases with temperature, 
the ratio is  subject to a considerable degree of variation which 
arises from inaccuracies in the quantitative analyses, but there le  
no doubt that relatively  mush more fluorene then tetraphsnyle thane 
is  produced at the higher temperatures*
These observations show that the assumption o f equal probability 
fo r  the two reactions, rearrangement and dimerlaatiom, la not correot 
and furthermore in view o f the temperature dependence of the ra tio , 
the reactions cannot bo occurring at the reaction vessel exit*
The results can however be accounted fo r  in  either o f the 
two following ways i
(1 ) The rearrangement reaction has a fin ite  energy o f activation 
and is  taking place within the reaction veasel while dlmerlsatlon 
o f the unchanged radioals occurs at ths exit* is  the temperature 
is  increased so w ill the rate of formation o f fluorene increase and 
a proportionally smaller concentration of radicals w ill be available
fo r  disttrisation at the exit*
(2) Both reaction* occur inside the reaction Teasel hut re­
arrangement la more favourable than diner!aation at the 
higher temperatures*
I f  the f ir s t  o f these alternatives is  correct then the 
concentration of fluorene should increase with tine o f contact 
and also with the square o f the radical concentration and there* 
fore the proportion f  luorene/te traphenyle thane should depend on 
these two variables in the following way*
I f  ter tine *t* secs*
Concentration o f benshydxyl radicals * 2k^  t [DB! ]
Concentration o f fluorene at ex it ■ kgt [Bad f
• kgt3 [O T cf
* Cone, o f xadloala unde composed at ,  ,  ,
* * ex it » 2k,, t [DW] k g f^ K B if
• • Cone* o f te traphenyle thane resulting by dianrisatlon
-  k ,t  [DIM ] -2k12 kgt3 [CHI]2
#. Mele of fluorene
Hols o f te traphenyle thane
• • -  — ,
pSM] -2k1 kgt [DIM]
,2
^ k g  t *  [ D a ] _____
1 -  2 k1 kgt [DM )
IB experiments carried out at the aaaa temperature a 
variation o f partial pressure of dlphonylmethan* by a faotar of 20
T*M « IXI
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VoXa.of Fluorena
Mola.of Tatraphanylethan a
73 753 0.7V 0.65 o.ovi 1.56
75 753 0.7V 0.58 0.95 1.2
61 795 3.2 0.75 0.6 2.9
62 795 1.26 0.2V 0.21 3.3
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at constant percentage decomposition had no apparent e ffect on 
the xatio o f tho solid  products nor had a threefold variation in 
tine o f contact. (Table XXI) • The experimental variation nay o f 
course hide any seal change in the ratio*
I f  no* the second alternative is  considered i . e .  both re* 
arrangement and dinerisation occurring within the reaction veeeel, 
i t  le  possible to represent the overall reaction by the schemes-
FhgCHg -------- ► HigGH- ♦ H (1)
H ♦ PhgCHg  * BigM- ♦ Hg (2)
2fh2GH- — » 2 Fluorene ♦ Hg (9)
2HigCH* — 9 IhgCH-OHHi^  (3 )
the disappearance o f hydrogen atone by 
H ♦ H — »
is  not considered to be important because of their low concentration 
and the great excess o f di pheny Ins thane •
Th“ ‘ 4 [gXttoraa.] .  k [ph cH. ] 2
d t * *
* [JhjjCHg] ♦k^H] [ifcjpy-kjCBv, CH-]2-k9 [H^CH- ]
dt
I f  a steady state le  assumed, i . e .  the concentration o f FhgCH- 
never rises above an in fln itesin a lly  low value
t t -S a S fc ]  .  0
dt
SO SJE Sl
i £
T
2 k 1 kf
> <
0.9 0.34 0.347 0.98
0.91 0.24 0.21 1.14
0.92 0.166 0.13 1.43
0.93 0.116 0.081 1.43
0.94 0.06 0.091 1.57
0.95 0.56 0.032 1.75
0.9< 0.04 0.02 2
0.97 0.27 0.126 2.14
0.96 0.019 0.00776 2.44
0.99 0.013 0.00476 2.72
1 0.009 0.00288 3.12
k3 [Ph2CH- ] 2 ♦ k9 [ShgCH-] 2 -  k1 [B»2OHj ♦ ^ p J H S h jO ^ ]
k, IlfcgOHj , t.fcg [HI I M U  
k3 ♦ k ,
k„ [itojCHg] -  k2 [H ] -  0
£
2
k3 ♦ k j
!••• the n t i  o f foraatioa of fluorene would bo f ir s t  ordor with
respect to diphsnylaethane which is  in accord with the expert man tail
results fo r  the tota l reaction
kf
HigCHj, — Pluoreni 
k . thin • quail 2 k .k ,A 1 1 |..Jf
k3 * S
• • ~ i  ■ 1 ♦ -3
The ratio Zk^/k  ^ is  inversely proportional to teaperature as shorn 
in table XXI19 therefore is  also inverseely proportional to
teaperature, i Ao9 radical disappearanoe by rearrangeasnt becomes more 
prominent than by dinerisation as the teaperature is  increased*
* fHl
• • tSJ
d [RttOWB*] 
at
*
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This la  quit# understandable ainoe at higher temperatures 
te traphenyle thane would be deoonposed to a greater degree*
I f  dleerlaation does occur to a certain extent in the 
reaction veasel the foreation of the anall amounts o f tetra- 
phemylethylene could be explained an 1he basis o f radioal or 
hydrogen atom attack on the dinar forned* Thia point w in  be 
oonaidered later*
m !J|— nrm%  Ordr OooT»r«laa o f pjpmwrl—t»w»* to P lu o rw .
18The aesodatlea o f a frequency factor of 10 with an energy 
of activation of 95,000 oala. ia  noat irregular* With the aonewhat 
narrow range o f experinantal variables possible with the flow 
technique i t  ia eagy to fa l l  into error when testing the order o f 
a reaction and so to overlook a dependence o f the velocity  constant 
on the factors f tine o f contact and partial pressure o f reactant 
and i t  ia  poaaible that thia Mgr have occurred in thia investigation* 
However i t  has been established that fluorene la  fonsed from 
dlphenylnethane and from tetraphsnyle thane via the benahydxyl radical 
and that i t  la fast compared with the prismxy step ia the 
decomposition o f diphenylnethane ainoe i t  occurs quite readily at 
635°G (the lowest temperature at which te traphenyle thane waa 
pyrolyaed)*
Fluorene la  not the only organic product derived from the two 
radicals, the other being tetraphsnyle thane, the ratio of these two 
hydrocarbons varying by about a factor o f tan over the range o f 
temperature studied* The formation o f fluorene is  substantially
«  IUI
the io l«  reaction at the high temperature! but accounts fo r  
the disappaaranoe o f only about half the zadioala at the 
lowest temperatures* Consider now the e ffe ct o f this on the 
constant k-*
At the high temperatures kf  * 2k1 while at the lowest 
temperatures where there is  about twice as such te t raphenylethane 
as there is  fluorene, i«e* only one in three radicals go to fluorene 
kf should be lower than 2kt by about a factor of three* This is  
indeed the case* This alteration at lower temperatures is  enough 
to displaoe the log* kf  ▼. ^ graph to an extent which fires  a 
slope o f -  end an intercept o f 101®* Quite apart from this
agreement i t  is  o f course invalid to treat i
C
A ' b ^
by a f ir s t  order constant which only deals with A and C and 
ignores D especially when i t  haa reached substantial amounts*
The d ifficu lty  o f deciding upon the f ir s t  order nature o f 
the reaction by judging the k values when reaction parameters 
cannot be varied widely has already been commented upon* This 
has also been noted by La page ^  when dealing with the decomposition 
o f methyl iodide under conditions where there wee e back reaction 
CH^  * *2 CHjI ♦ I* When this reaction waa ignored in the
original kinetic scheme, the cone ten te of the f ir s t  order mechanism
m a
0 .0 . at 303 mg
Bure fluorene
Products f  ran 
te trapheoyle thane
Products from 
di phony law thane
— — -----------------------------------------------------------------------------  . . .
3.26 3 .6  3.35 
2.7 2.8 2.5
2.5 2.1 2*(
These figures ere obtained from three separate absorption curves 
o f pure fluorene and fro*  three experimental runs an diphenylne thane
\ it:. , r . - vv ’ •>>,. 1 '"t
and te traphenyle thane.

-appeared to be extremely good but the A end I  values ee with 
this eeae were obviously absurd.
I t  is  therefore concluded from these considerations that
fluorene le  defin itely  formed vie the banshydiyl radical* That
this reaction occurs within tho hot son# appears also to be
certain since fluorene represents a greater proportion of the
total aolld  product as tho rsaotion temperature ia increased*
A further point in  support o f  this ia the difference between
th . ratio ««  JOi n ,  fo r  pur. fluoren. .ad
Optioal Dansity at 303 n g
fo r  the pyrolytic products (table XXIII)•
4 ,
The somewhat lower value fo r  tho products indicates the 
presence o f s  snail amount o f dlfluorenyl which absorbs strongly 
at 303 ■ a* The dlfluorenyl could be formed from the fluorsns 
produced within the rsaotion vessel hut the amount la  ee small 
that i t  could not readily be detected in the presenee o f the exoese 
o f fluorene* The date ia  net aoourate enough to permit a 
quantitative determinetion being made*
The idea of radioal disappearance by dimeriaing in the hot 
sons le  nbtao satisfactory as totraphonylethane would be decoa*>oaed 
to e considerable extant at the react!on temperatures involved 
but aoan further evidence in support o f redioel dime rise tion in 
the fuxnaoe la given in the la st section o f this discussion*
k.o
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a r r o w  of Tolm n.,
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Ih Tiew o f the number of d ifferent produota reaulting 
from  the thermal docompoai tU a o f di phony lne thane i t  waa 
considered that i t  would be dee treble fo r  purpoeea o f comparison 
to carxy out a few experiments on toluene and to exanine the 
aolid produota by u ltra -v iolet spectrophotometry.
The actual produota o f the pyrolyaia of toluene which were 
identified by Saware^1 wore dibenzyl, tydrogen and nethane* The 
nature of the ^aoa waa eatabliehed by ocntrolled oxidation with 
hot oopper oxide and the dibengjrl by ita  salting point* According 
to the prepoaed reaotion scheme, benaene ahould alao bo fom od 
but i t  waa not identified* Thla la  quite undoratandablo beoauao 
o f the very groat oxoaaa o f toluene but i t  ahould a t i l l  bo poaaible 
to detect the baneaoo either by uaing a naaa spectrometer or by 
fractional d la tllla tiaa  and u ltra -v iolet oxanination o f the f ir s t  
fraction* Thla waa not attempted in theae few experiments carried 
out to study the aolid produota*
Theae export nenta wore performed, aona with and a can without 
nitrogen oarrier gaa9 at 830°C in the flow ayaton uaed fo r  
di phonylnethane • The aolida fro  men out in oa ch run wore dissolved 
in majpiealum-dried methanol and the eolutlen examined between 100 n a 
and 200 n a •
Examples o f the absorption curves obtained with and without 
carrier gaa are ahown in grapha XXIII and XXIY. From theae grapha 
i t  ia at once obvious that wore than dibanayl waa preaont in the
•olid products*
Although st f ir s t  sight those too absorption curves seen 
to bo vory dissim ilar there is  really only one significant 
difference between them and that is  tho presence o f a peak at 
300 Be in the "N2 present11 curve* The other apparent 
dissim ilarities are caused by the absorbing components being present 
in different proportions in the two mixtures*
A search through the recorded u ltra -v iolet spectra of 
hydrocarbons compiled by the American Petroleum Institute (Research 
Project 44) revealed that anthracene was responsible fo r  the absorption 
bands with smxina at 377, 372*5* 358, 350, 346, 340 and 252 mg©
The large wide band between 330 and 270 mg was readily recognised 
as being due to stilbene©
As both these compounds have very high extinction coefficien ts, 
small amounts of them can completely obscure the presence of 
relatively much larger concentrations o f a substance such as 
dibengyl which absorbs less strongly* When this happens the 
existence of the la tter can be demonstrated by the follow ing sort 
o f 9process of elimination9 as applied to this particular ease*
From a knowledge o f the anthracene concentretiom, derived 
from the absorption between 340 mg and 380 m g, i t  was possible 
to deduce the contribution made by i t  to the measured optloal 
density at each wavelength over the whole range of wavelengths* 
examined* Qy subtracting the calculated anthracene contribution 
at each wavelength from the experimentally determined optical 
density of the mixture, curve XI (graph XX?) which is  due to the
other components wee obtained* This procedure was repeated fe r  
etilbene end resulted eventually in the production of curve III 
which is  the absorption curve o f dibengyl*
The amounts o f dibengyl, etilbene and anthracene produced 
ia  this particular experiment were in the retie 38017*1 • A 
sim ilar calculation on tho present" curve did not give such 
a clear result because of the presence of a fourth material with 
an absorption maximum at about 301 n jt •
This peak was at f ir s t  attributed to fluorsns resulting 
from traces of diphenylne thane le ft  in the systen fro*  the previous 
experiments, but i t  persisted in the absorption curves o f the 
products obtained a fter every tap had bean oleanad and regreased 
and the whole apparatus between the saturator and fuxnaos entrance 
had been heated fo r  several hours under hard vacuum.
Whan using toluene as a radical acceptor fo r  phenyl radicals, 
G.B* C ow annoted the presence o f a bend with a naxisnn about 
301 a g in the absorption curve o f soon o f hie products.
I t  is  by no swans certain that the substance giving rise 
to this peak is  fluorsns, but i f  i t  i s ,  i t  would appear that 
phenyl and bansyl radicals can react under these experimental 
conditions to give fluorene -  perhaps through the intermediate 
formation o f diphenylne thane*
Incidentally, the above results show that Sswaro was 
substantially correct in his assumption that the benayl radicals 
produced from toluene in his investigation only disappeared by 
dimsri cation*
*  IHb -
The purpose o f these experiments was to produoe diphenyl- 
metfayl radioal • at lower temperatures than is  possiblft from 
dlphenylme thane in  order to ohaerve whether any fluorene was 
produced from the radicals at these lower temperatures*
Xt was expeoted that the in itia l step in the decomposition 
would be the breaking o f the C -  Br bond so giving rise  te the 
desired radical which would dims rise to te traphenyle thane or 
perhaps rearrange to fluorene*
Contrary to expectations however, the products were 
hydrogen bromide and te traphenyle thy lens in the ratio o f 
roughly 2| 1 and no free bromine was formed* An obvious inter­
pretation o f the results was that decomposition was proceeding 
by the d irect formation o f a molecule o f HBr and a diphenyl- 
methylene radical and that diphenylmethyl radicals were not 
formed at a ll* In order to test th is, a few experiments were 
carried out in which an excess o f dipheny lne thane was introduced 
concurrently with the halide into the reaction vessel* 
Unfortunately there was not much tins fo r  these experiments and 
the technique adopted fo r  simultaneous introduction was not very 
satisfactory* The results obtained were not very consistent but 
i t  did appear that the presence o f dipheny lne thane suppressed the 
rate o f formation o f both te traphenyle thy lene and HBr*
Te traphenyle thane was defin itely  formed when dlphenylme thane 
was used as a "bromine acceptor" but its  non formation in the
absence of diphenylme thane was not pro wed,
A gret t deal more work would have to be carried out before 
a reaction scheme which was absolutely certain could be drama up 
but a tentative mechanism is  presented from the results obtained*
In this reaction t
IfegCHBr ♦ H*1 (D
is  the most favoured in it ia l single step*
The absence o f  Br2 shows that (1 ) is  not followed by
JPhgOBBr ♦ Br — ^ IhgCH- ♦ Brg (2)
and that therefors
HigOHBr ♦ B r  > IhgCBr- ♦ EBr (3 )
is  most probably the second step*
I f  (3 ) is  followed by dinerlsation as in (4 )
JPhgCH- ♦ IhgOBr- —  ^ fh^CH-BrCHi^  
the tertiary C -  Br bond in tho product would be very weak and 
readily decompose to HBr and tetra phenyls thy lane (3 )
FhgCH- BxCIhg ■ -■') * CUi^  ♦ HBr (5 )
In the presence o f excess diphenylme thane the primary atop
(1) could be followed by
Br ♦ PhgGHg — IhgCH* ♦ HBr (6 )
the benslydryl radioals then dimerising to tetraphenylethane* This 
would result in less tetraphenyle thylene and HBr being formed since 
reaction (3 ) and hence (4 ) and (3 ) would not be occurring to the 
same extent*
•  Ihtj m
No fluorene wee produced in any o f these experiments, so 
i f  i t  le  accepted that dlphenylmethyl radicals are produced by 
thermal decomposition o f bsnstydryl bromide, then at theae low 
temperatures the radicals only disappear by dimerisation •
This la what would be expected since the ratio, mols of flu orens/ 
mola of te traphenyle than# f e l l  rapidly with temperature*
g ltt*  Spootrophoto— try -  Application  la  th l. Wort.
in this research, attempts have been made to establish 
more c o lla te iy  the nature of a ll the produota than has been the 
oaae in previous works of the same general nature reported in 
the literature*
Apart from te traphenyle thane which crystallised out above the 
U-tube in the in it ia l experiments on dlphenylme thane and was f ir s t  
reoogniasd by its  melting point, e l l  the solid  produots were 
identified  in  the presence o f other compounds by u ltra -v io let 
apectrophotometric examination o f a solution o f the mixture*
Thla method is  particularly successful when the unknown
0
material possesses some very prominent absorption band or bands 
in  a region o f the spectrum where the other compounds do not 
absorb* Examples o f this which have been mat with in the oourse 
o f this work are
(1) Fluorene in s mixture o f di phenyine thane } te traphenyle thane mid 
te traphenyle thylane •
(2 ) Bis diph*nylen*-ethylene in the presence of fluorens and 
d if luorenyl •
(3 ) Anthracene mixed with etilbene and dibenxyl•
The method was also o f value fo r  detecting impurities present 
ia  the materials before the kinetics o f deoo^osition were studied* 
However, when the *00)01000 • has an absorption spectrum sim ilar 
to that o f a component present in excess in the mixture and does not 
have a very much greater extinction coe ffic ien t, the problem is  more 
d ifficu lt*  This w ill obviously be ths esse when the structures o f the 
two compounds ars a like, i*e* monomer and dimer* For example, tetra­
phenyle thane in excess o f diphenylmsthane, dlfluorenyl in  excess o f 
fluorene*
Zt is  in this respect that u ltra -v iolet analysis o f ths mixtures 
o f parent material and pyrolytic products is  o f least value because 
the former is  always present in  such excess that the existence o f 
the diner cannot bo detected*
Although experimental conditions oan be arranged, as In the 
work on fluorene, so that the dimer, being less vola tile  w ill 
condense out before the unchanged parent material, a reliable 
quantitative assay o f the product a t i l l  eminot bo made by ultra­
v io le t spec tic  photo me try or any other method unless information on 
its  vapour pressure is  available* Probably infra-red analysis o f this 
type o f mixture would be mors fru itfu l but at the time of the 
investigation no instrument was available*
In spite of its  lim itations the method of u ltra -v iolet 
apectrophtome tr ie  analysis haa bean of very great value in this 
research, indeed i t  is  doubtful whether the work on diphenylme thane
oould have bean completed without it*
ggsnnaUassaof anasaa tea «»*»—•
Zt baa already noted on page 84- o f this thesia that the 
dineriaation o f free radioala formed in the gaa phaae waa rexy 
often accompanied by the aiii^iltaneoua formation o f the unaaturated 
analogue of the diner* This phenomenon ia  not oonfinod to the gaa 
phaae but also occurs with radicals in solution*
Waters and Biokel112 found that benzyl radicals prepared by 
deoonposing wiw aaotoluene in boilin g  deoalia. solution at 200°G 
did not Just recoshine to fo r*  dibengyl but also gave rise  to 
stilbene. They ascribed the foxnatioa o f this la tter compound 
to disproportionatlon o f the benzyl radicals i*e*
2 Sh -  CW£  ^ Ph ♦ Ih.OHt (D
followed by dineriaation o f the phenylmethylene radicals*
Sssaro11'* points out that the activation energy o f the d is - 
proportionation reaction would have to be less than 5 k*oals/nol* 
i f  i t  is  ho compete successfully with dinerisation and he goes on 
to deduce from thermo chemical and kinetic data that a probable 
value fo r  the energy o f  activation o f (1 ) is  about 25 k.oals/gm.mol* 
In addition i t  has been pointed out by Dr*C* Horrex11* that 
i f  benoyl radicals disproportionate i t  would be expected that the 
reaction would be vexy rapid at the temperatures of toluene pyrolysis 
and so a great deal o f stilbene should be produced*
^ -------------------------------------
U ltra-violet examination o f the solid  products from toluene 
pyrolysis have shown them to contain a negligible amount o f 
stLlbene and that tho predominating reaction of the bengyl radicals 
under these conditions waa therefore dimerlaatien*
in alternative mechanism which has been proposed le  that the 
bensyl radioals f ir s t  dime rise to dibengyl but as the conoantration 
of the la tter increases i t  becomes more possible fo r  benzyl radioals 
to attack I t  with the formation of toluene and stilbene*
The very small amount o f atllbane in tho products of thermal 
decomposition ia  the gee phase le  in accord with thia idea beoause 
the temperature at which the benzyl radioals aim produced is  ae 
high that diben^yl it s e lf  would be rapidly decomposed •
Further support o f thia meohanian comes from the production
o f large amounts o f  etllbene in expertsrata carried out by
52 55Dr. R* Iapage and Or. G*B* Cowan in which they used toluene se an
accepter fo r  methyl and phenyl radioale* Ifctder these conditions the
benzyl radioals were produced st temperatures at which the rate o f
decomposition o f dlbenjqrl le  very alee* F inally, in a study o f the
thermal decomposition o f dibsneyl i t s e l f , Dr* C* Horrex sad Dr*S*S.
M iles^ found that stilbene was one of the major products.
These results support the ides o f radioal dlnerlsatioe within
tho fumaoe beoause i f  the diner were only formed st the exit there
would be very l i t t le  opportunity fo r  radical attack on the
molecules formed*
Conclusions. .
(1 ) The decomposition o f fluorsns proceeds by a uni-molecular 
mechanism with the production of s free fluorenyl radioal and an 
atom o f hydrogen* The radicals disappear entirely by dimerisation.
The rate of formation o f Hydrogen is  given by
k „ 1012-* .  .  *£2*522
RT
This snsrgy of activation ia regarded as being the dissociation energy 
o f the nethylenic C-H bond in fluorene*
(2 ) In the decomposition o f diphanylnethane the primary dissociation 
gives rise to a free  benshydryl radioal and a Hydrogen atom* The 
Hypothesis that fluorsns is  produced from the benshydryl radioal gives 
very reasonable values fo r  the velocity  constant o f the in it ia l step 
in the deooapositian o f diphenylme thane in the reapeot that A * 1q13.57
which is  theoretically expected, and that I  * 72 k.cala/m ol, which as 
anticipated is  intermediate to the energies of activation fo r  the 
deoompositiom o f toluene and fluorene. The calculation o f the 
velocity  constant (diphenylme thane —^  ben sky dry 1 radical) only
requires that fluorene is  produced via the radical and is  independent 
of the mechanism of this second stage*
(3) The idea o f fluorene formation from the bensHydryl radioal is  
supported by the conversion of tetraphenyle thane to fluorene under 
the same experimental conditions* Curiously enough the velocity
 • '
•  |S3 -
^   •—  '    ■
constant fo r  this reaction la given by*
k .  10? . .  -Aiu22o ,
sr °*
which bear* a strong resemblance to the oase o f dibengyl (dw10^) 
and baa an energy of aottvattea which la  equal to the value 
calculated on the baeio o f the heet of formation of the benshydxyl 
radioale The data are very a canty but seen to point to thie being 
true*
Thermo ohemical Calculations.
( 1 ) Heat o f formation o f Diphenylmethane •
Heat o f combustion* in gaseous state * 1666 k.c&ls/mol*
Since i
Hg ♦ i  02 ♦ 68*3 k*cals
and
Ca ♦ Og —  ^ COg ♦ 94*05 k.oals
13C8 ♦ 6Hg ♦ l60g — > 13002 ♦ 6H201  ♦ 1631 *4 k .oa ls.
° 13H12 * 1602 1K)02 ♦ 6H2 °1 * i66* k .oals.
13 C «• —i  C13« ,2^  ♦ 33.6 k .o* l« .
Hast o f formation o f diphenyls*thane • -  33*6 k.cals/m ol.
(2 ) Heat o f formation o f Fluorene.
13°b ♦ 5HJ ♦ 15i  02 — }  13002 ♦ 5^ 0X ♦ 136V.1 k .c l* .
° 13H10 * 15* — )  13002 ♦ 5^01 ♦ 1602 k .ed a
* ‘  1J°S ♦ * 2 ^  C13H10(9j * 37,9
Heat of formation o f fluorene ■ - 37*9 k .ca ls.
Ft*Hote.
1 • Heats o f oombustion fo r  dlphenylnethane and fluorene quoted b y  
Wheland (Theory o f Resonance* 1945 p.69) from conplioatlon by
-  I S * . .
Kharasoh and Brora, with correction to gas phase by use of data 
from Landholt-Boxnsteln*
(3) Heat o f Formation o f Benshydiyl Radioal*
D(Fh2CH-H) • QfCPhgCHg) -  Q f(»l2CH-) -  Qf(H)
72 -  -33.6 -  Q f(«l2CH-) ♦ 51
• • Qf(phgCH-)* -  54*6 k.oals/m ol.
(4 ) Heat o f Formation o f fluorexyl radioal (F)
D(F-H) » Qf(FH) -  Qf(F) -  Qf(H)
68*5 »  -38 -  Qf(F) ♦ 51
• « Qf(F) * -33«3 k.oale/m ol.
(3 ) Heat o f dissociation o f Tetraphaiylsthans.
Heat o f combustion o f solid  te traphsny le  thane « 3248 oala/mol* 
(Coops, Mulder, DLenske end Smittenberg. Reo«Trsv*Ghim«1946*63*128)
The latent heat o f sublimation, X, is  not knora*
• . Let heat o f oombustion o f gasaoua tetraphanyle thane
-  (^248 a X ) k.oals
l .o .  C26^ 2 ♦ 31*°2 — > 26002 a 11 HgO * (52X8 aX )k.oala.
%  * i ° 2 — * HgO 68.3 k .oa ls.
°26B22 * *2 + 32°g — > 26002 a 12^0 a (3316.3 aXjk.oals.
but 2015H12 a 3202 — > 2*002 a 121^0 a (3332 )k .oala.
C26H22 ♦ ®2 
J®122 a
. . C26H22
C26H22
H ♦ H
2C1,H11 ♦ 2H
2013H12 - H - H
-  102 k .oa ls.
-  144 k.oala.
♦ (ll7*7x)k*oala.
• (26#3 4^)k.oala.
♦ ( 15*7 -  X Jk.cals.
▲ reasonable value fo r  X would be between 13 and 20 k .ca ls .
• • Dissociation energy o f central C-C band in te traphenyle thane 
• 40 to 45 k.cals/nol*
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110 754 1.12 1 .8 .62 .58 .0107
111 754 1.31 1 .8 .74 .67 .0110
98 755 1.75 2 .4 .72 .64 .011
99 755 1 .8 1.9 .94 .8 .0118
66 756 1.79 2.7 .66 .48 .0138
87 756 2.06 4.1 ..51 .46 .011
88 756 1.79 2.7 .66 .63 .0106
115 757 •65 1.9 .34 .51 .00634
85 759 1.7 2.6 .65 •49 .0136
66 762 1.84 5.2 .36 .38 .0095
109 
•--------
762 
•-----------
2.33  
•-----------------
2.0  
*----------------
1.14
•-----------
.69
----------------- -
.0166
IWC
r .... . 
Bun Temp.
# c
r~ ----  * .....
Fluorene 
mols.x 1<T5
r~.................
D ' P J f .
mole.xiO
i---------->
*
D b o .
1-------------
t .o f  0 . 
Seoe • 8*0.-1
p 1
•a 787
I
3.8
1
3.8 1.0
—
.47
• ...
.0210
38 770 6.7 6 . 4 1.05 •31 .034
69 770 3*8 5.4 .7 •43 .0188
6 7 772 3.4 4.9 .69 .35 .0199
118 784 3.8 2.2 1.7 .37 .0465
50 788 14.8 .8 2.4 •32 .0735
121 792 3.08 1.25 2.45 .55 .0453
85 793 10.8 5.00 2.2 .39 .058
52 795 8.9 2.5 2.6 .24 .0764
81 795 9.0 2.3 4.0 .7 .081
82 795 3.3 2.1 1.6 .24 .078
¥ > 799 22.0 8.1 3.3 .34 .0995
43 799 10.7 2.8 3.8 •38 .103
44 799 8.1 5.1 1.5 •21 .075
51 799 11.5 2.8 4.1 •4 .105
48 801 13*0 3.5 3.35 .37 .090
117 802 5.3 1.8 2.9 .39 .0755
88 804 10.8 2.9 3.7 .38 .099
119 809 8.9 2.3 3.9 .34 .116
120 810 13.1 3.2 4.2 .34 .11
54 814 18.0 3.1 5.2 .34 .158
83 835 27.2 1.9 14.6 •36 •439
84
■ ■
835
■
15.8
>----------------------------------------------------------
1.2
------------------------------------------------------
13.4 .38
> ■ ■ ■ *
.376
» ----------------------------------— . 4
Sxperlmenta on Fluorena
Run Te*p
°JC
Duxn.
atna
T .of 0 
■ecc.
---------------■
P.Preao. 
Fluorene 
ttrhs • mola*x10
---------------- ,
Fluorene
-3mole.xIO
-------- 1
%
Deo.
----------,
k
aeoa*1
245 943 23.5 1 *28 .33 •* 2*84 .211 •001*4
24* 943 20 1*5 •34 .47 2.24 .21 .00139
250 943 21 1.44 • 35 •45 2.24 •20 •00139
251 943 25 1.35 .34 •58 2.8 •20* .00151
147 944 * 1.4* .78 .17 .78 •218 .00155
148 944 12 1.33 •82 .34 1.9 •18 .00133
149 944 12 1.33 •8 .3* 1.9 .19 .00144
150 944 12 1.33 .81 .4 1.9 •21 .00157
151 944 12 1*33 .83 •41 2,1* .19 .00144
152 944 15 1.43 .7 .47 2.3* •20 •00141
247 952 12 1.25 .33 .3 1.5 •20 •001*1
248 952 25 1*24 .31 .77 2.7* .28 •00224
249 952 20 1.24 .33 .5 2.34 •214 •0017
142 953 6 •95 •88 .32 1.53 •212 .00222
145 953 7 •95 .83 .32 1.** .19* •0020*
144 953 9 •95 •82 •4 2.08 •193 •00204
145 953 10 .95 .83 .32 2.3* .14 •00147
14* 953 12 .95 .73 .47 2.24 •21 •00221
44 954 4 .74 .87 .3* 2.2 •1* •00224
45 955 4.5 .71 .85 •42 2.3 •18 •00252
141 955 6
k--------- *
.95
----------- <
.87
i---------------
.42
---------------------4
1.5 •28 
— ..- .
•00327
I W
1------'
mm
-------- 1
Tnmp
°K
---------- 4
Dum.
m ini
i
------------ «.
T .o f 0
seas
--------------- 4
P*Pre««• 
Fluoren# 
nma
“2
aols.x 105
Fluorene
nole.xIO*^
*
Dae.
k
aeea.^
140 956 6 .97 •81 .25 1.35 .185 .00193
139 957 6 .95 •68 .275 1 .3 .21 .0022
77 959 3 .72 •3 .25 •55 .46 .00645
80 959 4 .75 •34 .25 •79 .32 .00425
81 959 3.5 .75 .34 .15 .72 •21 .0025
79 961 4 .77 •33 .23 .73 .31 .00388
18 962 5 .34 •39 .35 2.7 •13 .00378
116 963 10 .725 •38 .53 2.3 .23 .0031
117 963 9 .725 •38 .44 2*0 •22 .00298
118 963 9 .725 •37 .5 2 .25 .00326
119 963 8* .72 •36 .45 1.89 .24 .0033
46 964 4 .69 •78 .38 2.18 .175 .00254
82 965 4 .74 •33 •25 •83 .30 .00403
109 965 9 .73 •4 .52 2.2 •24 .00324
110 965 7 .71 •38 .5 1.65 .30 .00425
111 965 9 i .73 •39 •65 2.2 .29 .004
112 965 9 .76 •39 .48 2 .24 .00318
113 965 9 .73 •38 .43 2 .21 .0029
114 965 9 .68 •38 .53 2.2 .24 .00296
115 965 9 .73 •38 .5 2 .0 .25 .00306
47 966 6$ .69 •86 • 5 2 .4 •21 .00308
19
.>-----
969
>---------
4
»-----------
.36
1------------ <
•38
1-------------------
.33
1---------------------
2
1---------------------
.16
1____________
.00448
1---------- 1
i-----4
pun
- | i
--------4
T*np
°K
-------------«
Dam
nins
ji
-------------- 1
t .o f  C
■•OS
Jl
-------------- *
P.Ptcbb*
Fluoreaa “ 2
mole.xIO
Fluoreaa
•3molB.xIO
---
%
Deo.
k
sees4
196 969 8 .73 .4 .48 1.9 .25 .00337
197 969 8
COf"-• .4 .53 1.9 .28 .00366
196 969 11 .73 .36 •62 2.6 .24 .00324
199 969 6 .76 .31 •25 1 .1 .23 .0031
201 970 7 .78 .4 •20 1.6 .26 .0033
210 970 8 1.0 .34 .5 1.2 .41 .0042
211 970 8 .9 .34 .45 1.3 .34 .00386
212 970 8 .9 <.34 .35 1.3 .27 .0030
213 970 8 *96 .34 •4 1.3 .32 •0033
214 970 10 •96 .35 .58 1.9 .31 .00324
215 970 6 1 .36 .32 •87 .37 .00375
216 970 6 1 .36 •32 .87 .37 .0037
217 970 8 .97 .37 .45 1.35 .34 .00366
218 970 8 .97 .37 .45 1.35 .34 .00366
219 970 15 .97 .37 • 09 vn 2.5 .34 .00366
83 971 5 .74 .35 •33 1.01 .325 .00436
17 971 5 .34 .36 •35 2.47 .14 .00418
20 972 4 .58 .59 .52 1.75 .3 .0052
21 972 3 .58 .6 .41 1 .4 .29 .00504
185 972 6 .72 •4 .4 1.45 .27 .00381
186 972 6 .69 .42 .45 1.66 .27 .00594
187 972 8 .67 •42
>-- ----- 4
.73
■ ■
2.18
______________ _
.33 .00495
------------- .
r—» i
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-----------,
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°k
.^...- -- <
Dum.
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T .of 0 
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F.Preee.
Fluorene
wfn«
•-— -----------<
%
*ol«JrtO"5
- ---------------
Fluorene
•3mole.xIO
*
*
C o .
k
eeca*1
85 973 8 .7 .36 .37 1.08 .35
I--------- A
•00496
106 974 6 .75 .37 .45 1.3 .35 •00465
107 974 9 .76 .43 .75 2.1 •34 •00445
108 974 9 .74 .41 . .70 2.2 .32 •00440
188 974 8 .67 .42 .52 2.18 .24 •00415
189 974 6 .67 •42 .65 2.18 .298 .0044
190 974 8 •67 .42 .47 2.16 .22 •0032
191 974 6 .78 .42 .52 1.4 .37 •00476
192 974 6 .78 .41 .32 1.4 .24 .00312
193 974 8 .78 .42 •46 1.9 .25 .00352
194 974 8 .75 .4 .53 1.9 .28 .0038
195 974 8 .72 .4 .55 1.9 .29 •0041
200 974 15 .72 •28 .73 2.5 .29 •00405
208 976 7 1.0 •32 •5 1.17 .43 .00426
209 976 8 1 •34 .5 1.21 .41 •00416
22 977 3 .5 .58 .4 1.45 .27 .00524
173 977 8 •8 •59 1.02 2.41 .43 •0051
184 977 8 .77 .31 .52 1.43 .37 .0048
202 977 10 .78 •28 .67 1.52 .43 •0055
203 977 11 .78 .25 .72 1.53 .47 •0061
204 977 14 .78 •28 .9 2.14 .42 .0054
2Q5 977 10 .72 .31 .65 1.86 .35 •00483
206 977 6 1.0 .3 •4 .78 .52 .00515
Tenp*
°K
-------------1
Bum.
rains
--------------- -
T .of C 
••os.
---------------
P.Press. 
yiuoroo*
 ^ ,
--------------------- -
®2 --5molS'XlO '
___ ______ __ ,
Fluorene
mola.xlO
 ^ .......
15
Dao.
► ■ j
k
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207 877 6 1 .3 .63 .88 •69 .00686
86 882 5 .7 .37 .53 1.13 .67 .0066
87 882 5 .7 •35 .53 1.13 .67 .0066
88 882 3i .72 .38 .3 .75 .60 .00565
88 983 6 .7 .38 .61 .92 .65 .00635
80 983 3* *7 .38 .6 .81 .66 .0066
23 986 6 .66 .6 .65 1.53 .63 .OO616
68 986 6* .55 .67 1.025 2.6 .63 .00776
68 990 5 .68 •59 .78 2.56 .31 .00665
176 980 8 .83 .38 .9 1.57 .57 .00695
175 980 9 .83 .35 .93 1.6 .57 .00695
176 980 10 .83 .30 •8 1.56 .52 .00633
177 980 10
oo• .32 1«0 1.83 .55 .00662
178 990 10 .83 .31 •93 1.61 .57 .00695
178 990 9 •83 .30 .78 1.63 .56 .00656
180 990 10 .77 .33 .98 1.77 .55 .00717
181 990 9 .77 •32 •73 1.55 .67 .00609
182 990 5 .77 .25 .43 .75 .57 •00766
183 990 6 .77 .25 .44 .87 .5 .00655
26 892 3 .8 .73 .95 1.25 .76 .00955
81 993 3 .75 .37 •45 .63 .715 .0096
82 983 3 .75 .38 •4 .66 .61 .00798
83 993 3 .75 
•--------------
.38 
•--------------
•4
►----------------
.68
»--------------—
.58
*- ■ '
.00765
------------
-------1
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Trap*
°K
Duxn*
rains.
..... .....  ^
T .of 0 
aeoa.
P.Praia.
Fluorenenaa
~ ------- ----  »
*2 -5mola.xIO
Fluorene
nole.xIO*^
*
Deo.
— ■ * 
k
eeqe“,,,
94 995 3 .7 .38 .43 •68 •62 .0088$
50 997 4 .5 .45 .65 1.51 .43 .0087
24* 1000 4 .55 .51 1.00 1.75 •58 .0106
95 1000 6 .7 .38 1.05 1 *41 •75 .0106
25 1003 4 .42 .32 .75 1.22 *62 .0149
51 1002 4 .47 .46 .75 1.63 .66 .00995
52 1002 3 •48 .43 .58 1 *12 •52 .0108
26 1005 4 •62 .28 .65 1.06 •61 .0146
53 1007 4 •68 .43 .82 1.69 • 56 .0118
54 1008 3 •68 .40 .73 1.02 .71 .0150
27 1009 4 •62 .27 • 58 1.02 •57 .0136
28 1012 4 •41 .27 .53 1.04 •51 .0128
55 1012 3 •66 .38 .75 1.01 •76 .0160
56 1014 3 .66 .37 .83 •99 •84 .0173
29 1016 4 •52 .27 .70 •98 .72 .0162
57 1016 3 •66 .37 .73 •99 •73 .0159
220 1016 3 •68 .40 1.15 1.64 •8 .0168
58 1018 3 •64 .37 .76 1.02 .76 .0174
59 1019 4 •64 .37 .90 1.17 .77 .0176
221 1019 4 •67 .31 1.17 1«16 1.01 .0214
222 1019 4 •47 .38 1.45 1.4 1.03 .0214
223 1019 4 •66 .39 1*37 1 .5 .95 .0208
224 
^ <
1019
i-----------
4
-------------
•66
>........ .....4
.3
' ■ --- - 4
1.13 1.1 1.03
-
.0218
------  ----
m (*><) m
1-----1fiMtt
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----------1DUUBfce
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*
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j
--------------------------- -
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ftKI*
... . —i
---------------------------------1 i
k
•«€>•"1
— 4
223 1019 6 •46 •181 1.6 1.6 1.0 .0218
226 1019 6 •46 •25 .88 .89 .99 .0216
227 1019 3 •46 •21 .68 .68 1.0 .0218
229 1019 3 •46 •22 .68 .61 .78 X I70
229 1019 5 •46 •21 .8$ .98 .67 .0190
60 1020 3 •44 •16 .9 .99 .91 .0208
230 1020 3 •5 •20 .33 .52 1X2 .0206
231 1020 3 •1 •2 .53 .58 .91 .0189
232 1020 5 •40 •28 1.33 1.28 1.03 *0216
233 1020 3 •48 •2 .53 *55 .96 .020
236 1020 3 •48 •2 .55 .55 1 .0209
235 1080 3 •48 •2 .55 .55 1 .0209
236 1020 6 •49 •2 .55 .76 .75 X I99
237 1020 6 •47 •2 1.029 1.11 .92 X I96
238 1020 9 •17 •11 1.28 1.69 .65 .0830
239 1026 9 •11 •11 1.02 1.63 .72 .0218
2 40 1026 3 •67 •26 .87 .67 1.86 .0262
261 1026 3 •62 .27 .55 .90 1.10 .0183
262 1026 3 •62 •26 .58 .52 1.10 0.183
263 1026 3 •68 •58 1.93 1.1 1.70 .0260
30 1054 5 •41 •26 1.7 1.2 1.60 .0335
8 1019 131 •12 •28 1.6 .98 1.63 .0393
12
t
1019 
•--------
6
- --------------------------------
•29
r---------------------------------------
•18
-------------------------------------------------
1.05
------------ ------------------------------------------
1X6
,---------------------------- • -----------------------
1.10 .0366
*. 4
Bun Trap*
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P 'F reis. 
FluorraoBB18 . *2 , m olt.no 0
Fluorrao
molo.xIO*^
%
Duo.
A
k
•ecu” 1
14 1059 5 •44 •29 2.0 1.35 1.54 .0339
13 1039 5 •44 •28 2 1.27 1.58 .0360
16 1059 5 •52 •18 1.3 1.3 1.00 .0312
, 31 1039 4 •41 •24 1.23 .9 5 1.50 .0318
61 1059 3i •54 .18 1.1 .79 1.39 .0410
6 10J|0 5 •44 •30 2.1 1.37 1.55 .0352
7 101*0 4 •43 •30 1.2 1.05 1.09 .0249
11 101*0 4 •29 •19 1.05 1.06 1.00 .0344
12 101*0 4 •29 •18 1.05 1.06 1.00 .0344
5 1041 5 •45 •32 2.2 1.41 1.56 .0348
9 1041 17 •10 •30 1.6 1.1 1.45 .0325
10 1041 64 •22 .21 1.2 1.4 .87 .0380
1 1042 5 •33 •34 2.9 2.2 1.34 .0407
2 1042 5 •33 .34 2.3 2.0 1.15 .0348
3 1042 5 •31 .31 1.9 1.86 1.00 .0324
4 1042 5 •33 •31 2.3 1.83 1.23 .0374
62 1042 34 •34 •18 1.08 .79 1.36 .0398
252 1043 3 •35 .19 1.06 .71 1.50 .0430
32 101*4 4 •40 .23 1.5 .92 1.63 .0414
63 1044 44 •34 .18 1.47 1.01 1.45 .0425
253 1045 5 •38 .2 1.96 1.09 1.80 .0472
254 1045 5 •35 .19 1.68 1.1 1.53 .044
255 1045 5 •36 .19 1.75 1.08 1.62 .045
256
- ------
1045
- ----------
5
-------------
•37
>----------- «
•21 2.2 1.16 1.90 •0515
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Run Teap*
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•3mole «rt0
*
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k
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64 1046 3* .34 •18
¥  '
1.2 .79 1.45 .0425
257 1047 6 .38 •21 3.6 1.81 2.00 .052
256 1049 5 .38 •20 2.5 1.14 2.19 .060
259 1049 6 *38 •16 2.3 1.07 2.12 .056
260 1049 6 .38 •16 1.88 1.06 1.77 .047
265 10J*9 4 .65 .27 2.2 .66 3.30 .0519
266 1049 4 .83 •3 1.8 •58 3.02 .0485
267 1049 5 •83 •3 2 . 69 2.90 .0478
33 1090 3i .28 •15 1.18 .75 1.57 .057
66 1050 4 •34 .43 3.18 2.1 1.55 .0445
261 1050 6 •38 .13 1.5 •83 1.81 .0480
262 1050 7 .38 .15 2.3 1.18 1.97 .0522
263 1050 4 .42 .19 1.68 .7 2.40 .0577
264. 1050 3 .42 •18 1.27 .5 2.5 .0605
266 1050 4 1.74 .32 2.58 .281 9.2 .0554
269 1050 4 1.37 .43 3.05 « 48 6.4 .0480
270 1050 5 1.37 •4 3.25 .52 6.3 .0475
65 1052 4 .38 •48 4.3 2.18 2.0 .0540
67 1052 7 .31 •48 6 4.05 1.5 .0490
34 1057 3* .3 •15 1.63 .75 2.16 .0726
68 1060 4 .37 •28 3.25 1.4 2.32 .0630
69 1063 9 .37 •23 6.75 2.34 2.88 .0786
35 1069
_ ---------
4
» ---------------------------------1
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---------------
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36 1068 4 .31 •15 1.85
>
.82 2.26 .0755
70 1073 7 .36 •2 6 1.58 3.8 .107
71 1074 4 .34 •18 2.65 •86 3.08 .093
38 1076 3 .31 •15 1.9 • 58 3.3 .109
39 1076 3 .31 •15 1.8 .58 3.12 .103
72 1076 4 .35 •18 2.83 •86 3.3 •096
73 1076 4 .35 .17 2.83 • 8 3.54 .103
74 1077 3 .35 •16 2.23 • 55 4.1 .119
75 1077 5 •35 .16 3.95 .93 4.25 .126
40 1078 3 .31 •15 1.8 .59 3.05 .105
41 1078 3 .29 •16 2.1 .64 3.24 .112
42 1078 3i •38 .15 2.4 .5 4.8 •128
96 1081 7 •32 •12 5.1 1 .1 4*6 .141
99 1081 11 .31 .11 7.8 1.75 4.5 .149
100 1081 6 •31 .12 4.5 1.02 4.5 •146
101 1081 7 .31 .12 4.4 1.2 3.68 .111
102 1081 8 .33 .11 5.9 1 .1 5.2 .155
103 1081 6 .33 .12 3.9 .89 4.4 .138
104 1081 8 .33 •n 5*2 1.2 4.5 .142
121 1081 5 .33 .25 6.1 1.47 4.2 .120
122 1081 5 .33 •20 4.9 1.21 4.05 .118
123 1081 6 .34 .16 5.2 1.13 4.5 .133
124 1081 5 .33 .18 4.3 1.07 4.0 .124
125
- ------
1081 6 .33 .18 4.9 1.34 3.7 .118
- - 7 3 -
Hun Te«p.
°K
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P.Freaa. 
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*2
mola.xlO **
Fluorene
m 3mola.xlO
%
Deo.
k
aeoa"*1
126 1081
1
6 .37 .17 5.5 1.11 V.95 .135
127 1081 6 •38 .17 4.9 1.06 4.6 •126
128 1082 6 .31 .14 4.6 1.03 4.45 .147
129 1082 6 .32 .14 3.9 1.03 3.8 .122
136 1082 6 .34 .09 2.8 .59 4.7 .143
97 108V 5 .31 •1 5.2 .69 7.5 .234
135 1085 6 .32 .075 2.9 •57 5.1 .155
130 1086 6 .32 .125 4.1 .96 4.25 .144
131 1086 6 .32 .15 4*6 1.1 4.23 .133
132 1086 6 .33 .11 3.55 »S1 4.85 .151
133 1086 8 •32 •1 3.88 .99 3.93 .123
134 1087 7 .33 .09 3.13 .75 4.2 .125
172 1095 6 •28 •1 4.03 .9 4.5 •164
171 1097 3 .28 .09 2.2 •41 5.35 .196
169 1098 3 .29 •096 2.6 .4 6.5 •228
170 1098 3 .29 .095 2.0 .37 5.4 •188
154 1099 3 •26 •1 2.7 .43 6.25 •256
155 1099 3 .26 •16 3.6 .04 5.6 •222
156 1099 3 .26 •1 2.33 .43 5.4 .224
157 1099 3 .26 •1 2.33 .43 5.4 .214
158 1099 3 .26 •1 2.98 •44 6.75 .268
159 1099 4 .26 •1 3.55 .57 6.3 .251
160 1099 3 .27 •1 2.2 •44 5.0 .193
161 1099 3 •26 .1 2.15 •42 5.1 .214
162 1099 3 .26 •1 2.25 .42 5.4 •222
' ! • • ' • ' 7 ' /. u ■ . .. ' ' ' - • ' • - • ~ ~ • • ■---'
-  /7* -
Run Temp.
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k
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165 1099 3 .26 .1 2.33 .43 5.4 .215
166 1099 3 • 26 .09 2.2 •40 5.5 .226
167 1099 3 .26 .11 2.8 •46 6.1 .245
168 1099 5 .26 .11 If.8
COr*.. 6.2 .246
163 1101 5 .28 .1 4.7 .72 6.5 .238
164 1101 3 •29 .095 2.6 .39 6.6 .234
«xp .rls»»ts on T»tr»ph«urlethm.
f-----,
am Temp.
°C
T.ofC.
secs.
Tetraphenyl
ethylene
mole x 10~5
Fluorene 
mole x 10~5
Tetraphenyl
ethane
mola x 10 ^
95
Deo.
k
1 750 0.7 1e1 27.2 47.2 29 •468
2 705 0.66 0.24 21 107 10 .159
3 710 0*55 0.33 53 256 10.3 .198
4
■ i----- i
635
---------
0.7
i---------- 1
0.06 4.5 101 2.2 .0314
_ —1
Kotti The percentage deconpoaitian is  calculated by*
j  go . o f n ols. o f f lu o r w
No.of mola. o f tetraphenylethane.
ainoe in  the deeempoatian o f eaoh molecule o f te traphenyle thane 
two benahydxyl radical! are formed.
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